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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation examines the life and conflicted career of Sir James Wright (1716-
1785), in an effort to better understand the complex struggle for power in both colonial Georgia 
and eighteenth-century British Empire.  Specifically, this project will highlight the contest for 
autonomy between four groups: Britains and Georgians (core-periphery), lowcountry and back-
country residents, whites and Natives, and Rebels and Loyalists. 
An English-born grandson of Chief Justice Sir Robert Wright, James Wright was raised 
in Charleston, South Carolina following his father’s appointment as that colony’s chief justice.  
Young James served South Carolina in a number of capacities, public and ecclesiastical, prior to 
his admittance to London’s Gray’s Inn in London.  Most notably, he was selected as their attor-
ney general and colonial agent prior to his appointment as governor of Georgia in 1761.   
Wright collected more than public offices in his endless quest for respect and social ad-
vancement.  He also possessed a voracious appetite for land and became colonial Georgia’s larg-
est landowner, accumulating nearly 26,000 acres, worked by no less than 525 slaves.  As gover-
nor, he guided Georgia through a period of intense and steady economic and territorial growth.  
By the time of the American Revolution, Georgia had become fully integrated into the greater 
transatlantic mercantilist economy, resembling South Carolina and any number of Britain’s Car-
ibbean colonies. 
Moreover, Governor Wright maintained royal authority in Georgia longer and more ef-
fectively than any of his North American counterparts.  Although several factors contributed to 
his success in delaying the seemingly inexorable revolutionary tide, his patience and keen politi-
cal mind proved the deciding factor.  He was the only of Britain’s thirteen colonies to enforce the 
Stamp Act of 1765 and managed to stay a step or two ahead of Georgia’s Sons of Liberty until 
the winter of 1775-1776. 
In short, Sir James Wright lived a transatlantic life, taking advantage of every imperial 
opportunity afforded him.  He earned numerous important government positions and amassed an 
incredible fortune, totaling over £100,000 sterling.  His long imperial career delicately balanced 
dual loyalties to Crown and colony and offers important and unique insights into a number of 
important historiographic fields. 
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INTRODUCTION: JAMES WRIGHT AND THE HISTIOGRAPHY OF EIGHTEENTH-
CENTURY GEORGIA 
 
A special session of the rebel Council of Safety convened in Savannah on the chilly even-
ing of January 18, 1776, in the Long Room at Tondee’s Tavern at the northwest corner of 
Broughton and Whitaker stOreets.  Although fearful of the recent arrival of two British men-of-
war at Tybee Island, council members resolved to plunge Britain’s youngest colony deep into the 
maelstrom of rebellion by ordering the arrest of royal Governor Sir James Wright and three 
members of his Council – Josiah Tattnall, John Mulryne, and Anthony Stokes.  Upon the instruc-
tions of this extralegal assembly, Major Joseph Habersham immediately set out to execute these 
orders.1   
At the very moment the rebel Council was planning the destruction of nearly two decades 
of Wright’s inexhaustible work and dreams, the governor was greeting dinner guests at the Ex-
ecutive Mansion on St. James’s Square.2  This was no ordinary dinner party, however; it was a 
meeting between the highest ranking ministerial officials and the discussion focused on the 
town’s ever-growing mobocracy.  While seated at Wright’s mahogany dining table under the re-
                                                          
 
1 “At a special meeting of the Council of Safety,” January 18, 1776, p.m., in Collections of the 
Georgia Historical Society (Savannah, GA, 1901), 5.1:38 (hereafter GHS Collections). 
2 For a contemporary street and building map of Savannah see, Paul Pressly, On the Rim of the 
Caribbean: Colonial Georgia and the British Atlantic World (Athens: University of Georgia 
Press, 2013), xiii. 
5 
assuring gaze from a portrait of King George II, the Loyalists were startled by a noise at the front 
door.3 
Within just a few tense moments, Major Habersham entered the dining room and with 
apparent grace and dignity, bowed to the assembled guest and marched to the head of the table.  
Placing his arm on Governor Wright’s shoulder, he stated: “Sir James, you are my prisoner.”4 
The Council of Safety reconvened a few hours later and resolved that each of those arrested be 
permitted to return “to their respective homes upon their parole assuring that they will attend his 
Excellency the Governor’s house, at nine o’clock to-morrow morning.”  Wright’s parole had 
come upon his promise that the “peace of the town shall not be disturbed by any persons from 
the ships of war.”5 
Soon thereafter, the promised safety of parole seemed more dubious with each passing 
day.  On more than one occasion, shots were fired into Sir James’s home.6  Three weeks later 
and fearing for his life, Governor Wright secured his safety in the pre-dawn hours of February 
                                                          
 
3 For further details concerning Wright’s property, see Sir James Wright’s Loyalist Memorial, 
The National Archives, Audit Office 13/85 (hereafter TNA, A/O).  In the 107-page typed tran-
script of his claim, Wright does not mention his arrest, only that, “in Feb. 1776 I was under the 
necessity of retiring & went on board His Majesty’s ship Scarborough.”  This is a reference to 
his escape under cover of darkness.   
4 “Discourse delivered before the Georgia Historical Society, at the celebration of their second 
anniversary, by William Bacon Stevens, M.D.,” in GHS Collections, 2:28-30.  See also, William 
Bacon Stevens, A History of Georgia (Philadelphia: E. H. Butler & Co., 1859), 2:127-129; 
Charles Colcock Jones, Jr., History of Savannah (Syracuse, NY: D. Mason & Co., Publishers, 
1890), 219-221; Jones, The History of Georgia (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, and Company, 
1883), 2:211-212; and Hugh McCall, History of Georgia (Atlanta: A. B. Caldwell, 1909), 300-
301.     
5 “At a special meeting of the Council of Safety,” January 18, 1776, 11 p.m., in GHS Collections, 
5.1:39. 
6 Jones, History of Georgia, 2:212; Jones, History of Savannah, 220; Stevens, History of Geor-
gia, 2:128. 
6 
11.  Although both Wright’s Loyalist claim and extant correspondence are mute on the subject of 
shots being fired into the governor’s mansion, the historic record offers irrefutable proof that he 
was both harassed and feared for the safety of himself and his family.7  In a letter to Lord George 
Germain, the Secretary of States for the American Department, he wrote: “in order to avoid the 
rage and violence of the Rebels …, [I] was reduced to the necessity of leaving the town of Sa-
vannah in the night.”8  Thus it was for Georgia’s most popular and successful colonial governor, 
whose efforts doubled the colony’s boundaries and enriched many a parvenu.  Thus patriotism to 
King and Crown clearly had a steep price tag.  
The lives of Revolutionary era Loyalists have only recently become a fashionable topic 
of historical inquiry.9  Aside from a consistent interest maintained by genealogists, serious his-
torical interest in Loyalists and loyalism has been regrettably scant. Historian John Ferling 
opined in the preface to his comparative biography of George Washington, John Adams, and 
Thomas Jefferson that those occupying the top tiers in the colonial hierarchy, made “decisions 
that impacted countless lives, determined the shape of the [American Revolution] and to some 
extent its length, and certainly were important to the outcome of the conflict.”  These well-heeled 
aristocrats, he argued, were ideological conduits to the citizenry, giving “voice and meaning to 
                                                          
 
7 The veracity of the account concerning shots fired into Wright’s home cannot be conclusively 
affirmed or refuted.  He did not mention such an episode in either his Loyalist claim or in any 
extant correspondence.  However, Josiah Tattnall, who was arrested at the same time as Wright, 
mentioned in his claim that Wright had been continually harassed and “insulted.”  See, Josiah 
Tattnall, Loyalist Claim, TNA, A/O 12/4.  Historians Stevens and Jones have produced thor-
oughly researched and generally trustworthy histories of Georgia.  It is clear that Stevens and 
Jones are working from the same source (or, perhaps Jones’s source is Stevens). 
8 Wright to Germain, February 12, 1776, in TNA, Colonial Office 5/657 (hereafter TNA, C/O). 
9 See Loyalist historiography below. 
7 
previously ill-defined or unarticulated aspirations.”10  But what of those Loyalist leaders, those 
men and women, white, black, and red, who held equally strong convictions and also made in-
numerable impactful decisions?  They have too often been neglected, simply cast as villains in 
American “patriot” historiography because, as Thucydides once wrote, “the people made their 
recollection fit in with their sufferings.”11  “Patriots” who remained loyal to their King and coun-
try were confined to the status of secondary figures, traitorous scoundrels in the rich drama of the 
War of Independence. 
This work seeks, in part, to revive meaningful inquiry into the Loyalist perspective 
through the lens of Sir James Wright, the most influential of all southern Loyalists.  To date, no 
historian has undertaken the task of fully chronicling the life of this important imperial figure in 
both Georgia and British imperial history.  Wright was Georgia’s longest tenured and final colo-
nial governor, faithfully serving Kings George II and George III from 1760 until the British ex-
pulsion from Savannah during the summer of 1782.  During his administration Wright helped to 
engineer Georgia’s economic, political, and social ascension from a barely sustainable “fledgling 
province” to one that was, in his own words, “making a very rapid progress towards being an 
opulent and considerable province,” indeed the “most flourishing colony on the continent.”12  
                                                          
 
10 John Ferling, Setting the World Ablaze: Washington, Adams, Jefferson, and the American 
Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), x-xi. 
11 Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War. Trans. Richard Crawley (London: J. M. Dent 
& Sons, 1910), 133. 
12 James Wright to the Board of Trade, 8 June 1768, in TNA, C/O 5/650.  See also, Allen D. 
Candler, et al., eds. Colonial Records of the State of Georgia (Athens: University of Georgia 
Press, 1904-1989), 28.2:251-259.  Wright was not prone to exaggeration.  In 1761 Georgia’s ex-
ported goods valued at £15,870, compared to an astonishing £121,677 a dozen years later.  See 
James F. Shepherd and Gary M. Walton, Shipping, Maritime Trade, and the Economic Develop-
ment of Colonial North America (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1972).  See also, table 
1. 
8 
Furthermore, he emerged from the imperial crisis of the mid-1760s with his authority and reputa-
tion still intact.  In fact, during the Stamp Act crisis of 1765 Georgia was the only province to 
successfully distribute any stamps, though doing so cost Wright a great deal of political capital.   
Wright’s story is deeply captivating.  He enjoyed a comfortable existence on two conti-
nents and, though not at the apex of power, he both resided near and influenced those at the very 
pinnacle of power.  He proved himself to be one of Britain’s most able colonial governors and, 
once that portion of the empire had been lost, most ardent defenders of King George’s loyal sub-
jects in the American southeast.  His story is certainly unique and merits attention on its own.  
More importantly, however, his story is emblematic of many colonial American stories – of men 
and women who sacrificed all, for a variety of motivations, in the name of loyalty, order, and 
conservative eighteenth-century values.  Averse to change and incapable of believing that the 
mother country plotted to enslave the Americans, Wright, unlike many imperial officials, often 
questioned the wisdom of the government’s policy but firmly believed that reform must come 
from within the constitutional system in place.  
Wright lived in an emerging transatlantic world which linked people, goods, and cultures.  
Thus, as man of the Atlantic – he equally split the first two-thirds of his life between the cosmo-
politan capitals of Great Britain and South Carolina – Wright’s background and dual identity af-
forded him the unique ability to understand the needs and desires of people on both sides of the 
Atlantic.  Moreover, his family owned a long tradition of service to the Crown, both in Britian 
and America.  His desire to augment the family’s status and fortune necessitated a certain degree 
of unquestioned loyalty to the wisdom of Crown and Parliament.  It certainly required the forti-
tude to implement parliamentary legislation, odious or otherwise.  Likewise, he assiduously ac-
quired land and firmly entrenched himself among Georgia’s burgeoning planter aristocracy.  His 
9 
desire to secure Georgia’s economic future endeared him to the colony’s local power brokers.  
Walking this political tight rope required great dexterity and Wright truly endeavored to honora-
bly serve both his country and his colony.  “It has ever been my desire,” he wrote to the Duke of 
Hillsborough, “to discharge my duty to the King & People with integrity, & to the utmost of my 
power.”13 
Born in London on May 8, 1716, Wright’s father Robert moved the family to Charleston 
nine years later in expectation of his appointment as South Carolina’s Chief Justice.14  James 
lived most of the next thirty-five years in that important colonial entrepôt.15  During this period 
he established himself as a full-fledged member of Charleston’s planter elite, serving as the col-
ony’s attorney general and colonial agent.   
Fully utilizing the station into which he was born, Wright embarked on a legal career in 
1740.  Shortly thereafter he married Sarah Maidman (1720-1764) in February 1742.16  She bore 
him nine children before her death aboard the HMS Epreuve, along with their twenty-year-old 
                                                          
 
13 Wright to the Duke of Hillsborough, 31 May 1768, in unpublished Colonial Records of the 
State of Georgia, 37:311-313.  The unpublished Colonial Records comprise volumes 29-39 and 
may be found at the Georgia Archives, Morrow, Georgia (hereafter, MsCRG).  See also, Reply 
of James Wright to Upper House of Assembly in reply to address of congratulations upon return 
to Georgia from England, 15 February 1773, in CRG, 17:688-690.  For the best study of the lim-
ited power wielded by Britain’s southern colonial governors, see Ruth Carol Cunningham, “The 
Southern Royal Governors and the Coming of the American Revolution, 1763-1776” (PhD diss., 
University of New York at Buffalo, 1984). 
14 The appointment did not become official until February 25, 1731.  See, Walter Edgar, ed., Bi-
ographical Directory of the South Carolina House of Representatives (Columbia: University of 
South Carolina Press, 1977), 2:30.  James Wright’s grandfather, also named Robert, served as 
Lord Chief Justice of England from 1685-1688.  See, William Cobbett, Parliamentary History of 
England (London: R. Bagshaw, 1809), 5:279-340, for example. 
15 Wright returned to London twice: first, as a student at the Inn of Courts; second, as South Car-
olina’s colonial agent 
16 South Carolina Gazette, February 20, 1742. 
10 
daughter, also named Sarah, in 1764.17   In 1747 Wright became South Carolina’s attorney gen-
eral, a position he held until becoming that colony’s agent to London ten years later.  After 
spending three years fulfilling his duties in London, the Crown appointed him Lieutenant Gover-
nor of Georgia, a temporary expedient until he replaced the popular, but ill, Henry Ellis, becom-
ing the third (and final) royal governor of Georgia.  A true eighteenth-century conservative, 
Wright believed government to be the purview of the independently wealthy, virtuous citizen.18  
Moreover, he possessed a thorough familiarity with the southern colonies and a keen understand-
ing of the British imperial system.  As governor, Wright, whom one historian termed “an aristo-
cratic servant of the king,” oversaw colonial Georgia’s greatest era of economic and territorial 
expansion.19  His tenure represented royal government at its most effective in no small part be-
cause of both his personal investment in the colony as well as his belief that local matters be 
subordinated to imperial concerns.20   
                                                          
 
17 Pennsylvania Gazette, November 29, 1764.  This report, the only first newspaper account, was 
relayed to the Gazette by Jacob Lobb, and states that the ship was lost on October 5, 1764.  
Lobb’s letter was also printed in the December 3, 1764 issue of the Boston Evening Post.  For the 
ship’s departure, see Georgia Gazette, March 15, 1764.    See, Wright to Board of Trade, Sep-
tember 26, 1764 in CRG, 28, part 2: 54-55.   See, Habersham to William Russell, October 10, 
1764, in GHS Collections, 6:26-27.  For further insight into the death of Sarah Wright and its 
impact on Wright, see Frank Lambert, James Habersham: Loyalty, Politics, and Commerce in 
Colonial Georgia (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2005), 142-143.  Incidentally, Georgia’s 
only newspaper, the Georgia Gazette did not mention this incident until months later.  
18 On the eve of the Revolution, Wright’s estate was valued at £80,000, making him the wealthi-
est man in Georgia.  See, W. W. Abbot, Royal Governors of Georgia, 1754-1775 (Chapel Hill: 
The University of North Carolina Press, 1959), 84. 
19 James F. Cook, Governors of Georgia (Huntsville, AL: Strode Publishers, Inc., 1979), 19.   
20 Abbot, Royal Governors of Georgia, 83; Robert M. Calhoon, The Loyalists of Revolutionary 
America, 1760-1781 (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1973), 21.  See also, Ronald 
G. Killion and Charles T. Waller, Georgia and the Revolution (Atlanta: Cherokee Publishing 
Company, 1975), 6. 
11 
He believed that Georgia’s future rested on agricultural expansion which required peace 
with the Indians and a revision of the colony’s land laws.  He oversaw two massive cessions of 
Indian land (1763 and 1773) and worked diligently to maintain peaceful relations with the Native 
Americans.  He also understood that treaty obligations applied to both parties, although guaran-
teeing the colonists’ obedience proved quite difficult.  Lastly, Wright insisted that, against signif-
icant opposition from some corners, ceded land only be granted to settlers, not speculators.21  
                                                          
 
21 Cook, Governors of Georgia, 20.  For the determined resistance concerning Wright’s land pol-
icies, see Allan Gallay, The Formation of a Planter Elite: Jonathan Bryan and the Southern Co-
lonial Frontier (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1989). 
12 
Table 1.1. Georgia’s Economic Expansion, 1750-1780.22 
 
 
  
                                                          
 
22 Data extracted from John J. McCusker, “Colonial Statistics,” in Historical Statistics of the 
United States, edited by Susan B. Carter, et al., (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 2006), 
5:627-772.  The “trade value” is the value, in pounds, of both imports and exports with Great 
Britain.  There is no data for 1760, so the value listed is a rough estimate utilizing the data from 
1759 and 1761.  Georgia’s export value peaked in 1775 at £113,777.  There is no data for the 
years 1776-1779.  Rice exports are classified by number of barrels.  There is no data for the years 
1774-1780, so the value listed is for 1773. 
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Although widely hailed from London to Savannah for his efforts, the 1773 cession would soon 
contribute directly to Britain’s loss of Georgia during the Revolutionary crisis because backcoun-
try settlers believed that subsequent British policy favored Indians.23  Though earnestly intent on 
ensuring Georgia’s economic viability, Wright established himself as a true agent of the Crown.  
He diligently and, perhaps, inflexibly worked to secure the Crown’s interests in Georgia, confi-
dent that the ultimate good of both colony and Crown could be achieved in this manner.24 
Although a popular governor, the differing political views of some Georgians surfacing at 
the close of the French and Indian War in 1763 exerted increasing pressures on Wright, most no-
tably with the passing of the Stamp Act in 1765.25  In spite of colonial objections and personal 
misgivings about the Act, he wielded his authority and spent much of his political capital to en-
sure the protection of Georgia’s stamp distributor and the actual sale of stamps.  Wright was the 
only one of the thirteen colonial governors to successfully navigate these treacherous waters, 
though Parliament’s repeal of the measure greatly disheartened Wright.26  Georgia’s political 
climate, however, remained relatively calm for nearly a decade  afterward and even though he 
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faced sporadic challenges from the so-called “Liberty” faction, Wright emerged generally un-
scathed.27 
Wright returned to England in 1771 amidst this relative calm, where he remained until 
1773.  His official reason for returning was to secure approval for a cession of Native American 
land near Augusta.28  It also appears that Wright did not plan on returning to Georgia.  In May 
1772, he asked his friend, James Habersham, to sell some, if not all, of his personal property.29  
Toward the end of Wright’s stay in England, the Crown recognized his service with a baronetcy, 
possibly as an inducement for Wright to return to Georgia.   
Upon his return that spring he could rest comfortably, content that he was likely the most 
powerful governor in the colonies and that his fidelity and efficacy as a royal agent was unri-
valed.  However, his actual utility as a leader of colonial Georgians had peaked.  The Liberty fac-
tion, according to Wright, were “very busy in Sending Hand Bills, Letters and Public Invitations 
&c &c to stir up” Georgians against the Coercive Acts.30  The situation worsened during the next 
six months and Wright lamented the lack of military personnel to keep “every thing quiet & or-
derly.”31 
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During these troublesome times, the governor delivered a beautifully crafted speech 
which epitomized his conservative views.32  On 18 January, Wright stood before the Assembly 
to discuss the “alarming situation of American affairs.”  He pleaded with the legislators to disre-
gard the “voices and opinions of men of over-heated ideas,” and to “consider cooly and sensibly 
of the terrible consequences” of arraying themselves in opposition to the “mother country.”  
With a coolness of his own, Wright reminded them that “where there is no law there can be no 
liberty.”  This last would be a central tenet of his political ideology.  Frustrated and tired, he then 
added a deeply personal statement, reminiscing about his nearly fifteen years in the colony and 
expressing his affection for the people of Georgia.   
Believe me, I am at this time actuated by further motives than a show only of dis-
charging my duty as the King’s governor.  I have lived amongst and presided over you 
upwards of fourteen years, and have other feelings.  I have a real and affectionate regard 
for the people, and it grieves me that a Province that I have been so long in . . . should, by 
imprudence and rashness of some inconsiderate people, be plunged into a state of distress 
and ruin.33 
His experience as a transatlantic Briton made him especially attuned to the arguments 
emanating from London as well as the colonies and had served him well as he worked tirelessly 
                                                          
 
32 Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge: The Belk-
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to bridge the gap between the colonies and Britain.  But the overly polemical 1770s and the ever-
widening ideological gap proved to be much more than he could successfully negotiate.  He was 
simply too inflexible, as were his political opponents.  Wright’s plea seemed to have the desired 
impact, though.  That spring, according to historian W. W. Abbot, the “leaders of the Liberty fac-
tion despaired of ever swinging the pendulum in their direction.”34   
Unfortunately for Wright this serenity would be short-lived as Georgians learned that 
fighting had erupted on Lexington Green in Massachusetts.  The loosely organized Liberty Boys 
seized the opportunity and abruptly and violently unleashed their anger upon Wright.  In a matter 
of weeks, the situation evolved from hopeful optimism to utter despair and, by mid-summer 
1775, Wright believed himself to be in grave danger and asked to be allowed to return to Eng-
land.  For all intents and purposes, he had been removed from power in every meaningful sense 
of the word.  The de facto loss of power became tangible when, on January 18, 1776, the Rebels 
placed Wright under arrest.35 
Sir James spent three years in England while the American Revolution devolved into 
somewhat of a stalemate in the northern colonies.  While there, he worked tirelessly to convince 
royal officials of the propriety of a southern expedition.  Ultimately, the British “Southern Strat-
egy” was based, in part, on both the intelligence and ideas Wright proffered.36  The successful 
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British invasion of Savannah during the winter of 1778-1779 restored crown authority in Georgia 
and Wright selflessly returned to Georgia in July 1779.     
Within a month, his position and personal safety were again in serious peril as a French 
fleet arrived at Tybee Island.  Although British and Loyalist forces repelled the ensuing siege of 
Savannah, Wright never possessed the military and patronage options within Georgia to fully 
restore crown authority.  Almost three years after his return to Savannah, General Sir Guy Car-
leton, the new British commander-in-chief in America ordered the complete evacuation of Sa-
vannah and Georgia; much to the utter astonishment, heartbreak, and anger of Wright who still 
believed that even a meager force of troops could protect the province.  Two months later, he left 
Georgia, never to return.   
Upon his return to England, an embittered Wright worked assiduously to receive com-
pensation for himself and other southern Loyalists.37  In his official Loyalist claim, he reported 
the loss of 231 slaves and 23,544 acres of land.  The Loyalist Commission accepted his claim for 
property loss valued at £100,260.11.  After much haggling, they awarded him £32,977, the larg-
est single award granted to a Loyalist.38 
Barely three years after the fall of the provincial government in Georgia, Wright died at 
his home on Fludyer Street, Westminster, and was buried in Westminster Abbey.  During his 
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three decades as governor, Georgia grew to maturity as a colony, thriving economically, socially, 
and politically.  He was, according to historian Kenneth Coleman, “the best qualified royal gov-
ernor of Georgia and one of the most able chief executives ever to hold that position in Georgia’s 
long history.”39  Indeed he was.  Amidst the whirlwind of the imperial crisis in 1773, Wright ad-
dressed the Upper House of the Georgia Assembly: “I ever meant to discharge my duty as a 
faithful servant of the Crown, and can with the greatest truth declare I also meant at the same 
time to promote to the utmost of my power and abilities the true interest of the people.”40   
The February 27, 1786 edition of Charleston’s Columbian Herald, a short-lived semi-
weekly newspaper, reprinted an obituary from a December 12 London newspaper that must have 
elicited mixed emotions from the lowcountry elite: 
On Sunday last died Sir James Wright, Baronet, late Governor of Georgia, in the 
71st year of his age.  As he presided in that province for two and twenty years 
with distinguished ability and integrity, it seems to be a tribute justly due to his 
merit as a faithful servant of his king and Country.  Before the commotions in 
America, his example of industry and skill in the cultivation and improvement of 
Georgia was of eminent advantage; and the faithful discharge of his executive and 
judicial commission was universally acknowledged, by the people over whom he 
presided, none of his decrees as Chancellor having ever been reversed.41 
 
HISTORIOGRAPHY 
This work will afford special attention to five historiographic areas: revolutionary-era 
Loyalism, the Atlantic realm, the frontier, lowcountry slavery, and Native American relations.  
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Although this introduction has artificially separated these fields, they are in fact inseparable.  An-
thropologist Sydney Mintz perfectly illustrated this point in his 1996 essay on the Caribbean.  
“Lifeways of all the peoples we study,” he insisted, “are forever subject to influences from else-
where, and are forever in flux….  They are historical products, processual products, such that 
most categories and continuum run the risk of immobilizing and misrepresenting them.”42  Their 
very interconnectedness is what make this project complex and intriguing. 
“FORMAL AND ALOOF”: HISTORIOGRAPHY OF JAMES WRIGHT 
Only four historians have delved substantially into the career of James Wright: Kenneth 
Coleman, W. W. Abbot, Edward Cashin, and Robert Calhoon.  Additionally, William J. Tolleson 
wrote his 1938 masters’ thesis about Georgia’s former governor, relying solely on secondary and 
printed primary sources.  Of these, however, none has devoted more time and effort to studying 
the life of Wright than Coleman.  Any examination of Wright’s life must begin with a thorough 
evaluation of his work.  As early as 1954, the former University of Georgia professor busied 
himself with preparations for a Wright biography.43  Although this project never reached frui-
tion, Coleman did publish several essays.44 
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He deemed Wright to be “ideally qualified to be a colonial governor – probably better 
qualified than most of his fellow governors.”45  Moreover, Coleman recognized that Wright 
“identified himself completely with the colony and became a leader in many ways,” maintaining 
an unusually strong relationship with both houses of the Georgia legislature for much of his ten-
ure.46  This relationship allowed him to successfully navigate the early years of the imperial cri-
sis.  Coleman understood the vital positive impact Wright made upon Georgia’s economic and 
spatial growth.47  He ably negotiated the Indian land cessions of 1763 and 1773 and maintained, 
with great difficulty, Indian peace.  Coleman’s essential conclusion was that Wright was an 
eighteenth-century conservative who believed in hierarchy, order, and duty, especially to the 
Crown, although in the end Wright simply could not understand the changes happening in his 
midst.48  Coleman’s understanding is astute, although not entirely accurate.  His portrayals of the 
governor tend to depict Wright as an unquestioning bureaucrat.  This study will definitively illus-
trate that though Wright was obedient, he was no sycophant.  Additionally, this investigation 
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hopes to illuminate aspects of Wright’s career which relate to Native Americans and Blacks that 
Coleman generally omitted.  
Cashin’s portrait of Wright is similar to that of Coleman, although he does centrally lo-
cate the backcountry inhabitants, both “red” and “white.”  While Cashin’s examination of Wright 
is essentially spatially and temporally limited to the frontier and the pre-Revolutionary era, he 
found a colonial governor whose praises were sung from “Whitehall to Savannah.”49  Ironically, 
though, Cashin dated the genesis of Wright’s demise to the very land cession which initially 
made him so popular.  The 1773 Land Cession, according to Cashin, angered two significant 
backcountry groups who would become a thorn in his side during the war.  The Creeks were re-
sentful that the Cherokees had given up certain lands that both tribes jointly claimed and the 
backcountry “Crackers” believed that prices for the new lands unfairly excluded them.  Addi-
tionally, Cashin insisted that missteps in British imperial policy “precipitated a war in the back-
country” and “thus the seeds of war had been sown by an official policy that sought to protect the 
Indian trade while promoting rapid settlement by people hostile to the trade.”50   
This thesis has real merit and a deeper examination should provide answers to at least a 
few questions.  First, where exactly does the backcountry fit into the greater Revolutionary crisis 
in Georgia?  Second, what was the British imperial policy regarding the Georgia backcountry?  
Did it differ from the policies in South Carolina, for example?  Were there alternatives?  Finally, 
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did James Wright’s aristocratic, conservative leanings play a decisive role in backcountry poli-
cy?   
William Abbot devoted five of the eight chapters in The Royal Governors of Georgia to 
James Wright.  Abbot examined Wright’s positive impact on colonial Georgia during the 1760s 
and early 1770s, the governor’s response to the Stamp Act crisis, the growing friction between 
the House of Assembly and Wright, and, lastly, the triumph of the Liberty faction.  Abbot, like 
other Wright investigators, rightfully depicted the governor as “formal and aloof, sometimes 
stern and . . . [at times] unyielding, even arrogant.”51  Interestingly, Abbot disagreed with Cash-
in’s assessment of the genesis, or at least the primary cause, of Georgia’s entry into the war.  He 
believed that colonial Georgians lacked the imagination “to reject the advantages of explosive 
prosperity and rapid expansion under the patently invaluable leadership of Sir James Wright for” 
the abstract notion of “fundamental rights.”52  Instead, he argued, Georgians were swept away in 
the tide of the revolutionary fervor of the other colonies.  Most incendiary of these colonies was 
neighboring South Carolina.  Wright’s correspondence consistently reveals his enmity for the 
rabble rousing Carolinians who incessantly stirred trouble in Georgia.53  The primary criticism of 
Abbot’s analysis of Wright is that his, like Coleman’s, is essentially a top-down approach. 
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Lastly, Robert Calhoon strategically positioned his erudite study of Wright in what he termed the 
“pride of place – chapter one.”54  Calhoon described an astute, yet conflicted, governor who 
struggled with a dual identity as both Briton and colonist.  Wright’s thorough “knowledge of the 
eighteenth-century development of the Southern mainland colonies” and his understanding of the 
complexities of British imperialism equipped him better than most colonial governors.”55  Nota-
bly, Calhoon sensed in Wright a deep feeling of insecurity, though not a personal insecurity.  
Wright’s insecurity lay in Georgia’s rapid success under his leadership.  The celerity with which 
Georgia’s elite, specifically planters and merchants, attained their status and wealth made them 
less likely to play second fiddle to an appointed leader.  Moreover, Calhoon found in Wright a 
defender of American liberties, citing a 1775 letter from the governor to the Assembly.  Wright 
argued, “You may be advocates for liberty: so am I, but in a constitutional and legal way.  You, 
Gentlemen, are legislators, and let me entreat you to take heed how you give a sanction to tram-
ple upon law and government, and be assured that it is an indisputable truth that where there is 
no law there can be no liberty.”56  Calhoon has spent his entire career exploring the complex 
lives and ideologies of Loyalists, and he centrally locates Wright in his studies.  Again missing 
from his analysis of Wright is a nuanced examination of Wright’s role in Georgia’s race rela-
tions.  This, as with Coleman, Cashin, and Abbot, is most indicative of the era in which much of 
their work was produced. 
“TORTURED BY A DUAL PATRIOTISM”: LOYALIST HISTORIOGRAPHY 
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There are a number of incredibly useful introductions to Loyalists and Loyalism.  Front 
and center are the works of Robert Calhoon, the doyen of Loyalist studies for more than four 
decades.  His magnum opus, The Loyalists in Revolutionary America, 1760-1781, placed the 
Loyalists within a broad interpretive framework of the Revolution – ideological, political, mili-
tary, and social.57  His most recent work, Tory Insurgents, has carried his work into the twenty-
first century with a focus on the relationship between ideas, actions, and patterns of practice.58  
William Nelson’s groundbreaking study, The American Tory, examined the Loyalists’ political 
ideology as well as their many sufferings.59   
These works, however, owe a tremendous debt to the pioneers of Loyalist scholarship.  
Most notable, perhaps, was Lorenzo Sabine’s 1864 Biographical Sketches of Loyalists of the 
American Revolution.  Though not error-free, Sabine’s trailblazing study painted a stark and 
deeply humanizing portrait of the Loyalists.  Moses Coit Tyler and Claude H. Van Tyne submit-
ted turn-of-the-century works with an eye toward the intellectual foundations of Loyalism.60  
Other notable surveys of Loyalism include two edited volumes by Esmond Wright: Red, White, 
and True Blue: The Loyalists in the Revolution and A Tug of Loyalties, Wallace Brown’s The 
Good Americans: The Loyalists in the American Revolution, Leslie F. S. Upton’s Revolutionary 
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versus Loyalist; and the narrative works of North Callahan: Royal Raiders and Flight from the 
Republic.61 
Four specific categories of Loyalist monographs or scholarly essays inform this disserta-
tion: those which examine the characteristics which distinguished Loyalists from Rebels; those 
which scrutinize the Loyalists at war; those which examine Loyalists in exile, and those which 
seek to explain the Revolution through the eyes of its most powerful Loyalists.  The majority of 
the works in the first category place Loyalism firmly in the eighteenth-century conservative 
movement.  Likely the most impressive of these is Janice Potter’s, The Liberty We Seek.62 
The second category of specific utility to this work is Loyalists at war.  Historians inves-
tigating this topic must consult Paul Smith’s Loyalists and Redcoats: A Study in British Revolu-
tionary Policy.  Smith convincingly argued that Britain’s failure to subdue the rebellion can 
largely be placed on its inability to determine exactly how to utilize the Loyalists.63  Additional-
ly, there are a number of studies with particular relevance to Georgia.  The best of these is Jim 
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Piecuch’s, Three Peoples, One King: Loyalists, Indians, and Slaves in the Revolutionary South, 
1775-1783.  Piecuch’s work is especially valuable because of its inclusion of Native Americans 
and blacks.  Patrick Furlong, Martha Searcy, and Gary Olson also address the unique situation in 
Georgia, especially along the frontier.64 
The next category of especially useful Loyalist historiography for this project is Loyalists 
in exile. Mary Beth Norton’s The British-Americans employed the experiences of exiled Loyal-
ists to reimagine their experiences during the revolutionary era.65  Much more recently, Maya 
Jasanoff has scrutinized the Loyalist diaspora and the communities they created.66 
Biographical studies complete the Governor Wright-specific Loyalist categories.  This 
category includes works that could also neatly fit into the categories above.  The most valuable 
of these is Bernard Bailyn’s The Ordeal of Thomas Hutchinson.  The Hutchinson revealed 
through Bailyn’s erudite and sensitive inquiry is a man very much like James Wright.  “I am 
quite certain,” Bailyn wrote, that “the reasons for the ultimate failure of this otherwise successful 
and impressive politician … [was] his calculatingly pragmatic approach to politics, his insensi-
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tivity to the moral ingredients of public life and to the beliefs and passions that grip people’s 
minds, and his incapacity to respond to aspirations that transcend the ordinary boundaries of re-
ceived knowledge, prudence, and common sense.”67 
Though less specifically relevant to Governor Wright, Carol Berkin’s Jonathan Sewall: 
Odyssey of an American Loyalist has provided great insight into the transatlantic struggles en-
dured by many Loyalists, as does John Ferling’s biography of Joseph Galloway.68  Although not 
a biography in the strictest sense, W. W. Abbot’s The Royal Governors of Georgia, 1754-1775 is 
indispensable as a source for illuminating Wright’s career.69  Edward Cashin’s penetrating anal-
ysis of backcountry Loyalist Thomas Brown is quite useful as a guide to the complex drama 
which unfolded on the Georgia and South Carolina frontier.70 
So what do we know of the American Loyalists?  The eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
produced grand narratives of the Revolution as an example of American exceptionalism, pitting 
the Loyalists as mere foils to the inexorable march of progress.71  Recent historiography, howev-
er, clearly illustrates that Loyalists were virtually indistinguishable from their Rebel counter-
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parts.  Demographically, they fit comfortably in virtually any and every economic, ethnic, and 
racial category we can devise to categorize humans.72   
Both groups truly identified themselves as Americans, rather than Britons.  Both groups 
admired and sought to emulate British culture.  Both groups believed in the value of empire.  
Yet, in spite of these similarities, the Loyalists opposed independence.  Personal issues – social, 
economic, and local – figured much more prominently in the decision-making process than did 
political ideology.73  For example, Rebel intimidation pushed many Americans from a neutral 
position into the waiting arms of the Crown and Parliament.  Moreover, family ties often dictated 
a person’s loyalty.  Others were motivated by personal economic interests.  And still others 
simply feared change, felt more secure nestled in the British bosom, or could not comprehend 
that the rebellion could succeed.  Of course, each of these motivations could be juxtaposed on 
their rebellious brethren.74 
“WEBS OF MUTUAL DEPENDENCE”: HISTORIOGRAPHY OF THE EIGHTEENTH-
CENTURY ATLANTIC 
The Atlantic Ocean basin, directly connecting Europe and Africa with the Americas, is, 
perhaps, the best exemplar of this concept of interconnectedness.  Eliga Gould refers to the At-
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lantic as an interconnected zone, created through the dissemination of people, products, and ide-
as.75  But what exactly is the “Atlantic zone?”  There is no single, or even agreed-upon, defi-
nition, a situation that Philip Morgan and Jack Greene admitted is problematic and opens the 
field to criticism because it is “impossible to speak with confidence of an Atlantic system, re-
gion, or civilization.”76  David Armitage added that Atlantic history “has no agreed upon canon 
of problems or events, or processes.  It follows no common method or practice.”  It is, he said, 
like the ocean itself, “fluid, in motion, and potentially boundless.”77  Moreover, there is no sin-
gular Atlantic to be studied.  Rather, as Morgan and Greene have written, “the Atlantic was mul-
titudinous, comprised of enormous variations, and lacked unity.” 78  Karin Wulf has defined the 
Atlantic World as “a way of conceptualizing the connections that developed and deepened in the 
early modern period” which focuses on the “traffic in people, commodities, culture and ideas, as 
well as plant and animal life and pathogens.”79 
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What appears certain is the Atlantic basin became integrated between roughly 1500 –
1800 creating “for the first time in human history,” according to David Eltis, a truly hemispheric 
community “in the sense … that everyone living in it had values which if they were not shared 
around the Atlantic were reshaped in some way by others living in different parts of the Atlantic 
basins, and … where events in one small geographical area were likely to stimulate a reaction – 
and not necessarily just economic – thousands of miles away.”80  Jack Greene’s extensive 
studies of the Atlantic have led him to a similar conclusion.  “Pan-Atlantic webs of association 
linked people, objects, and beliefs across and within the region,” he wrote in 2009.  “Though al-
ways fragmented, the early modern Atlantic world came to be increasingly united through a vari-
ety of connections.”81  
The study of Atlantic history affords special consideration to the multicultural, global, 
and cosmopolitan at the expense of the traditional imperial / nationalistic histories.  Morgan and 
Greene praise Atlantic history for “raising historical discussions of the Atlantic world to a level 
that transcends both nations and empires, … describing experiences and connections that were 
multiracial, multiethnic, multinational, and multi-imperial; it has provided students of small or 
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marginalized groups and places within a broader context that offers the possibility of escaping 
from the parochialism formerly associated with such studies.”82   
This supranational world created, according to J. H. Elliot, a “distinctly transnational 
space.”83  A space in which individual cultures merged, creating a distinctively new culture.  
For example, Ira Berlin has discovered a group he terms “Atlantic creoles,” peoples of 
mixed ancestry who emerged from Euro-African contact in the Atlantic “became part of a 
new [cosmopolitan] culture that emerged along the Atlantic littoral” in the 1500s.84  These 
Creoles, Berlin maintained, acted as intercultural mediators, “transcend[ing] the confines of par-
ticular nations and cultures.”85  Colonial historian Trevor Burnard utilizes the term creole in dis-
cussing elite Marylanders “development of a provincial consciousness” within a transatlantic 
world, which sought to eschew “simple imitation” of British culture in an attempt to create some-
thing wholly new.86  Paul Lovejoy’s take on the syncretic nature of the Atlantic has attributed 
substantial agency to slaves who brought their myriad cultures to the Americas, creating a 
uniquely African-American culture.87  Clearly, then, as geographer D. W. Meinig stated in the 
early 1990s, “Instead of a European discovery of a new world, we might better consider it as a 
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sudden and harsh encounter between two old worlds that transformed both and integrated them 
into a single new world.”88 
The notion of the Atlantic as a historiographically significant subject emerged during, and 
immediately after, the Second World War.89  During the past three decades, however, interest in 
the loosely defined field has exploded (see table 2).  Moreover, the field has been dominated by 
historians of colonial America seeking a broader understanding of American institutions. 
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Table 1.2. Occurrences of the TERM “Atlantic history” in books.90   
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Modern American colonialists can no longer examine their subjects in isolation because, as Paul 
Gagnon has said, “The plain fact is that American history is not intelligible … without a firm 
grasp of the life and ideas” of those parts of the globe outside of North America.91 
“BEYOND THE PALE”: BACKCOUNTRY HISTORIOGRAPHY 
At the 1893 annual meeting of the American Historical Association, Frederick Jackson 
Turner delivered a monumental essay about the significance of the frontier in American history. 
Henceforth, any discussion of the American frontier must begin with Turner.  In his opening re-
marks, he stated: “The existence of an area of free (emphasis added) land, its continuous reces-
sion, and the advance of American settlement westward, explain American development.”92  Na-
tive American Poet Laureate N. Scott Momaday described the frontier as a dream.  “It is,” he 
said, “what people who have come here from the beginning of time have dreamed.  It is a dream 
landscape to the Native American, it’s full of sacred realities.”93  These statements ably describe 
the backcountry juxtaposition, in which one people wished to perpetuate their dream while an-
other sought to create a new one. 
Turner coined, at least in a historical sense, the terms “frontier” and “section,” viewing 
the former as a “migrating region, a stage of society rather than a place.”  Sections, on the other 
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hand, were molded out of frontiers and exhibited signs of community and stability.94  He spoke 
of waves of migrants trekking their way into the wilderness, battling the environment and the 
Native Americans, to build new lives for themselves.  According to Turner, it was a gloriously 
relentless and inevitable assault resulting in the cultural and geographic birth of an exceptional 
America.  Leonard Thompson and Howard Lamar defined the frontier as a zone with 1) a defined 
territory; 2) the presence of multiple cultures; and 3) observable interaction between these cul-
tures.95  Historian Richard Beeman has found great similarities between the various backcountry 
regions during the colonial area: rapid population influxes, significant economic opportunity, 
substantial social mobility, notable ethnic and religious diversity, and a consistent commitment to 
agricultural pursuits.96  Subsequent historians have expanded, revised, and, more recently, reject-
ed Turner’s thesis, painting a more objective and nuanced frontier and, although, many historians 
agree with his definitions of “frontier” and “section,” most find his assessment that the settling of 
the frontier was a progressive event very problematic. 
Philip Morgan and Bernard Bailyn have underscored the boundless and shifting nature of 
the frontier.97  In addition to the geographic fluidity of the frontier, recent research has painted 
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the frontier as a culturally and ethnicically diverse place.  John Mack Faragher contended the 
backcountry was a “mixed cultural world” in which both goods and culture were exchanged.98  
Robert Mitchell has argued that the southern colonial backcountry was culturally quite “lumpy” 
and “regionally diverse,” due in no small measure to the impact of religious variance.99  Joshua 
Piker has recently urged historians to reconsider this notion of the backcountry as an amorphous 
locale.  He asserted that while this may have been true prior to the mid-eighteenth century, the 
backcountry evolved, at least in terms of European-Native relations, “from a geographically 
amorphous and culturally diverse frontier into a narrowly defined and rigidly exclusionary bor-
der.”100 
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Who comprised this diverse region, this peripheral outpost, this imperial frontier?101  
Backcountry settlers hailed from Britain’s northern colonies, migrating southward; they hailed 
from coastal regions, moving into the interior; and they hailed from Europe, traversing the ocean. 
According to Carl Bridenbaugh, the backcountry was populated by an eclectic mix of Scots-
Irish, Quakers, and German immigrants from Pennsylvania. 102  David Hackett Fischer has traced 
the origins of the southern backcountry settlers to the borderland between England and Scotland 
as well as the region between Ulster and Scotland.103  Robert Mitchell rightfully maintained that 
the backcountry “acquired settlers from various sources.”104 
Whether they hailed from the northern colonies, the eastern seaboard, or places abroad, 
settlers were seeking greater economic opportunity and freedom.  Jack Greene has written that 
settlers were motivated by the desire for some semblance of independence.105  Gregory Nobles 
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suggested frontier migrants came from “well-defined ethnic, religious, and kinship groups” of 
the “lower-middling status” who sought “greater opportunity.”106  Alan Taylor observed that the 
backcountry was an escape for the “spiritually and physically restless.”107 
In many instances, the settlers sought to both emulate the eastern elite and transpose east-
ern societal norms onto the backcountry.  Perhaps the most overt efforts to imitate eastern elites 
was the desire to own slaves.  Historians Rachel Klein and Allan Gallay have posited that alt-
hough most backcountry settlers did not own slaves, doing so was a primary goal.108  Richard 
Beeman contended that slavery lay at the heart of parvenu planters’ socioeconomic plans as they 
sought to recreate the hierarchical society which existed in the east.  He found it ironic that these 
aspiring planters sought to emulate the eastern colonial elite who themselves sought to imitate 
the British gentry.109  Nobles found that “settlement everywhere on the colonial frontier involved 
clear attempts to transplant familiar forms of family and community life.” 110 
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Mirroring elite behavior and transferring eastern culture proved quite problematic in the 
backcountry because the frontier tended to modify accepted community mores and guidelines.111  
Nobles and Beeman observed that such efforts met with consistent failure.112  Perhaps because, 
as Thomas Slaughter maintained, “the frontier had a logic all its own,” which produced, inde-
pendent actors . . . beyond the pale of eastern values and many eastern laws.”113 
This is not to say, however, that there were not substantial similarities between the back-
country and coastal areas.  Historians have found significant similarities between the two re-
gions.114  A fair portion of colonial America’s “eastern values” and “eastern laws” were derived 
from its European ancestry.  Frontier life thus created a uniquely polyglot American culture, 
leading Turner to opine that a closer examination of this region would fully reveal the “really 
American part of our history.”115 
Although settlers often desired to emulate the eastern elite, they were mercilessly derided 
as social outcasts by those residing in the coastal regions of North America.  Nobles asserted that 
the eighteenth-century elite viewed the settlers as virtually synonymous with the Indians, espe-
cially the Scots-Irish.116  Albert Tillson rightfully asserted that backcountry settlers were consist-
ently belittled by those in the East as being the “dregs of human society who spend their time 
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murdering wild beasts.”117  For example, the Reverend Samuel Frink described Georgia’s back-
country settlers as the “Refuse of Virginia North Carolina Maryland &c” who knew “little more 
than the Indians themselves, & are certainly worse in their behavior.”118  James Wright con-
curred, referring to settlers as “a set of almost lawless white people who are a sort of borderers 
and often as bad if not worse than the Indians.”119  Historian Kenneth Lockridge proffered an 
interesting rationale for such comments.  He noted that the elite criticisms of settlers were tied, at 
least in part, to their fear that they held little sway in backcountry affairs.120 
The haughty attitude of the eastern elite no doubt led to significant conflict during the im-
perial crisis (roughly, 1760-1783).121  At the onset of the Revolution, the lowcountry elite in 
Georgia and South Carolina comprised only one-quarter to one-third of the population, but thor-
oughly dominated colonial politics, a situation which caused notable conflict in the Carolinas.122  
While the lowcountry elite had become accustomed to preserving their hegemony through defer-
ence, the backcountry settlers were inclined to behave accordingly.  Jack Greene has urged cau-
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tion when considering the effectiveness of deference as a means of maintaining social order in 
the backcountry.123 
By the early 1760s, backcountry inhabitants in the Carolinas and Georgia began to devel-
op their own political identity and agency. 124  As such they made themselves heard, citing Eng-
lish traditional law and Lockean theories to assert their rights. 125  Backcountry leaders did not 
typically seek full autonomy.  Rather, they desired a more efficient and locally responsive gov-
ernment.126  Jeffrey Crow thoughtfully argued that the subsequent hostilities between the 
back- and lowcountry “reflected [these] deep-seated class tensions … which pitted back country 
farmers against the provincial elite.”127  Continental general Nathanael Greene lamented the re-
sult of such regional strains: “Nothing can be more unfortunate to a people than to have a general 
inclination to plunder each other, it destroys the merit and glory of the Soldier and distresses and 
disgraces the Citizen.”128 
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Interestingly, though, the Revolutionary war also served to unify large segments of the 
colonial population, especially in the South.129   Slaughter observed that the Revolution provided 
an “occasion, and a language, for resolving [these] perennial complaints of wilderness life.”130  
Beeman clearly stated how these adversaries came together during the war with Britain.  He ar-
gued that Rebel (Whig) governments subdued the Indians and local banditti, made legislative 
concessions to the settlers, provided for debtor relief, and extended religious toleration.131 
“MINUET”: EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY SLAVERY HISTORIOGRAPHY 
As noted above, backcountry leaders and the lowcountry elite found common ground re-
garding slavery.  A discussion of slavery, as with all things historical, is multifaceted and com-
plex.  This project will, however, afford special attention to two primary issues: proslavery ide-
ology and the broader institution as a whole, with the understanding that the latter itself must be 
further subdivided. 
In Domesticating Slavery, historian Jeffrey Young revealed how a sophisticated slave 
ownership ideology emerged in Georgia during the eighteenth-century. The seemingly simple act 
of “domesticating” their chattel gave slaveowners a moral justification for human bondage.  
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From U. B. Phillips to Eugene Genovese, historians have debated proslavery ideology.  Since the 
early 1960s, however, the polemical dust has settled into two distinct corners.  The first views 
slaveowners as “racist but savvy entrepreneurs who embraced liberal democratic values.”132  The 
contrasting opinion envisions masters as “would-be paternalistic stewards who defended their” 
ordered society against the “specters of capitalism and egalitarianism.”133  George Frederickson 
conditionally concurred, believing that proslavery thought supported Enlightenment principles, 
but only as a prerogative for whites.134 
Genovese has argued that planters’ sense of paternalism highly valued “family and sta-
tus” and adhered to a “strong code of honor.”135  Slaveowners, he insisted, could defend their in-
stitution because, unlike wage employers in the North, they could offer their “employees” kind-
ness and intimacy because they were “bound under many sacred obligations to treat [the slaves] 
with humanity at all times.”136  Moreover, masters believed Christianity provided the foundation 
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for both slavery and a hierarchical society.137  Young has found an “organic” justification in the 
creation of this hierarchy: The Bible and a social theory which emphasized the mutually benefi-
cial nature of paternalism.138  Ralph Morrow agreed, finding substantial evidence that proslavery 
ideologues sought to strengthen the moral foundations upon which slavery rested. Owners con-
sistently expressed “guilt and doubt” about the institution of slavery.139 
Young, however, has suggested an alternative approach; albeit one that encompasses the 
two existing camps.  His evaluation of commercial, cultural, and political developments has un-
veiled a proslavery ideology which emerged as a “form of cultural capital, mirroring numerous 
elements of the anti-slavery sentiment spreading across England and the northern colonies.  
Thus, according to Young, it was only through slaveowners’ wide-ranging participation in a 
“transatlantic intellectual community” that this ideology could mature – a philosophy which ul-
timately led to their cultural isolation from Western society.140 
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By the middle of the eighteenth-century, lowcountry slaveowners became increasingly 
concerned about their transatlantic image.  Modern enlightened thought looked askance at the 
peculiar institution and, ever desirous to emulate the British elite, they feared that their status as 
masters severely hampered the realization of this goal. 141  Accordingly, Young insisted, southern 
proslavery ideology began to evolve, moving from a harsh patriarchalism to a gentler paternal-
ism.  He maintained that this trend accelerated in the nineteenth-century precisely when the capi-
talist markets saturated the young republic and a burgeoning American bourgeoisie defined the 
home as a “sanctuary of love and comfort.”142 
Crucially, this paternalistic ethos which links societal interests with communal interests, 
something Young called “corporate individualism,” provided a poignant rebuttal to the charges 
levied by the anti-slavery factions.  Moreover, corporate individualism defined freedom as a 
conditional right, reserved for those who exhibited moral maturity (emphasis added).  This self- 
serving individualism provided slaveowners’ with the moral excuse to subordinate certain mem-
bers of society for the owners’ betterment.143  It is the very individualized nature of southern 
paternalism that Young feared is too often overlooked in favor of the more traditional Geno-
vesean paradigm.144  Thus, this new southern cultural capital which pressed so diligently to refute 
what they deemed to be the modern corrupting influences just beginning to inculcate the north, 
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“proceeded from the same domestic standards that under-pinned middle-class family life in the 
North.”145 
Writing in the early twentieth century, Ulrich B. Phillips set the tone for subsequent slav-
ery studies.  The son of a slaveowner, Phillips believed Africans to be ideally suited to slave la-
bor.  Moreover, he posited that blacks were beneficiaries of a benign, albeit patriarchal, institu-
tion.146  In a similar, though not identical, vein, Genovese has argued that slavery was a mutually 
beneficial, paternalistic enterprise. 147  Kenneth Stampp disagreed, insisting that rather than a pa-
ternalistic endeavor, slavery was a practical system of ruthlessly controlling and exploiting the 
labor force for maximum profit. 148  Frank Tannenbaum’s transatlantic study also depicted North 
American slavery as particularly brutal and without benefit to the laborer.149 
Peter Wood has utilized the terms “slave labor camp” and “gulag” to define “planta-
tion.”150  Philip Morgan added that “no region in the United States had a harsher form of slavery 
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than the lowcountry.”151  Building upon Tannenbaum’s work, Stanley Elkins argued that slavery 
was so thoroughly barbarous that bondsmen suffered deep psychological wounds.  This “Sambo” 
thesis described slaves as “docile, but irresponsible, loyal, but lazy, humble, but chronically giv-
en to lying and stealing, [accompanied by behavior] full of infantile silliness and talk inflated 
with childish exaggeration.  His relationship with his master was one of utter dependence and 
childlike attachment.”152  Both Tannenbaum and Elkins found North American slavery to be sub-
stantially more savage than its Brazilian counterpart.  Carl Degler added that although official 
secular and religious policy may suggest a gentler form of servitude, the application of such in-
tentions was generally ignored.153 
Historians have since repudiated Elkins’ “Sambo” thesis, arguing that rather than being 
docile, needy children, slaves exhibited great agency.  Genovese has posited that slaves continu-
ally negotiated the terms of the servitude and shared mutual obligations and mutual dependence 
with their owners.154  Erskine Clarke extended this notion to include a mutual vulnerability.155  Ira 
Berlin beautifully expressed this complex relationship. 
The minuet between master and slave, when played to the contrapuntal music of 
paternalism, was a constant, as master and slave continually renegotiated the 
small space allotted them.  But the stylized movements – the staccato gyrations, 
the seductive feints, the swift withdrawals, and the hateful embraces – represented 
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just one of many dances of domination and subordination, resistance and accom-
modation.156 
 
In looking at the race question from the more common form of interracial interaction, that 
between non-elite whites and blacks (slave or otherwise), Timothy Lockley has noted that “racial 
barriers were indeed ‘lines in the sand,’ lines that were impermanent, movable, and vulnerable, 
but still existed.”157 Aside from negotiating the terms of their bondage, slaves exhibited agency 
through the perpetuation of their traditional culture. 
Genovese depicted an autonomous slave community, rife with cultural and social variety, 
notable for the limited ways in which masters exhibited control of their chattel.158  Clarke ob-
served that in the lowcountry, Gullah culture was allowed to freely form and mature, in no small 
measure due to the virtual absence of whites from such plantations.159  Mary Beth Norton ob-
served the many ways in which slaves perpetuated their culture, through naming practices, the 
transference of trades, and the establishment of intricate extended kinship networks within and 
between plantations.160  Peter Wood fully rejected the “Sambo” thesis, emphasizing not just 
slave agency, but value.  He insisted that the role of the “black majority was major rather than 
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minor, active, rather than passive.  Negro slaves played a significant and often determinative part 
in the evolution of” South Carolina.161 
In Many Thousands Gone, Ira Berlin has provided a broad metahistory of American 
slavery, examining its temporal evolution and geographic uniqueness.162  In studying slavery 
over such a comprehensive space and time, Berlin has discovered a very dynamic and fluid in-
stitution.  As such, it is best understood when viewed generation by generation, rather than as a 
monolithic, static institution.  His study depicted slaves as active agents in their own lives, con-
stantly negotiating the terms of bondage. 
Berlin tackles three basic issues: racism, generations of slavery, and the geography of 
slavery.  Unlike Barbara Fields, he believes that slavery had more of an impact on race than the 
other way around, growing in the North to enhance the self-worth of the “common man” and in 
the South to reinforce the planter patriarchy.163  Likely the most important aspect of Berlin’s 
book is his examination of the five generations of slavery: charter, plantation, revolution, migra-
tory, and freedom.  The charter generation was known for its cultural sophistication.  Large 
numbers of this generation were Atlantic Creoles, products of the vast, multicultural transatlantic 
world, who often served as cultural mediators.164  Fluidity best defined this era of slavery. Plan-
tation generation slaves were less fortunate than their predecessors and successors as they 
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were forced to work, typically, on large plantations and under increasingly harsh conditions.  
These slaves were members of the first American “slave societies.”  Slave  societies  were so-
cieties  in  which  slavery  and  slave-produced  goods  dominated  the  economy.  Berlin 
maintained that during this era, the term “black” became synonymous with “slavery” and “infe-
rior.” 
Diversity marked the revolutionary generation.165  The era of the American Revolution 
brought about increasing numbers of free blacks in the colonies.166  In the North slavery was 
soon abolished; in the South, bondsmen were generally very quick to capitalize on both the rhet-
oric of liberty and the disruptions of war to rebel or escape.167  The migratory generation is noted 
for its geographic move to the American interior.  Berlin characterized this era of bondage as the 
most pernicious, violent, and dehumanizing in the history of North American slavery.  He also 
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emphasized the organic, temporally and spatially, nature of slavery, arguing that it did not evolve 
in a linear fashion.168 
In his comparative study of slavery in the Chesapeake and the South Carolina lowcoun-
try, Philip Morgan argued that ecological concerns created two distinct forms of slavery.169  He 
also maintained, much like Berlin, that eighteenth-century slavery was quite different from its 
predecessor and successor.  Importantly, he finds an inverse relationship between autonomy and 
material comfort. 
Although slave labor was not essential to the production of tobacco, it was, perhaps, more 
profitable than free labor.  Tobacco plantations were typically smaller (thus employed fewer 
slaves) and more agriculturally diversified.  The work of producing tobacco, however, was espe-
cially tedious, time-consuming, and virtually year-round.  Additionally, it required nearly con-
stant maintenance and supervision, most often from white overseers.  With this constant supervi-
sion, it proved difficult for blacks to create a distinct culture. 
Moreover, because tobacco did not require a large number of hands (slave or otherwise), 
there grew in the Chesapeake a large non-slaveholding population of tobacco farmers.  This, 
coupled with soil exhaustion, pushed tobacco cultivation further into the interior over time.  
Morgan also suggested that, for a variety of reasons, Chesapeake slaves enjoyed a more healthy 
diet and faced less severe punishment than their lowcountry brethren. 
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In the Carolina and Georgia coastal regions, the most important crop was rice, which ne-
cessitated a large workforce (unlike the Chesapeake).  Thus, rice plantations were larger, em-
ployed more slaves (typically male), and created an overall demographic black majority.170  Ad-
ditionally, rice did not exhaust the soil and thus there was much less need for the population, 
black and white, to relocate.  Slaves on these plantations were assigned daily tasks, after the 
completion of which they were “free” to do as they pleased.  The task-system, along with the 
deadly nature of the swampy areas on which these plantations resided, afforded slaves more au-
tonomy than their Chesapeake counterparts.  Thus, they could build generational communities 
and develop a unique culture of their own.171 
In addition to the temporal and spatial similarities and differences within North America, 
slavery must also be explored in the greater transatlantic context.  Patrick Manning’s study of the 
history of black people during the past five hundred years is not nation-state specific, but rather 
one of an interconnected international people.172  Importantly he acknowledged the Atlantic 
Ocean to be a fluid pathway which connected migratory Africans with one another and others.  
Moreover, he gives agency to blacks and a central importance in the creation of the modern 
world.  Miles Ogborn has noted just such a contribution in the formation of the transatlantic 
slave trade. “African merchants and rulers,” he wrote, “skillfully negotiated their place in the 
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new Atlantic economy,” setting its terms and conditions.173  S. Max Edelson has placed lowcoun-
try slavery squarely within a global framework, effectively employing the core-periphery model 
as a method of better understanding colonial servitude.  He suggested that colonial planters, and 
merchants, were especially inventive, augmenting their English agricultural roots with the 
knowledge and -labor of African slaves.  Moreover, they proved especially adept at maximizing 
the unique advantages offered by the lowcountry landscape.  Thus, they were admirably success-
ful in both their pursuit of wealth and status in the emerging transatlantic economy.174 
Historians have sufficiently proven that Africans successfully maintained their culture af-
ter coming to the New World.  In Black Majority, Peter Wood noted the utility of slaves in the 
intellectual importation of rice production into the Carolina lowcountry.175  Judith Carney has 
also emphasized the diffusion of crops and agricultural knowledge from Africa to the New World 
as part of the Columbian Exchange, many of which became American staples.  Similarly, Paul 
Lovejoy emphasized the syncretic nature of the diaspora, defining it as a “web of 
connections” which guaranteed the perpetuation of African cultures.176 
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The American Revolution proved an especially important epoch in the history of North 
American slavery.  The war resulted in both the expansion and curtailment of black liberty.  This 
“simultaneous expansion of black bondage and black autonomy provides a central theme for un-
derstanding Afro-American life in the Revolutionary lowcountry.”177  Sylvia Frey asserted that 
the British acceptance, albeit reluctantly, of blacks into their forces weakened the peculiar institu-
tion.178  Philip Morgan acknowledged that although slavery became more racialized, lowcountry 
slaves gained more independence from their masters. 179  Gary Nash observed that the “Revolu-
tion represents the largest slave uprising” in American history as slaves found the greatest oppor-
tunities for applying [revolutionary ideology] by fleeing to the very forces against which Ameri-
cans directed their ideological barbs.”180  On the other hand, Berlin argued that the Revolution 
extended slavery by both “strengthen[ing] the plantation regime” as well as giving “rise to a new 
slave order on the frontier.”181  Douglas Egerton agreed, insisting that the Founders failed, not 
having fully fulfilled the promise of the Revolution.182 
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During the war, slaves were both victims of and active players in the system.  The British 
and Rebels both used slaves for their own political and military ends.183  The British failed to 
properly utilize the significant numbers of blacks who flocked to their standard during the 
war. 184 
The British government’s failure to establish an official policy concerning slaves meant 
that, as Ira Berlin observed, they “proved to be unreliable liberators … as they feared identifica-
tion as the slaves’ friend would drive slaveholding Loyalists into the Patriot camp.”185 
In many ways, though, the British were in a very difficult situation.  They hesitated to 
identify themselves as a friend to the slaves because they feared that such a move would push the 
non-committed as well as the Loyalists into the Rebel camp.  As Benjamin Quarles has written, 
“the latent distrust of the slave seems to have been deliberately exploited by Southern patriots as 
a means of arousing animosity toward the British and of coercing those who were lukewarm or 
timid about breaking with England … such propaganda was effective in stilling any inclination 
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to make a warrior of the Negro.”186  Winthrop Jordan confirmed this theory, maintaining that the 
constant fear of a slave uprising provided common cause between Rebels and Loyalists. 187 
In spite of these obstacles, slaves proved adroit at working the system.  Ellen Wilson ar-
gued that even though the British may have failed as liberators, slaves were “accustomed to sort-
ing out degrees of exploitation.  If their goal was freedom, the British offered the quickest route 
to it, almost the only route, in fact, in the South.”188  Peter Wood concurred, finding that “local 
slave leaders … were attentive and active participants … [who] sought to capitalize on the white 
struggle in their plans for freedom.”189  Such activities culminated in freedom for thousands of 
former slaves, who sought refuge elsewhere in the Atlantic basin.  For most, though, the Revolu-
tion “served to tighten the shackles of slavery.”190 
“A NEW ORDER OF THINGS”: EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY SOUTHEASTERN NA-
TIVE AMERICAN HISTORIOGRAPHY 
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“A portrait of eighteenth-century South Carolina and Georgia,” according to Joshua Pik-
er, “should begin with a basic fact: the Deep South was an ethnically diverse and economically 
fluid place,” which was “neither [Indian] country nor European territory.”191  As such, Richard 
White argued that the frontier was a “middle ground” in which neither side held an inherent ad-
vantage.  Alan Taylor agreed, more or less, believing the northern frontier exhibited a conten-
tious “middle ground.”  Conversely, in his study of the Carolina Catawbas, James Merrell found 
a region in which the Europeans held a distinct advantage.192  Even less trusting of this supposed 
“middle ground,” Evan Haefeli and Kevin Sweeney have insisted that Native Americans lacked 
sufficient power to construct a true middle ground.”193 
Trade proved a decisive factor in both determining the nature of Native-European rela-
tions as well as in the backcountry contest for land between Natives and Europeans.  The pur-
veyors of trade, according to Ned Blackhawk, were the most instrumental in defining the terms 
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of European imperialism.194  Prior to roughly 1750, the mutual desire for commodities created a 
generally cooperative social environment between Europeans and Indians.195 
The increasing desire, though, for European trade goods dramatically weakened the Indi-
an tribes, resulting in an undermined negotiating position, an expansion of internecine tribal con-
flict, a dramatic over-hunting of certain commodities, alcoholism, and an alteration in intra- trib-
al politics.196  As Gregory Nobles has written, “trade transformed Indian culture, and it became 
the ultimate means of establishing European dominance.”197  Piker added that contact between 
the two groups “gradually became dangerous, a development that cannot be attributed solely to 
an onrushing horde of colonists,” after the mid-eighteenth-century.198 
Merrell convincingly argued that the Indians’ feelings and reactions to their encounters 
with Europeans were similar to those felt by the Europeans.  “Like their new neighbors, Indians 
had to blend old and new in ways that would permit them to survive in the present and prepare 
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for the future without utterly forsaking their past.”199  Daniel Richter suggested that during the 
eighteenth-century, Europeans and Natives shared many things in common: they both participat-
ed in an expanding Atlantic economy and they both adhered to fairly rigid class divisions. Unfor-
tunately for the Natives, however, these differences did not lead to understanding and toler-
ance.200  Instead, interracial backcountry relations were similar in many ways to those between 
blacks and whites.  As Ira Berlin wrote about the seductive minuet danced between master and 
slave, James Merrell has found a similar relationship between Europeans and Natives.201 
Such seductive dances, filled with alternating embraces and assaults, inevitably led to 
great violence on the frontier.  Although intertribal violence existed before the arrival of Europe-
ans, their appearance greatly accelerated it.202  Joshua Piker asserted that post-1750 Creek experi-
ences diverged dramatically from their predecessors, primarily being “characterized by threats 
and violence.”203  In fact, he suggested that the generally harmonious interactions of the pre-1750 
era “almost guaranteed conflict between Europeans and Indians . . . [as] newcomers from the 
west [Natives] encountered others from the north and east . . . [and] their mutual arrival led to a 
competition for resources.”204 
Global warfare only exacerbated such tensions between Natives and Europeans, most no-
tably the Seven Years’ War, also known as the French and Indian War, and the American Revo-
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lution.  In their totality, these two wars spelled doom for the Indians.205  The conclusion of the 
Seven Years’ War proved disastrous for the Natives for two primary reasons: 1) after 1763 they 
found themselves with significantly reduced negotiating power, as they were now unable to lev-
erage the French against the British; and 2) by the mid-1760s and beyond, more and more colo-
nists flocked to the backcountry.206  This population influx “increasingly produced hostility, not 
mutuality; cross-cultural encounters were centered on the exchange of threats and violence, not 
food and labor.”207  Europeans actively sought the support of Indians during both conflicts.  By 
the conclusion of the Revolution, James Merrell noted, “Americans had come to regard the Ca-
tawbas as something of a nuisance, a ragged, insignificant people hardly worth a second thought, 
or even a first.”208 
As they had done during the Seven Years’ War, the Indians typically allied themselves 
with the side which offered them the greatest autonomy.  “The logic of nearly two hundred years 
of abrasive contact” with settlers, Gary Nash observed, compelled the Indians to side with the 
British,” who had consistently attempted to “halt the influx of settlers onto Indian land.”209  The 
British decision, however, to ally with the Native Americans was, according to Edward Cashin, a 
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“major miscalculation . . . [because] it ensured that [these] land-hungry backcountry settlers, 
most of whom were ‘Indian haters,’ would support the rebels.”210  Piecuch added that Native, 
just like black, resistance “had a galvanizing effect for all whites, regardless of their political in-
clinations,” thus “strengthening the Whig opposition in the backcountry.”211  Moreover, British 
policy regarding the Indians was quite flawed.  The British erroneously believed the Indians 
would do, and only do, as they were instructed.  British officials, at least in London, also con-
ceived of the Indians as a single entity, rather than a variety of tribes.  “Finally,” according to 
Piecuch, “British officials failed to realize the animosity that existed between the Indians and 
backcountry whites, regardless of whether the latter were Loyalists or Whigs. This produced the 
paradox of committed Loyalists alternately fighting the rebels and joining with their white oppo-
nents against their erstwhile Indian allies,” contributing to the Rebel victory.212 
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CHAPTER 1: JAMES WRIGHT’S PEDIGREE AND MANUFACTURING A TRANS-
ATLANTIC FIEFDOM 
 
 An examination of James Wright’s family history reveals much about both Wright and 
transatlantic opportunities.  The patriarch, Wright’s grandfather, reached the pinnacle of the judi-
cial profession and could count King James II among his closest friends.  This friendship, how-
ever, would soon cost him his life, dying a political prisoner after the Glorious Revolution.  
James’s father undertook the arduous task of resurrecting the family’s name and fortune, a task 
which required he relocate his family to the British Empire’s periphery in Charleston, South 
Carolina.  His appointment as colonial Chief Justice enabled him to both invest in valuable low-
country lands and find appropriate affluent matches for his sons and daughters.  He proved so 
successful in augmenting the modest wealth he brought from London that by the time of his 
death a decade later, he could glory in the knowledge that all of his children would have far bet-
ter opportunities than his father had given him.       
James Wright’s grandfather, Chief Justice Sir Robert Wright, was born c. 1634 to Jermyn 
Wright (c. 1608-1681) and Anne Bachcroft (sometimes Butchcroft) in Wangford, County Suf-
folk.213  He entered Gonville and Caius College at Cambridge on April 1, 1651.  From there he 
gained admission to Lincoln’s Inn on June 14, 1654 and was called to the bar on June 25, 1661, 
even though, one contemporary noted, he was so inadequate at the practice of law that he proved 
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incapable of writing his own opinions.214  His marriage to Dorothy Moore (d. 1662) sometime 
before 1660 brought him an estate near King’s Lynn valued at £1,000, where he practiced law on 
the Norfolk circuit, where he continued to do well after her death in 1662.   
Shortly thereafter, he married Susannah Wren (1633-c. 1681), the daughter of Bishop 
Matthew Wren from Ely, a cathedral town near Cambridge, sometime between 1662 and 1665.  
This marriage, like his first, brought with it enhanced social prestige and significant wealth 
though, according to Roger North, his “voluptuous unthinking course of life” resulted in a seem-
ingly endless train of debt, from which he often sought succor from his “very intimate” patron 
the Right Honorable Francis North, Lord Guilford.215  This connection with North is of great im-
portance in understanding the career of James Wright because Francis North was the father of 
Frederick, Lord North, British prime minister from 1770-1782.  It is possible that the North fami-
ly also served as young James Wright’s patron.   
 Undoubtedly these connections, and likely others, helped secure his election to Parlia-
ment on a variety of occasions, beginning in April 1668.  As a Member of Parliament, he active-
ly supported the court and was thought to be someone of use in that arena, being appointed to no 
less than 56 committees.216  The opposition leader, the Earl of Shaftsbury, referred to him as 
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“doubly vile.”217  That same year he was briefly incriminated in the 1678 Popish Plot after the 
House of Commons learned that Edmund Coleman had corresponded with and even visited 
Wright a few days prior to his arrest.  Wright loudly proclaimed his innocence, arguing: “I hope 
the House hath opinion of me, that I am a Protestant, and not a Papist.  It is hard that a man 
should have his papers searched.  I have many clients, and such reflections may ruin me.  I hope 
you will be pleased to justify me in this matter.”  Fortunately for Wright, the subsequent search 
of his chambers and hearing by the House Commons resolved that Wright did not communicate 
“with Mr. Coleman, as to the plot now under examination.”218 
 Wright decided to not stand for reelection in 1679, but he did become Cambridge’s depu-
ty recorder.  His steadfast support of the court led to his being knighted (an honor which would 
be bestowed on his grandson a century later) on May 15, 1680.219  On April 24, 1681, shortly 
after the death of his second wife, Susannah, Wright exchanged vows with Anne Scroggs, whose 
father Sir William Scroggs of South Weald, Essex, was the lord chief justice.  That same month, 
likely upon Scroggs’s recommendation, Sir Robert became the chief justice of Brecon.220   
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As it were, Anne Scroggs married a man not dissimilar to her own father.  Scroggs’s de-
bauched lifestyle and “coarse” and “violent” courtroom manner made him, according to historian 
J. P. Kenyon, the subject of many satirists.221  Jonathan Swift, in fact, judged him to be a “vile 
and profligate … villain.”222  Contemporaries and historians alike have derided Scroggs’s legal 
abilities.223  A close acquaintance, Sir Roger North, described him as witty, but a man whose 
“course of life was scandalous; [whose] discourses [were] violent and intemperate [and whose 
nature] could not avoid extremities.”224   
 Wright was appointed a baron of the exchequer on October 30, 1684, on the basis of a 
recommendation from Lord Chancellor George Jeffreys and in spite of Lord Keeper Francis 
North’s objection.225  Apparently, North’s objection can be attributed Wright’s questionable fi-
nancial arrangements made at the Lord Keeper’s expense.  On this occasion, North proffered that 
Wright “was the most unfit person in the world to be judge.”226  According to Jeffreys’s biog-
rapher, Wright’s financial woes led to his pleading to Jeffreys that “unless he were made a judge, 
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his ruin was sealed.”227  The record indicates that Wright eagerly latched onto Jeffreys’s coat-
tails, and in return, Jeffreys admired Wright’s “easy character.”228  He often entertained the Lord 
Chancellor and accompanied him during his exile in the aftermath of Monmouth’s rebellion.229  
On October 10, 1685, shortly after he returned to England, King James II transferred him to the 
King’s Bench.230  His continued backing of the crown’s prerogative earned him another promo-
tion two years later, this time as chief justice of common pleas.  This proved to be short-lived, 
though, as eight days later, on April 21, 1687, he became chief justice of the King’s Bench and a 
frequent correspondent.231   
Controversy soon followed this flood of promotions.  Robert Bruce, 1st Earl of Ailesbury, 
believed Sir Robert had been promoted beyond his abilities, but acknowledged that he “behaved 
himself with modesty.”232  Nineteenth-century historian Edward Foss opined that Wright’s as-
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cent resulted solely from the likelihood that he would be a “supple [instrument] of the ruling 
powers.”233 
 Later that year, Wright fined William Cavendish, the 4th Earl of Devonshire £30,000 for 
assaulting Colonel Thomas Colepeper in the king’s presence, an offense he styled akin to “pull-
ing the king off his throne.”234  Though his continued and unflagging support for the crown gar-
nered him the most important judicial positions available in England, it would also prove his de-
mise.  On June 29, 1688, he presided over the infamous trial of the seven bishops who had been 
imprisoned for seditious libel due to their opposition to King James II  Declaration of Indul-
gence, which granted religious freedom to many Christian sects.235  Although Sir Robert pro-
claimed the bishops had been guilty of libel, the court itself was split over the issue, resulting in 
their acquittal.  Circumstances alone accounted for Wright’s continued presence on the bench, 
but – shortly after landing, William of Orange brought up impeachments against both Sir Robert 
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and Jeffreys, accusing Wright of, among other crimes, taking bribes “to that degree of corruption 
as is a shame to any court of justice.”236   
Even though King James II granted Wright a “free and general pardon,” he found himself 
forced to continue to maintain his innocence throughout the next twelve months.237  “I am sensi-
ble of the great accusations against me,” he wrote to Sir Thomas Osborne, Earl of Danby on Jan-
uary 10, 1689, but I have “unwillingly gotten into a round [and been] pressed along by the force 
of it, against his own inclinations,” but few would listen and Wright soon fled.238  His flight, in 
fact, would later be lampooned: 
Farewell Brent, farewell William, 
Farewell Wright, worse than Tresilian; 
Farewell chancellor, farewell mace, 
Farewell prince, farewell race.239 
He was apprehended by Sir William Waller while hiding out in Old Bailey on February 13, 
1689, and committed to Newgate prison by Sir John Chapman, the Lord Mayor of London.240  In 
May, he was brought before the House of Lords to answer for his actions in the Devonshire case, 
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which the Lords insisted had been a clear breach of Parliament’s privilege.241  Wright maintained 
that, “as to the breach of privilege, [he] was misguided by precedents … [and] if he was mistak-
en, he begged pardon.”242  Again, his pleas fell on deaf ears and the Lords returned him to New-
gate in short order and he died of “prison fever” later that week.243  On the eighteenth of June a 
decision was made to except his name from the Indemnity Bill.244  
James Wright’s father, Chief Justice Robert Wright, was from Sedgefield, County 
Durham, about 250 miles from London.245  He was born in 1666 to Robert Wright and his sec-
ond wife, Susannah Wren and attended Eton College from 1677 to 1683, at which time he en-
rolled at Cambridge University, Gaius College and was admitted to the Middle Temple.246  In 
1689, the same year his father died in Newgate prison, the younger Wright married Alice John-
son Pitt, the heiress of John Johnson and widow of Baldwin Pitt, Esquire.  According to the 
Sedgefield Parish Register, Alice died in November 1723.247 
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Just one week later, Wright married Isabella Bulman, a spinster from St. Giles in the 
Fields Parish.  The marriage took place at St. James’s Duke Place Church, which happened to be 
considered a “run away church” or marriage mill.  Though the details of Robert’s two marriages, 
especially while he lived in England, are mostly absent from the historical record, it is quite clear 
Isabella and not Alice bore all of his children.  Thus, it appears that Robert Wright had two sim-
ultaneous relationships.  Moreover, the record indicates that none of his children were legitimate.  
Furthermore, it is conceivable that this controversy motivated Wright to relocate his family to 
South Carolina.  According to Charles Sanderson, Wright had been sent to South Carolina in 
1725 “by [Lord Proprietor John] Cotton to establish those people in their disaffection caused by 
the ill behavior of Lds Proprietors.”248  This letter is in accord with the South Carolina Proprie-
tary records, which date his appointment as that province’s chief justice on May 28, 1725.249  
Unlike his father, who mightily struggled with the intricacies of the law, Robert proved to be a 
very capable judicial officer.250  In recommending Wright to the Duke of Newcastle, Arch 
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Hutchinson cited Robert’s thirty successful years as a barrister.251  In one of their appointment 
letters to Wright, the Lords Proprietors cited his “knowledge, skill, and experience.”252 
Charlestonian Elizabeth Hyrne penned an inquisitive letter to her brother which discussed 
the arrival of the Wright family.  “Here is laitly arrived,” she said, “one Mr. Robert Wright a 
gentleman of large family of both sons and daughters.”  The family “appear to be [a] very gen-
teel people and to have a good substance.  It is said they have now 4 or 500 pounds in England at 
a place called Sagefield near Newcastle [and] he has been a member of the English Parliament.”  
She continued her report of Charleston’s newest immigrants: “He has brought over a coach [and] 
servants in livery.”  She concluded her letter with a very interesting and insightful query.  “What 
was his reason for leaving England?” she asked.  Answering her own question, she added that 
“some say his father was a judge in King James’s reign and that being a non [juror he] was wea-
ry of heavy taxes, but I believe they indever to keep it privett be it so or not however he is like to 
make a good settler [as] he has bought a large plantation with some buildings upon it upon Ash-
ley [R]iver and has paid a great deal of money for it.”253   
Although the Proprietors had appointed Wright to the position of chief justice, they pos-
sessed tenuous power over that colony during the 1720s before finally losing complete control in 
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December 1729.254  Wright’s lifetime appointment, however, caused some concerns and necessi-
tated a five-year delay in finalizing his position.255  “Some of the ministers,” Thomas Lowndes 
wrote, feared “the ill consequences it might be to have that officer for life,” and agreed to change 
his appointment to read at “His Majesty’s pleasure.”256  Accordingly, King George II appointed 
Wright Chief Justice of South Carolina on November 30, 1730.  His appointment became official 
in South Carolina on March 24, 1731.257  Wright must have felt a deep sense of satisfaction at 
this moment.  Even though it had taken decades, he had in some measure redeemed the family 
name.258  
Redemption or not, Wright was indeed his father’s son and his inflexibility and crown-
centric worldview courted controversy throughout his tenure, a trait which was also deeply in-
grained in his son, James.  In August 1731, the chief justice inserted himself as mediator of a 
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feud between Thomas Lowndes and royal Governor Thomas Johnson.259  Eighteen months later, 
he became embroiled in a virulent controversy between surveyor general James St. John and the 
South Carolina Assembly, which resulted in the latter refusing to pay Wright’s salary, claiming 
he “hath lately invaded and violated the known privileges of this house.”260  Their anger with 
Wright continued for years as they refused to pay his salary from 1731-1736, prompting South 
Carolina’s Lieutenant Governor Thomas Broughton to intercede on his behalf.   
In January 1737, Broughton informed the Assembly that Wright “hath duly, and punctu-
ally held the Supreme Courts of Judicature for several years past … for which five years’ ser-
vice, attendance, and expenses, occasioned by the discharge of that important station he hath re-
ceived no more than £1,400.”  He added that Wright was due £3,600 in arrears and implored 
them “that he has suffered considerably for want of a suitable and timely recompense, so I doubt 
not but you will now provide for him.”261  The lower house conceded, in a sense, and granted 
Wright £1,000 per annum for his services henceforth.262  They still refused, though, to make 
amends for withholding his salary for five years, prompting Governor William Bull to beseech 
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them to take care of the chief justice.  “I take it for an allowed maxim both by the laws of God 
and man,” he declared, “that the labourer is worthy of his hire.  I therefore think it proper to re-
mind you that the chief justice hath duly held the Supream Courts of Judicature for more than 
years past and hath received from the publick no more than £1,400 currency.”263  The issue re-
mained unsettled two years later as Bull again chided the Assembly, without success.264 
Clearly then, Wright’s tenure as chief justice had been filled with frustration and an acri-
monious relationship with the lower house of assembly.  In many ways, this made him no excep-
tion to the general pattern throughout the southern colonies during the middle third of the century 
as the assemblies engaged in a never-ending series of power struggles with royal officials.265  
Importantly, however, Wright’s decade-long battle with the Assembly resulted in the attainment 
of judiciary independence, an achievement according to historian Edward McCrady, “of great 
importance.”266  It is also important to note that James Wright was an impressionable young pro-
vincial attorney throughout this controversy and quite likely developed a distrust of popularly 
elected officials as a result of his father’s difficulties. 
An epidemic fever struck the lowcountry in the fall of 1739 and claimed Robert Wright 
as one of its victims on October 12.267  While Wright lay stricken and confined to his bed, a 
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friend of his informed the Duke of Newcastle in London of the lamentable situation.  “The Chief 
Justice of South Carolina is a very worthy gentleman,” James Oglethorpe wrote, and “I hope he 
may long continue but as all men are mortal and he is sick of an illness which hath been fatal in 
Carolina” his fate seems clear.268  Lieutenant Governor Bull informed the Commissioners of 
Trade and Plantations that “this province has been lately visited with an epidemical fever which 
raged chiefly in Charleston and carried off great numbers of people, amongst whom died Mr. 
Chief Justice Wright.”269   
Unfortunately, his will has not survived.270  We can, however, determine that he owned 
no less than 10,000 acres of land in various South Carolina counties.271  We can also surmise he 
possessed significant wealth.  According to historian George Rogers, the Charles Pinckney’s 
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“great mansion” had been “designed to emulate, if not excel, the finest mansions of that day,” 
including that of former “Chief Justice Robert Wright’s home.”272  Aside from his £1,000 annual 
salary, of which he received intermittent portions, there are numerous records indicating the sale 
of sizeable tracts of land.273  Wright also reaped profits from his plantation(s), presumably from 
the sale of rice which, aside from supplying much of the lowcountry’s wealth, brought substan-
tial material wealth to his sons as well.274 
Robert Wright’s widow and James Wright’s mother, Isabella, continued the chief jus-
tice’s legal struggle concerning his unpaid salary.  In January 1744, she submitted a memorial to 
the Assembly requesting his past due salary so that she “might be better enabled to perform his 
last will and testament.”275  Mrs. Wright’s frustration continued, however, as that defiant legisla-
tive body determined that the people of South Carolina “is not liable to any further claim” from 
the estate of Chief Justice Wright.276  Isabella Wright died on November 21, 1752.277 
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The chief justice and his second wife, Isabella, had seven children of which James Wright 
was likely the sixth.278  Although records are incomplete, we can rather confidently construct an 
accurate sketch of the Wright children – Isabella, Anne, Robert, Jr., Charles, Jermyn, James, and 
Susannah – in large part thanks to a contemporary pedigree chart recently rediscovered in the 
Davy’s Suffolk Collection at the British Library.279   
Two extant records establish Isabella Wright as being the first-born child to Robert and 
Isabella.  Both the Davy pedigree chart and her obituary identify her as the eldest child.  Her date 
of birth is unclear, but since we know Anne to have been born in 1704, we can surmise that Isa-
bella was likely born in 1702 or 1703.  She first married James Graeme, though the location and 
year is uncertain.  Marriage was the primary means by which colonial aristocratic families aug-
mented and perpetuated their wealth and power, especially in eighteenth-century Charleston, 
where these familial alliances “among business partners or among the families of planters” deep-
ly cemented lowcountry society.280  Moreover, such relationships also fortified the important 
transatlantic bonds so critical to the Empire because, as historian Jack Sosin has noted, “business 
and politics in England during the eighteenth century rested largely on personal relations.  Ties 
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of amity, marriage, and blood” connected periphery with the core.281  Graeme had been a suc-
cessful Charleston attorney “whose talents,” in the words of Governor James Glen, “have raised 
him to the head of the bar.”282   Glen thought so highly of Graeme that he appointed him chief 
justice of the province, which the king soon confirmed.283  Graeme did not enjoy the fruits and 
satisfaction of his appointment for long as he passed on August 29, 1752.284  Three years later 
Isabella exchanged vows with Governor Glen’s brother, Dr. Thomas Glen, at St. George’s Parish 
in London on the eighteenth of September.285  She likely never returned to America and passed 
away the week before Christmas 1775.286   
The second daughter, Anne Wright, was born in 1704 and married twice.  Little is known 
about her first husband, William Walter, who died c. 1738-1739.287  It is probable, however, that 
Walter had been affluent because each of her sisters had married well.  Additionally, a Walter 
White owned no less than three plantations, including the well-known Crowfield plantation in St. 
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James’s Goose Creek Parish.288  James Wright also owned a sizeable plantation in this district.289  
Ann later married her first cousin, the merchant and attorney, Richard Lambton on November 
27, 1750 in Charleston’s St. Philip’s Church.290  She died in Charleston in 1770.291 
Robert Wright, Jr. was born c. 1706.  Near his twenty-first birthday, he married the six-
teen-year-old heiress, Gibbon Cawood.  Historian Annette Laing has quite skillfully recreated the 
ensuing controversy.  The “midnight ceremony at her mother’s house” while she was away in 
London, she wrote, “occurred without the knowledge or consent of the bride’s guardians” and 
created quite the uproar in Charleston, resulting in the disgraceful resignation of the minister, 
Brian Hunt.292  Both Cawood’s mother and guardians refused the young couple’s request to mar-
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ry.  Moreover, they were confident that such a union was not possible without their consent, es-
pecially because the affair of the young couple, according to the Reverend Alexander Garden, 
had been “so eminently & universally” known.  Yet, Wright, Cawood, and the Reverend Hunt 
proceeded with their clandestine and, in Garden’s words, “scandalous” ceremony.293  The minis-
ter defended his behavior with the claim “that [the marriage] may be an happy match.”294  Per-
haps the minister’s hopeful proclamation had been correct as the couple welcomed their first 
child on October 28, 1728.  Nearly three years later, however, Mrs. Wright died.295  Did he con-
sciously defy the wishes of his superiors because he viewed the young Gibbon Cawood as an av-
enue to wealth and prestige?  It is difficult to ascertain if Wright, Jr., was a hopeless romantic or 
if his character was indeed questionable.   
With a toddler to care for, Robert wasted little time in finding a new wife, marrying Mary 
Blamyer on June 22, 1733.296  Records indicate that Wright, like his father and brother James, 
had been an attorney, substantial landholder, and slaveowner.297  Among the numerous sales of 
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land, slaves, and various sundry items by Robert, Jr., is an advertisement in the South Carolina 
Gazette for the sale of “a choice parcel of slaves, among which are many very good sawyers, one 
very good tight cooper, and several field slaves.”298  Unfortunately, an exhaustive search for 
Wright’s obituary has yielded no results.  But an approximate year of death can be determined by 
cross-referencing advertisements in the South Carolina Gazette with deed records at the South 
Carolina State Archives.  As mentioned before, Robert Wright advertised a sale in March 1749.  
Not quite one year later, his eldest daughter, Gibbon Wright, deeded twenty-six slaves to her 
half-siblings and stepmother.299  It is reasonable to assume she inherited those slaves from her 
father.  Thus, it appears that Robert Wright, Jr., died in 1749. 
The date of birth for Robert and Isabella Wright’s fourth child, Charles, cannot be deter-
mined, but both the 1785 College of Arms pedigree chart and the Davy Chart list his birth before 
that of Jermyn Wright.  Since we know Jermyn was born on August 1, 1711, and Robert, Jr., was 
born in 1706; we can deduce that Charles was born between 1707 and 1711.  Charles was an at-
torney, merchant, and planter.300  As early as 1733, Charles and Jermyn engaged in joint busi-
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ness ventures.301  In June of that year, they announced the sale of “a lusty, stout, white servant 
boy, able for any work, aged about 16 years, that hath 5 years, within a few days, to serve.”302  
Charles owned many plantations, including (at least) one on the Ponpon River, near Dorchester, 
which utilized slave labor.303  He also owned a store near the Ponpon Bridge where he sold a va-
riety of goods, including “choice slaves, well vers’d in plantation business.”304  In 1749, they 
served as Indian agents, responsible for the sale of goods to the native inhabitants of South Caro-
lina.305  The Wright brothers’ partnership was typical amongst the larger colonial merchant 
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firms.  In their case, Charles Wright conducted the business from South Carolina while brother 
Jermyn handled the firm’s London affairs.306 
Sometime in 1749, Charles and Jermyn Wright expanded their portfolio by joining the 
Charleston mercantile firm of Robert Stiell and John Hume.307  Within a few years the brothers 
became heavily involved in lowcountry real estate.308  By the mid-1750s, it seems as though the 
brothers had begun shifting their focus from their mercantile business to real estate and planting.  
Correspondence between Charleston grandee Henry Laurens and the Liverpool merchants 
Rawlinson and Davison might provide some insight into the brothers’ motivations. Jermyn 
Wright has left London privately which must induce us to think that he is not a man of so good a 
fortune as we thought.”309   
                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
1749, in ibid., 78, 82, 205-206, 212, 256-257; the debate between Jermyn Wright and South Car-
olina’s colonial agent, James Crokatt, concerning the acceptability of the goods offered by the 
Wright’s,  May 8, 1750, in Colonial Records of South Carolina, 23 April 1750 to May 1750, 91; 
and Lonn, Colonial Agents of the Southern Colonies, 180-181. 
306 See, Peter Manigault to Ann Manigault, December 24, 1753, in Maurice Crouse, “Peter Man-
igault’s Letters,” South Carolina History and Genealogical Magazine 32.4: 272.  See also, Jack 
Sosin, Agents and Merchants, 3 and an invoice of sundry goods shipped from London by Jermyn 
Wright, May 10, 1749, in Colonial Records of South Carolina, 28 March 1749 to 21 November 
1749, 78 and 82. 
307 See, petition of “partners” Charles Wright, Jermyn Wright, and John Hume, June 1, 1749, in 
Colonial Records of South Carolina, 28 March 1749 to 21 November 1749, 268-269.  Two oth-
erwise reliable sources, however, indicate the partnership began in 1751. George C. Rogers, ed., 
The Papers of Henry Laurens (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1974), 1:149n and 
John C. Van Horne, ed., The Letterbook of James Abercromby, Colonial Agent, 47. 
308 In addition to the numerous sales identified in the South Carolina Gazette, see also the dozens 
of “Judgment Rolls” involving either and both brothers.  For example, South Carolina State Ar-
chives, Series S136002, Box 41B, Item 13A (1756); Series S136002, Box 44A, Item 102A 
(1757); and Series S136002, Box 47B, Item 1A (1759). 
309 Henry Laurens to Rawlinson & Davison, September 25, 1755, in Hamer, ed., Papers of Henry 
Laurens, 11:343-344. 
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In June 1754, Charles and Jermyn offered for sale “intire or in parcels the[ir] house and 
lands …, commonly called the Point [near Ansonborough], containing seventeen acres.310  In 
1756, the brothers offered another plantation, this time their 1000-acre rice and indigo Cow Sa-
vannah plantation, including valuable European goods.311  The inseparable brothers became em-
broiled in a controversy in 1763 when they sold to Henry Laurens a sizeable tract of land whose 
“title [was] not so clear and easy.”  Ultimately, the Provost Marshall had to sell a variety of 
Wright lands in order to satisfy Laurens and the court.312 
Likely because of their recent misfortunes in Charleston, the brothers relocated to the 
East Florida-Georgia border where, according to James Wright:  
they were extremely well settled on the banks of the St. Mary … and had two 
very good plantations on the Georgia side of the River, on one of which they had 
built an exceeding good dwelling house with every other convenient out building 
and they had another settled plantation on the Florida side of the River on which 
three plantations they had upwards of 100 Negroes and had resided for nine years 
past.313 
                                                          
 
310 South Carolina Gazette, June 20, 1754.  This land was still for sale in December.  Ibid., De-
cember 5, 1754. 
311 South Carolina Gazette, January 22, 1756.  The advertisement last appeared in the July 22, 
1756 issue.  The brothers offered other lands and goods throughout the next couple decade.  See, 
for example, the massive sale advertised in the South Carolina Gazette on April 29, 1766.  On 
this day alone, they tendered seven jointly-owned lots for sale in Craven and Greenville Coun-
ties, totaling 7,550 acres (including one parcel of 3,450 acres).  Some of these, and others, were 
still for sale well into the 1770s.  South Carolina Gazette, December 24, 1771. 
312 For example, Henry Laurens to Jermyn Wright, November 24 and December 26, 1763; Lau-
rens to Thomas Mears, December 21, 1764; Laurens to John Remington, March 22, 1765, in 
Hamer, Papers of Henry Laurens, 4:54-55, 108-110, 546, and 593 and Laurens to [ ], January 30, 
1766; Laurens to Duke Bell, February 4, 1767; and Laurens to James Wright, September 25, 
1767, in ibid., 5:57-58 and 64-66.  See also, Rawlins Lowndes (Provost Marshall) to Charles 
Wright, 1755-1756, Series 372001, Volume 2Q0, Page 59, South Carolina State Archives. 
313 “The Case and Sufferings of Jermyn and Charles Wright, by their brother Sir James Wright, 
Baronet, Governor of Georgia,” in Mary Bondurant Warren, ed., Georgia Governor and Council 
Journals, 1778-1779: Savannah under Siege (Athens, GA: Heritage Papers, 2007), 7. 
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It was here, along the St. Mary River, that Charles Wright would die shortly after hostilities 
erupted between the Americans and the British.  In August 1776, Rebel leaders decided to attack 
the fort constructed by the Wright brothers with the goal of arresting them, seizing their slaves, 
and burning their plantations. According to their brother James, they were “obliged to fly with 
their Negroes … [into East Florida] where they remained in the woods in very great distress.”  
During these tumultuous months, Charles Wright “contracted diseases and dyed in February 
1777,” as did two dozen of his slaves.314  Brother Jermyn would survive all of his siblings, dying 
in 1799 in London. 
Susannah seems to have been born shortly before or after James, perhaps 1713-1714 or 
1716-1717.  She married John Hume in Charleston about twenty years later, though the date is 
unclear.315  As mentioned earlier, John Hume was a successful Charleston merchant and lawyer, 
who partnered with Charles and Jermyn Wright around the middle of the century.316  Hume also 
possessed substantial enough land holdings to also own slaves.317  The exact date of Susannah 
                                                          
 
314 “The Case and Sufferings of Jermyn and Charles Wright, by their brother Sir James Wright, 
Baronet, Governor of Georgia,” in Mary Bondurant Warren, ed., Georgia Governor and Council 
Journals, 1778-1779: Savannah under Siege (Athens, GA: Heritage Papers, 2007), 7. 
315 Kenneth Scott, “Some South Carolina Marriage Bonds, 1733,” National Genealogical Society 
Quarterly 63 (September 1975): 180. 
316 For an idea of Hume’s wealth, see James Hume, Loyalist Claim, AO 13/35/328-365, which 
maintained that John Hume left behind £8,266.13.6 in property in Georgia and South Carolina in 
1777.  See also, any number of the hundreds of advertisements offering newly imported wares 
(especially wines) in the South Carolina Gazette.  For example, South Carolina Gazette, No-
vember 10, 1746; January 1, 1752; June 7, 1760; October 31, 1765; and April 24, 1770.   
317 Concerning John Hume’s landholdings, see for example, South Carolina Gazette, December 
24, 1771; February 20, 1772; and September 6, 1773.  See also any number of land grants.  
South Carolina State Archives, Series S213184, Volume 12, Page 230 (April 25, 1765); Series 
S213019, Volume 23, Page 288 (March 15, 1771); and Series S213184, Volume 17, Page 162 
(July 3, 1772).  Regarding slaves, see for example, the runaway slave notices in the South Caro-
lina Gazette, November 4, 1766 and March 7, 1769. 
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Wright Hume’s death has not been discovered, though she had certainly passed prior to her hus-
band as evidenced by their son, Chief Justice James Hume’s (East Florida), Loyalist claim.  John 
Hume passed away at some point between March 1779, when we know he was Secretary of the 
Province of Georgia, and March 29, 1781, when his son James placed a notice for an estate sale 
for John Hume in the Royal Georgia Gazette.318 
The laborious task of tracking James Wright’s ancestry has shed great light on his life 
and career.  It is evident that James Wright hailed from a family that wielded great power but 
also, at times, lost that power.  His family’s story reveals the integration of a once-important 
English family into the colonial economic and political power structure in an effort to redeem the 
family’s fortunes.  Each step along the way, the Wright family married well and consolidated its 
holdings.  Wright had a grandfather who intimately served as King James II’s chief justice and a 
father who faithfully upheld the prerogative of King George II as the chief justice of South Caro-
lina.  It is also clear that James Wright came from substantial money.  His father brought signifi-
cant wealth to Charleston in 1725 and augmented his holdings throughout his life.  As important-
ly, he helped to ensure that his sons and daughters married well and received practical and/or 
classical educations.  Sir James Wright was acutely aware of his own ancestry.  He followed in 
the path of both his father and grandfather, choosing a career in the legal field.  Moreover, just as 
his father and, to a lesser extent his grandfather, he possessed a keen legal mind and deep sense 
of devotion to the English constitution as represented by Crown and Parliament.   
  
                                                          
 
318 Royal Georgia Gazette, March 29, 1781.  John Hume had been expelled from Georgia on Oc-
tober 7, 1777.  James Hume, Loyalist Claim, AO 13/35/328-365.  Regarding John Hume’s posi-
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CHAPTER 2: A VIEW FROM THE PERIPHERY: JAMES WRIGHT AND THE MAK-
ING OF AN IMPERIAL ARISTOCRAT 
 
In the summer of 1737, James Graeme, Master of Solomon’s Lodge in Charleston, nomi-
nated twenty-one year-old “James Wright, Esq., who was Junior Warden to be Senior War-
den.”319  This appointment is a clear indication that from a very young age, others deemed 
Wright worthy of leadership positions.  This belief became more apparent the next month when 
Wright was unanimously elected master of the lodge.320  In its simplest terms, eighteenth-century 
American freemasonry was a fraternity of leading men who sought to “promote friendship, so-
ciety, mutual assistance, and good fellowship.”321  The South Carolina Gazette announced just 
two months prior to Wright’s appointment that: “At the request of the antient and honourable 
society of free and accepted masons, at the theatre in Queen Street, … will be performed a com-
edy called the ‘Recruiting Officer.’”322  This play, written by the Irish playwright George Far-
quhar in 1706, was one of the most popular plays of the century, following the sexual exploits 
and social follies of two soldiers.323  After the play, which was performed “to the satisfaction and 
                                                          
 
319 South Carolina Gazette, July 30, 1737.  Solomon’s Lodge was the only lodge in Charleston at 
this time.  See, Henry Whittemore, comp., Free Masonry in North America from the Colonial 
Period to the Beginning of the Present Century (New York: Artotype Printing and Publishing 
Co., 1889), 41 and Hugo Tatsch, Freemasonry in the Thirteen Colonies, 85-86.  The first meet-
ing of freemason’s in South Carolina occurred on the evening of October 28, 1736, at “Mr. 
Charles Shepheard’s in Broad Street.”  SC Gazette, November 6, 1736. 
320 SC Gazette, August 27, 1737. 
321 Whittemore, Freemasonry, 3.   
322 SC Gazette, May 28, 1737. 
323 George Farquhar, The Recruiting Officer, A Comedy (London: W. Simpkin and R. Marshall, 
1819). 
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entertainment of the whole audience,” Wright and his fellow masons returned to the “Lodge at 
Mr. Shepheard’s.” Wright maintained his membership in the society throughout his time in 
Charleston.324 
At this time, it was a new organization with only a handful of lodges dispersed among the 
largest colonial cities – Philadelphia, Boston, and Charleston.325  “Freemasonry’s real impact on 
America is [quite] significant,” according to author Mitch Horowitz, who added that “as a radical 
thought movement that emerged from the Reformation, [it] was the first widespread and well-
connected organization to espouse religious toleration and liberty.”326  Though Horowitz’s work 
has made a case for the importance of freemasonry in shaping the worldview of the Founding 
Fathers, would-be Loyalists also dearly held such principles.327 
 Although James Wright frequently appeared in legal documents and newspapers in the 
middle third of the eighteenth-century, a full accounting of his early career is impossible to cre-
ate.  Enough evidence exists, however, to construct an dependable and nuanced sketch of 
Wright’s long journey to the pinnacle of power in colonial America.  From an early age, James 
                                                          
 
324 See, for example, SC  Gazette, January 3, 1743. 
325 Whittemore, Freemasonry, 41.  The first lodge meeting in America took place at “The Hoop” 
in Philadelphia in June 1731.  See also, South Carolina Gazette, August 31, 1734. 
326 Mitch Horowitz, “Masons and the Making of America,” U.S. News & World Report, Septem-
ber 14, 2009.  See also, Horowitz, Occult America: the Secret History of How Mysticism Shaped 
our Nation (New York: Random House, 2009). 
327 Madison Clinton Peters, The Masons as Makers of America: the True Story of the American 
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masonry in the American Revolution (New York: Kessinger Publishing, 1992); and Philip Roth, 
Masonry in the Formation of our Government, 1761-1799 (New York: Kessinger Publishing, 
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sonry and the Transformation of the American Social Order, 1730-1840 (Chapel Hill: UNC 
Press, 1998). 
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occupied a central role in provincial Charleston – landholder, attorney, clerk in the Court of Ex-
chequer, attorney general, and, lastly, colonial agent. 
 In March 1735, James Wright registered his first land plat with provincial officials in 
Charleston, a 1,000 acre parcel bordering the Pee Dee River in Queensborough Township.328  
Although only about twenty-years-old at the time, this acquisition marked the beginning of an 
unquenchable, lifelong thirst for land that culminated with the purchase and development of 
eleven lowcountry Georgia plantations.329  Any examination of Wright’s holdings in South Caro-
lina, however, is destined to be incomplete, but we can verify his ownership of significant swaths 
of land.  James received six South Carolina land grants amounting to 3,115 acres.330  In addition 
to these six, Wright registered plats for eight other pieces of land.  All told, Wright held 9,810 
acres of land divided amongst fourteen plots.  Of these, only six plats were registered before 
Wright became Georgia governor and fully two-thirds of his entire South Carolina acreage had 
been acquired during a three-month flurry on the eve of the American Revolution.331 
                                                          
 
328 March 9, 1735, Series S213184, Volume 3, Page 181, South Carolina State Archives.  See 
also, for example, South Carolina Gazette, January 20, 1757, which mentioned a James Wright 
plantation at Wambaw, near (or on) Echaw Creek. 
329 Wright reported in his Loyalist Claim that he owned 25,578 acres at the outset of the Revolu-
tion.  James Wright Loyalist Claim, The National Archives, Audit Office 12 and Audit Office 13 
(hereafter, AO 12 or AO 13). 
330 September 17, 1736, Series S213019, Volume 41, Page 104; July 13, 1737, Series S213019, 
Volume 41, Page 149; July 4, 1754, Series S213019, Volume 5, Page 447; August 3, 1755, Se-
ries S213015, Volume 21, Page 153; February 1, 1758, Series S213019, Volume 8, Page 197; 
February 1, 1758, Series S213019, Volume 8, Page 198, South Carolina State Archives. 
331 The issue of Wright’s aggressive land speculation in the months prior to the war will be dis-
cussed in some depth in chapter 5.  For the additional plats see, January 20, 1763, Series 
S213184, Volume 7, Page 388; February 25, 1767, Series S213184, Volume 20, Page 516; 
March 27, 1767, Series S213184, Volume 10, Page 84; October 17, 1774, Series S213184, Vol-
ume 20, Page 515; December 28, 1774, Series S213184, Volume 20, Page 515; December 28, 
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Almost without fail, lowcountry residents with means purchased land with the intention 
of stocking it with slaves, who in turn would produce goods whose sale would afford the owner 
opportunities to purchase even more land and, consequently, more slaves.332  Slavery was the 
single most important factor to the burgeoning eighteenth-century lowcountry economy.  Moreo-
ver, human property comprised nearly one-half of the colony’s personal wealth.  Slave owner-
ship was desirable that 80% of all estates owned slaves, and this includes many with, according 
to historian William Bentley, “low levels of wealth, such as small farmers.”333 
It is unclear when James Wright purchased his first human being, but the first such extant 
bill of sale in the South Carolina State Archives is dated December 4, 1749, when he purchased 
Cesar.334  Seven years later, Wright purchased nine additional slaves from the estate of Joshua 
Wilkies.335  As a basis for comparison, on the eve of the Revolution, Wright owned 523 slaves 
and 25,578 acres of land.  Proportionally speaking, then, it is not unreasonable to assume that he 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
1774, Series S213184, Volume 20, Page 516; January 4, 1775, Series S213184, Volume 20, Page 
516; January 20, 1775, Series S213184, Volume 13, Page 270, South Carolina State Archives. 
332 See, for example, Rachel Klein, Unification of a Slave State: the Rise of the Planter Class in 
the South Carolina Backcountry, 1760-1808 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1990), chapter 1;   Alan 
Gallay, The Formation of a Planter Elite: Jonathan Bryan and the Southern Colonial Frontier 
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1989), chapter 1; Betty Wood, Slavery in Colonial Geor-
gia, 1730-1775 (Athens: UGA Press, 1984), chapter 6; Julia Floyd Smith, Slavery and Rice Cul-
ture in Low Country Georgia, 1750-1860 (Knoxville: UT Press, 1985), chapter 2; Paul Pressly, 
On the Rim of the Caribbean: Colonial Georgia and the British Atlantic World (Athens: UGA 
Press, 2013), chapter 8 
333 William G. Bentley, “Wealth Distribution in Colonial South Carolina,” Ph.D. diss. Georgia 
State University, 1977;  
334 December 4, 1749, Series S213003, Volume 2I, Page 148, South Carolina State Archives.  
For other such purchases see, for example, July 11, 1754, Series S213003, Volume 2I, Page 642 
(for the purchase of Cato). 
335 March 27, 1754, Series S213003, Volume 2I, Page 647, South Carolina State Archives.  Their 
names: Simon, Hopes Prince, Bullock Prince, Essex, Sarah, Betty, Carolina, Bella, and Hagar. 
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owned approximately two hundred slaves while he lived in South Carolina.  Admittedly, this as-
sumption would have to be based on the supposition that Wright cleared and planted on all of his 
South Carolina lands.   
In many ways, Wright’s life mirrored that of any number of lowcountry planters.  These 
extremely ambitious parvenus exploited the power derived from land ownership to obtain gov-
ernmental and societal positions of leadership.  They in turn utilized these positions of authority 
to establish connections at the imperial center in London and to further augment their personal 
wealth.  Although a confident identification of these contacts is difficult to ascertain, it can be 
surmised that Wright’s English heritage afforded him certain advantages in this burgeoning 
transatlantic world, it was his keen analytical mind and determination to succeed which ensured 
his status as a colonial leader and, ultimately, a founder of Georgia’s first planter elite.336  Addi-
tionally, his Loyalist claim after the Revolutionary War identifies one merchant firm with whom 
he had a close relationship.  Moreover, the claim also indicates that Wright had numerous per-
sonal relationships with merchants, although without providing specific names.337  The Colonial 
Records of the State of Georgia recognizes no fewer than five merchants with whom Wright cor-
responded on a semi-regular basis.338  Lastly, it must not be forgotten that Wright’s brothers, 
Jermyn and Charles, also owned a firm in South Carolina.  
                                                          
 
336 Gallay, The Formation of a Planter Elite, passim and Klein, Unification of a Slave State, 
chapter 1. 
337 See, for example, James Wright Loyalist Claim, AO 12/4 and AO 13/37.  The former men-
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338 See, for example, “Memorial of Merchants to the Board of Trade,” June 6, 1781, in CRG, 28, 
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with five: John Nutt, Davis Strachan & Co., Clark & Milligan, Graham & Simpson, and Shu-
brick & Clempson. 
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 Although Wright was a prolific land speculator and planter, he considered the law to be 
his profession and ran a lucrative firm from the mid-1730s through the 1750s.  According to his-
torian Hoyt Canady, only twelve percent of South Carolina attorneys actively practiced law 
twenty or more years.339  Wright first engaged in legal activities as early as 1735 upon receiving 
his royal commission, likely at the behest of his father, the chief justice, as Remembrancer Clerk 
of the Pleas and Estreats of the Court of Exchequer.340  The Court of Exchequer, one of the busi-
est colonial courts, heard cases concerning royal financial matters.341  The newspaper’s designa-
tion of Wright as “Esq.” may suggest that the youthful Wright was already acting as an attorney.  
According to Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary, the term “esquire” referred to: a “title of dignity, and 
next in degree below a knight,” “younger sons of noblemen,” or “a justice of the peace.”342   
 South Carolina’s entire legal community operated from Charleston because, at least dur-
ing Wright’s years in the colony, no courts existed beyond the town’s borders.343  Thus, Charles-
ton became the hub of all legal activity and was the destination of all South Carolinians in need 
of legal advice.  Attorneys with transatlantic connections earned the best salaries, and James 
Wright had deep and generational contacts in London.  Beginning in the early 1730s, shortly af-
ter the Crown took control of the province, Charleston witnessed a tremendous economic boom.  
                                                          
 
339 Canady, “Gentlemen of the Bar,” 269. 
340 South Carolina Gazette, December 6, 1735.  Without providing a citation, Canady stated 
Wright opened his practiced in Charleston in 1736.  Canady, “Gentlemen of the Bar,” 281-282. 
341 Peter Charles Hoffer, Law and People in Colonial America, 6. 
342 Samuel Johnson, Dictionary of the English Language (Dublin: Thomas Ewing, 1768).  For a 
comprehensive study of the legal profession in colonial Charleston see, Canady, “Gentlemen of 
the Bar.” 
343 For a physical description of the city see, John William Gerard De Brahm, Report of the Gen-
eral Survey in the Southern District of North America, ed. by Louis De Vorsey, Jr. (Columbia: 
USC Press, 1971). 
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As one of the British Empire’s most important peripheral entrepôts, Charleston was dominated 
by its merchant oligarchy that heavily relied on attorneys to secure debt collection, as did their 
London factors.344  Thus, Wright’s international network garnered him, in the words of George 
Rogers, “the fattest fees” in the province.345  According to Canady, Wright’s merchant connec-
tions were unrivaled, as evidenced by his high-end clientele.346 
 Before continuing the investigation into Wright’s legal career, however, we must look at 
his legal training at Gray’s Inn.347  The famous London Inn of Court admitted James on August 
14, 1741, six full years after the first reference to his practicing law.348  Wright’s actual attend-
ance at Gray’s, or any other Inn, must be questioned.  Historian Hoyt Canady opined that Wright 
likely never attended the Inn, citing James’s “steady” case load from 1736 through 1757.  Cana-
dy’s thesis has real merit and justifies further exploration.349  Just two months after his admit-
                                                          
 
344 SC Gazette, April 3 and November 22, 1742; January 31 and April 11, 1743; October 8, 1744; 
February 18 and October 28, 1745.  These are but a few examples which can be consistently 
found in the newspaper through the 1750s.   
345 Rogers, Charleston in the Age of the Pinckneys, 15. 
346 Canady, “Gentlemen of the Bar,” 282-283.  His clients included the likes of James Crokatt; 
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the Bar,” 227 and Jones, ed., American Members of the Bar, 221-223.   
348 Joseph Foster, The Register of Admissions to Gray’s Inn, 1521-1889 (London: Hansard Pub-
lishing Union, 1889), 375.  See also, Hoyt Canady, “Gentlemen of the Bar: Lawyers in Colonial 
South Carolina” (PhD diss., University of Tennessee, 1984), 438; Kenneth Coleman Papers, MS 
3478, Hargrett Rare Manuscripts Library, University of GA and Alfred E. Jones, American 
Members of the Inns of Court, 221-223. 
349 Canady, “Gentlemen of the Bar,” 281. 
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tance, he is listed in the South Carolina Gazette as a contact regarding the purchase of several 
Charleston lots.350  In January 1742, James is identified in the same paper as the sole legal con-
tact in a debt collection case.  In fact, the advertisement requires that those “who make default in 
payment by the first of March next, their bonds and notes will without distinction be put into the 
hands of James Wright., Esq., Attorney at Law.”351  Many such ads consistently appeared in the 
Charleston paper until the late -1740s and without significant gaps in time.352  In addition to 
these newspaper advertisements, the Gazette announced James’s wedding to Miss Sarah Maid-
man, a young lady of great beauty, merit and fortune.”353  Furthermore, there is no mention of 
Wright whatsoever in the London papers during this period.      
The only possible exception to this supposition might be a two-year period from Novem-
ber 1746 to April 1748, in which Wright’s name does not appear in the South Carolina Ga-
zette.354  Moreover, the provincial legal records during this period are also silent until May 29, 
1747, when James’s appointment as attorney general is entered.355  Gray’s Inn never called 
Wright to the bar, but this would not have been a requirement because, according to legal histori-
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351 SC Gazette, January 9, 1742.  
352 See, for example, SC Gazette, February 13, April 3,  and November 22, 1742; January 31 and 
April 11 (which announced Wright’s election to the vestry of St. Philip’s Church), 1743; April 2, 
(the paper indicates that Wright was in Charleston in December 1743 and April 1744), and Octo-
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355 May 29, 1747, Series S213003, Volume 2H, Page 1 and September 27, 1747, South Carolina 
State Archives.  Wright replaced James Abercromby.  Additionally, there is no mention of 
Wright in the London newspapers from 1741-1750. 
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an David Lemmings, “London’s policy of centralizing judicial systems encouraged the develop-
ment of infant bars around the supreme courts at important commercial and administrative cen-
ters” like Charleston.356  Moreover, as Julie Flavell has noted, “it was sarcastically said that gen-
tlemen were called to the bar only for paying fees and producing a certificate of having dined a 
certain number of times in the hall of the inn.”357  Thus, the most likely scenario is that he at-
tended Gray’s Inn for the primary purpose of making the necessary connections and earning suf-
ficient credentials in order to be officially named South Carolina’s attorney general.358 
Located at the very heart of London, the Inns of Court provided young affluent students 
with unfettered access to the political and economic center of the Empire.  Gray’s Inn occupied 
Reginald de Gray’s Portpoole manor house across Fleet Street from Middle Temple.359  Even 
though it was the least well-known (and respected) of the four Inns, Gray’s Inn was immortalized 
by alumnus and patron Francis Bacon, who lauded the gardens as providing the “greatest re-
freshment to the spirits of man.”360  In 1747, Gray’s Inn had in fact been described as the desti-
nation for “Beaus’ or Whorers’” rather than for serious students.361 
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Society of Gray’s Inn, Library and Archives, London, England. 
359 Blackham, Story of the Temple, Gray’s and Lincoln’s Inn, 84-86. 
360 Francis Bacon, “Of Gardens,” in The Essays (New York: Penguin Books, 1985), chapter 46.  
See also, William R. Douthwaite, Gray’s Inn: Its History & Associations, chapter 8 and Andrée 
Hope, Chronicle of an Old Inn: Or, A Few Words about Gray’s Inn, 70-92. 
361 R. Campbell, quoted in Lemmings, Professors of Law, 64. 
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Whether or not James Wright physically attended Gray’s Inn is of minor consequence.  
The fact that he had been admitted, however, is of great importance.362  The wealthiest colonial 
families often shipped their sons across the Atlantic in order to obtain a proper and “polished” 
education, especially in the law which by the mid-eighteenth-century had clearly become the 
“pre-eminent English profession.”363  Prior to 1815, there were 236 American-born members of 
an Inn of Court.  Of those, at least 146 attended Middle Temple; 43 entered the Inner Temple; 32 
enrolled at Lincoln's; and only 9 matriculated at Gray's Inn.  In large measure because of their 
wealth (as well as their desire to emulate the British gentry), South Carolinians alone contributed 
one-third of these students, easily outdistancing all other colonies.364   
Moreover, according to MP Edmund Burke, many colonial elites “seem to have thought 
that there was an advantage in being able to claim membership of an Inn … as a sort of qualifica-
tion for other things.”365  In 1747, the London Magazine observed that “if a man is a clever fel-
low, [the legal profession] ‘tis [a] sure step to an estate.  ‘Tis necessity that has driven the practi-
tioners of the law hither, from Europe, and other parts of America, and I remember few that had 
                                                          
 
362 For a detailed examination of Gray’s Inn see, Robert Blackham, Story of the Temple, Gray’s 
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363 For the notion of gaining a fine polish in London see, for example, Eric Stockdale, Middle 
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Julie Flavell, When London was the Capital of America, Kindle edition, location 1346, 1712, and 
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not made it very well worth their while.”366  Benjamin Franklin’s son, William, was just one 
such American.  His biographer observed that Franklin used his time at Middle Temple “as a 
springboard from which to launch his career.”367   
Burke’s reference to the prestige connected with such affiliation cannot be overstated, es-
pecially in light of the fact that the actual legal training provided by the Inns was suspect and 
usually of an autodidactic nature.  The questionable education provided by the Inns became an 
increasingly important issue throughout the eighteenth-century as calls for “a more real and sub-
stantial knowledge” of the law reverberated throughout the Empire.368  Historian Julie Flavell 
has noted that the “instruction actually received at [the Inns] was often thin on the ground … but 
association with them gave one a definite social purchase.”369  Legal scholar Eric Stockdale has 
noted that students learned their craft by “teach[ing] themselves, with the help of books and 
regular attendance in courts,” visiting the House of Commons and House of Lords, and forming 
learning cooperatives.370  With both his grandfather and father serving on the high court, Wright 
certainly received a practical legal education to go along with his hands-on training as a clerk 
and, quite possibly, a legal apprenticeship. 
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 The supposition that Wright served as the province’s attorney general, at least on some 
level, becomes more plausible when a 1737 grand jury specifically identified him as such.371  
Such a designation, however, conflicts with documentation at the South Carolina State Archives, 
which first dates his commission as attorney general on July 6, 1744.372  It is likely, then, that 
Wright received a temporary and, likely purely local, commission resulting from the inability of 
the current attorney general to fulfill his responsibilities.373  In any event, an Assembly commit-
tee directed the lieutenant governor to pay Wright £250 for his services as attorney general.374   
Upon full consideration, however, the House denied this request, as they were wont to do.  Much 
like his father (and other officials), Wright experienced incessant frustrations in collecting his 
salary from the provincial assembly.375   
As attorney general, for example, in 1756, Wright found provincial authorities increas-
ingly alarmed with the rising numbers of Acadians now living in Charleston, most of whom were 
                                                          
 
371 SC Gazette, November 5, 1737. 
372 July 6, 1744, Series S213003, Volume 2F, Page 91, South Carolina State Archives.  There are 
two additional attorney general commissions located at the Archives.  See, May 29, 1747, Series 
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373 A January 1742 issue of the SC Gazette referred to Wright as merely an “attorney at law.”  SC 
Gazette, January 9, 1742. 
374 “House Proceedings,” March 4, 1737, in J. H. Easterby, ed., Colonial Records of South Caro-
lina, Journal of Commons House, 10 November 1736 to 7 June 1739 (Columbia: Historical 
Commission of South Carolina, 1951), 282-283 (hereafter CRSC). 
375 See, for example, “House Proceedings,” February 2, 1738, in Easterby, CRSC, 10 November 
1736 to 7 June 1739, 450, 456.  See also, various dates, 636 and 661; CRSC, 12 September 1739 
to 26 March 1741, 59 and 109; CRSC, 14 September 1742 to 7 May 1743, 109, 375, 377, 401, 
and 521; CRSC, 20 February 1744 to 25 May 1745, 87, 93, 113, 325, 396, 410, 416-417, and 
428; CRSC, 10 September 1745 to 17 June 1746, 61, 74, 144, 147, and 159.  Similar such dis-
putes can be found in the CRSC throughout Wright’s entire tenure as attorney, which ended in 
1757.  Regarding the House’s penny-pinching ways concerning other officials’ see, CRSC, 20 
February 1744 to 25 May 1745, 396, in which they disallowed certain charges submitted by at-
torney general James Abercromby.  See also, Canady, “Gentlemen of the Bar,” 70. 
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Catholic and destitute.  Governor James Glen was “truly concern’d,” he informed the South Car-
olina Assembly, “to see the inhabitants of this province so grievously burthen’d with subsisting 
the great number of Accadians now amongst us.”  Glen intended to “have shipped off the single 
men,” but was uncertain of the “legality of doing such an act.”  Accordingly, he concluded, “I 
thought it advisable to take the opinion of His Majesty’s Attorney General [James Wright].”  
Wright advised him that such an action would indeed be “illegal & unwarrantable.”376 
Fiscal disputes with the Assembly aside, he collected significant earnings as an attorney 
general.  An examination of the Colonial Records of South Carolina from 1735 to 1757 (the 
years in which we know Wright served the colony as attorney general) reveals that James earned 
a minimum of £3,395 (see table 1).  The extant record shows that Wright received compensation 
in nineteen of these years.  Clearly, then, the record is incomplete.  However, working with the 
available data, Wright averaged no less than £180 per year in attorney general fees.  Upon closer 
scrutiny, we find a total of fifteen payments dispersed over twelve intermittent years.  The aver-
age payment amounted to £227.  The most consistent payment schedule occurs from 1749 to 
1757, in which Wright received twelve payments (or 1.33 per year), totaling £3,111, for an aver-
age of £346 per annum and £260 per payment.  A simple extrapolation of these figures over the 
entirety of Wright’s tenure yields a total attorney general income of £6,587 for an annual average 
of £347.  In trying to estimate Wright’s wealth, we must also consider the estates of South Caro-
lina’s legal community.  During the eighteenth-century, nineteen percent of lawyers possessed 
wealth greater than £5,000 sterling.  Their combined assets accounted for nearly 95% of the en-
tire profession’s wealth.  Additionally, seventeen percent of these attorneys owned more than 
                                                          
 
376 James Glen to South Carolina Council, February 21, 1756, in CRSC, 20 November 1755 to 6 
July 1757, 120. 
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100 slaves.  Although Wright’s wealth is not included in this survey of wealth distribution, we 
must assume that his net worth was either comparable or exceeded these figures.377  To place this 
amount in perspective, economic historians John McCusker and Russell Menard estimate the av-
erage wealth per free white male in British America in 1774 to be £74, compared to a figure of 
£131 in the southern colonies.378  Additionally, for example, Thomas Jefferson averaged £175 
per annum in attorney’s fees by the 1770s.  According to historian John Ferling, this salary was 
approximately seven times the annual income of an urban tradesman.379 
  
                                                          
 
377 Canady, “Gentlemen of the Bar,” 323. 
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TABLE 2.1.  PAYMENTS RECEIVED FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL SERVICES.380 
YEAR PAYMENTS AMOUNT (£) AVERAGE (£) 
˂1738 0 0 0 
1739 1 33 33 
1740 0 0 0 
1741 0 0 0 
1742 0 0 0 
1743 1 167 167 
1744 1 84 84 
1745 0 0 0 
1746 0 0 0 
1747 0 0 0 
1748 0 0 0 
1749 1 284 284 
1750 2 596 298 
1751 1 337 337 
1752 2 375 188 
1753 1 411 411 
1754 2 267 134 
1755 1 300 300 
1756 1 171 171 
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A significant portion of Wright’s legal responsibilities, whether as attorney or attorney 
general, revolved around naval issues.  For example, in May 1743, the Assembly urged Chief 
Justice Benjamin Whitaker to heed Wright’s advice to prosecute “such persons as have erected 
buildings in front of the curtain line, contrary to the laws of the province.”381  The next year, on 
July 6, James was appointed Advocate for the Vice-Admiralty Court.382  The following winter, 
the lower house requested that James bring a suit against a Mr. Comett for trading with “His 
Majesty’s enemies.”383  The next year Wright “libeled Captain [Edward] Morris, master of a 
merchant ship in lying in Charles Town harbor, for sending armed aboard a flag of truce for the 
purpose of taking by force deserters whom he suspected were on board.  Wright charged that the 
action was contrary to the law of nations … and an affront to the peace and dignity of the 
king.”384  Governor James Glen sought Wright’s advice concerning a piracy case in 1749.385 
 In sum, Wright practiced law in Charleston from the mid-1730s through the 1750s, trying 
more cases (471) than any other eighteenth-century South Carolinian.386  He ranked in the top 
fifteen percent of colonial South Carolina attorneys in cases tried before the Chancery Court, 
                                                          
 
381 “House Proceedings,” May 4-5, 1743, in Easterby, CRSC, 14 September 1737 to 7 May 1743, 
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382 July 6, 1744, Series S213003, Volume 2F, Page 90, South Carolina State Archives. 
383 “House Proceedings,” February 21-22, 1745, in CRSC, 20 February 1745 to 25 May 1745, 
355 and 357. 
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and Colonial Policy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1938), 245. 
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1749, 272 and 277-278. 
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Vice-Admiralty Court, and Court of Common Pleas.387  His success as an attorney can be at-
tributed to his transatlantic connections and solid reputation.  Moreover, according to Canady, 
Wright occupied the top tier of “his profession even though he faced stiff competition.”388  
Along with the likes of Charles Pinckney, James Graeme, and Robert Hume, Wright led the 
charge in bringing respectability to the legal profession in Charleston.   
The South Carolina Assembly convened during the first week of November 1756 to 
choose its new colonial agent to represent their interests in London.  After three weeks of debate 
and negotiations, James Wright accepted their invitation.  Wright, however, was not their first 
choice.  But after William Middleton declined the Assembly’s offer, a hotly-contested power 
struggle between South Carolina’s Council and Assembly ensued.  The Assembly maintained the 
appointment was their sole prerogative.  Although the two houses compromised with the selec-
tion of Wright, the lower house gained the upper hand concerning future appointments.389  Such 
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squabbling over the appointment of agents was commonplace by the middle of the eighteenth-
century, especially in the southern provinces.390   
Wright busied himself during the winter of 1756-1757 with settling his personal and 
business affairs in South Carolina, either in an effort to liquefy some assests in order to cover his 
London expenses or, perhaps, because he never planned to return to America.  He had, according 
to eighteenth-century historian William Bacon Stevens, discharged his duties as attorney general 
with “ability and diligence.”391  In February, he advertised the sale of his Cooper River planta-
tion in the South Carolina Gazette. 
To be sold by the subscriber, his plantation, 7 miles from Charles-Town, pleasant-
ly situated on Cooper river, containing about 530 acres, one half uncleared, on 
which is a great quantity of fire-wood; the greatest part of the cleared land is fit 
for indigo and provisions, and the rest of it for rice. There is upon it a very good 
brick dwelling house, a neat garden, and several convenient outhouses. Any per-
son inclinable to purchase the same, may treat with me in Charles-Town.392 
 
Just four weeks after this advertisement first appeared, impatient and eager to return to London, 
Wright decided to simply auction his plantation.393  Later that spring the lower house urged 
Wright to “speedily embark for England” and within a couple of months, he completed his prep-
arations for moving to England by requesting: 
all persons that have any demands upon him so come and receive satisfaction: 
And in order to intitle himself to the benefit of the proviso in the attachment act of 
this province gives the public notice that he hath taken his passage for Great-
Britain, and in ends to embark and depart this province early in next month and 
that he is ready in the mean time to appear, give bail, or answer, as the case may 
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require to any action, summons or suit, that shall be brought or issued against 
him.394 
 
After months of preparation, Wright finally embarked for Europe, sans family, on the seventh of 
August.395  We know that his family did not join him because, later that month, his wife Sarah 
placed an advertisement announcing that a Gambian “Negro man, named Titus, a tall well made 
fellow, and pretty black” had run away from the Wambaw plantation.  Mrs. Wright offered a £25 
reward for assistance in recovering their property.  Interestingly, she added that, if Titus returned 
of his “own accord, within three months, [he] shall not receive any punishment.”396 
 “I got to Plymouth,” Wright informed South Carolina’s governor William Henry Lyttel-
ton,  on November 7, 1757, “after a most exceptional passage” of nearly ninety days.  He wasted 
no time in assuming his duties and obtaining the proper certifications from the Board of Trade 
and Plantations as well as the Admiralty.  James noted that George Montague, the Earl of Hali-
fax, and Sir George Lyttelton both “promised to assist me in my solicitations” as agent.397  Suc-
cessful agents would need such important support because their responsibilities, according to his-
torian Jack Greene, “were legend.”398 
 Wright’s responsibilities included, but were not limited to, the securing of favorable leg-
islation, the promotion of provincial trade, forwarding varied professional and personal corre-
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spondence to and from South Carolina, and protesting unfavorable regulations.399  In short, colo-
nial agents were power brokers, negotiating the slippery terrain of ministerial politics.  The suc-
cessful navigation of imperial politics required agents to negotiate a veritable labyrinth of offices 
and boards.  For example, Wright first had to submit memorials or petitions to the Secretary of 
State, who often redirected him to the Privy Council, who then forwarded him to the Board of 
Trade, who consulted legal counsel concerning the matter before reversing the entire process un-
til a decision had been made.400  Benjamin Franklin frustratingly wrote to the Pennsylvania As-
sembly describing the process as a “kind of labour in vain to attempt making impressions on 
such immovable objects; ‘tis like writing on the sands in a windy day.”401  Throughout this pro-
cess, agents such as Wright had to constantly grease the wheels of imperial government by prof-
fering gratuities and bribes to anyone who could aid their cause.  Massachusetts’s agent William 
Bollan sardonically wrote that the “expenses necessarily attending the negotiation of business 
here are … considerable.”402  South Carolinian Peter Manigault similarly observed that agents 
must possess sufficient “interest with people in power” in London in order to “keep fair with the 
ministry.”403  For his services, South Carolina paid Wright an annual salary of £200 plus expens-
es.404  He also received a percentage of all funds he collected for the province from the ministry.  
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Typically this commission amounted to 1 ½ to 2 ½ percent and often far exceeded the agent’s 
annual salary.405 
 Shortly after his arrival in London, Wright secured temporary quarters in the home of fel-
low Carolinian William Rugge, before finding suitable accommodations of his own.406  As Fla-
vell has so ably demonstrated, there existed in London a vibrant and affluent community of 
South Carolinians, consisting of the Laurens, Wright, DeLancey, Manning, Izard, Moultrie, 
Lowndes, and Brailsford families.407  These wealthy planters and merchants established tight-
knit extended kinships in London’s fashionable West End on Fludyer and Berners Streets.  These 
colonists were so numerous that a London entrepreneur opened a business on nearby Birchin 
Lane called the “Carolina Coffee House.”408   
 James Wright spent much of his brief tenure as colonial agent focusing on just two recur-
ring issues – colonial defense and trade.409  Agents were typically bound by the instructions re-
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ceived from their provincial legislature, excepting scenarios in which timing did not permit 
transatlantic consultations.410  These instructions, however, proved to be the bane of most colo-
nial lobbyists.  Wright incessantly complained to both Governor Lyttelton and the Assembly 
about their neglect in submitting timely and clear instructions.411 
 Nearly two years after James departed for London, Sarah Wright finally loaded her fami-
ly aboard the HMS Pingssin and departed for London.412  Just nine months later, James Wright 
informed the Assembly that he had “obtained the appointments of Lt. Governor of Georgia, and 
Chief Justice of Carolina [and that] I expect to leave England towards the end of summer, and 
shall continue to serve the province as agent to the utmost of my power, to the day I may leave 
London in my way to Carolina, I hope my past services have been agreeable to the province, 
This I know that nothing was omitted that occurred to me as beneficial, nor any pains spared, and 
possible more might have been done, if there had been a proper correspondence.”413 
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The South Carolina Gazette reported in the spring of 1760 that “The Hon. James Wright, 
Esq., Agent to solicit the affairs of this province in Great-Britain, is appointed Lieutenant-
Governor of Georgia and [like his father three decades before] Chief Justice of this province.414  
Samuel Urlsperger, the Lutheran minister and leader of the Salzburg emigrant community in 
Georgia, expressed great hope in Wright’s appointment: “may God let this change redound to the 
good of the country.”415  Prior to his departure, the Charleston aristocracy then residing in Lon-
don and other “gentlemen concerned in the Carolina trade gave a genteel entertainment [honor-
ing James Wright], at the King’s-arms in Cornhill.”416  After settling his affairs, Wright departed 
England and began the long voyage to Georgia.417 
By his early forties, then, James Wright had amassed a small personal fortune, rubbed el-
bows with some of the Empire’s most important figures, and accumulated a number of important 
provincial and imperial positions.  He would soon face his most difficult opportunity to date – 
governor of Georgia.  The youngest of Britain’s thirteen colonies, Georgia was in 1760 a “fledg-
ling province” and somewhat of an afterthought in the minds of imperial officials.  Wright’s task 
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would be to validate Georgia’s existence by transforming it into a beneficial cog in Britain’s 
mercantilist machine. 
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CHAPTER 3: “AN UNUSUALLY ABLE CROWN OFFICIAL”: JAMES WRIGHT BE-
COMES GEORGIA’S FINAL COLONIAL GOVERNOR 
 
Throughout the spring and summer of 1758, during the French & Indian War, roving 
bands of defiant Indians began filtering into the South Carolina and Georgia backcountry, having 
been forced from the northern colonies by Brigadier General John Forbes.418  These “gangs,” as 
Georgia Governor Henry Ellis called them, had recently “robbed & murdered a whole family not 
40 miles from” Savannah.  These attacks, he added, were the result of Georgia’s neglected condi-
tion, which had left the backcountry in a “very unpleasant & hazardous situation.”419 
Similarly, on the morning of May 12, 1759, the South Carolina Gazette fired a warning 
shot that reverberated throughout the heretofore peaceful southern colonies.  “Many horrid mur-
ders have lately been committed, by [the Cherokees], on the Yadkin and Catawba Rivers.”420  
Alarming news continued to pour in from the backcountry in the weeks that followed.  Maximil-
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ian Moone, a mestizo, confirmed that a party of young Cherokee warriors had recently returned 
to the town of Settico with nearly two dozen white scalps.421 
There existed in these provinces a deep concern that the Creek and the Cherokee nations 
would unite and wage war against the colonists.  Both Ellis and South Carolina Governor Wil-
liam Henry Lyttelton put their militia on full alert.  Ellis, in fact, went a step further and sent 
agents armed with gifts into the backcountry to entice the Creeks to attack the Cherokees.422  
This was a common tactic utilized by the British in their attempt to contain an often numerically 
superior frontier foe.423  Conversely, Native tribes had spent the better part of a century and a 
half playing the British and the French against one another.   
Ellis’s policy likely forestalled an intense Cherokee war, but it was the Creeks who 
proved to be the most immediate danger, attacking and killing several traders near Augusta in 
May 1760.424  Aware of his inability to fully engage the Creeks militarily, Ellis wisely accepted 
his Council’s advice “to suffer justice to give way to prudence and to make use of every means 
in your power to prevent this colony from being involved in a war and to restore the public tran-
quility.”425 
Henry Ellis had quite literally devoted four years of his life to Indian policy and it wore 
on him deeply.  It was, however, Georgia’s climate which “officially” drove Ellis to write in 
1759: “as my health continues in a very bad state, and there appears no prospect of recovering it 
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from here, I am at length reduced to the necessity” of begging leave to return to England and re-
questing that a lieutenant governor be appointed.426  Ellis’s final letter from Georgia betrayed a 
truer sense of his dissatisfaction: “I cannot help expressing my surprise that His Majesty’s south-
ern provinces should be suffered so long to continue exposed as they are.”427  In all likelihood, 
then, the governor had simply tired of managing a colony without adequate support from Lon-
don.  This very frustration would plague Wright throughout his time as governor. 
The logistics involved in Ellis’s resignation illustrate the difficulties of managing a trans-
atlantic empire in the eighteenth-century. Ellis penned his resignation in November 1759, but it 
did not reach the Board of Trade until March 11, 1760.428  It would be another two months be-
fore the commissioners acted upon Ellis’s request, appointing South Carolina’s Attorney General 
James Wright to be Georgia’s new lieutenant governor.429  Thus it was amidst this atmosphere of 
great uncertainty in the backcountry and scarcity of resources with which to keep the Creeks at 
bay that James Wright became Georgia’s third and final colonial governor. 
After a grueling Atlantic voyage, the Wrights arrived in Charleston on the third of Sep-
tember.  What should have been a moment for reflective joy, however, had become one of unut-
terable misery because, according the South Carolina Gazette, “Mr. Wright lost [his infant 
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daughter, Elizabeth] in the passage, which was privately interred yesterday.”430  Due to the 
dearth of personal correspondence we can only surmise that this tragedy deeply impacted 
Wright, a supposition supported by logic and his later correspondence which portrays a deeply 
devoted father.  James likely spent the next several weeks visiting with friends and family and 
settling his personal affairs.  One month after their arrival in Charleston, the Wrights set sail for 
Savannah.431 
The family reached its destination on September 11, as the South Carolina Gazette re-
ported that Wright “arrived [in Georgia] in good health.”432  Reverend Samuel Urlsperger ob-
served the celebration that followed Wright’s commission:  “Yesterday about noon we heard 
heavy cannon fire from Savannah, which is presumably a sign that the new governor has an-
nounced his commission from the king.”433  The reverend was correct as the South Carolina Ga-
zette observed that Georgia held its largest celebration in honor of Wright’s arrival.  Governor 
Ellis informed his superiors in London that Wright had indeed safely arrived and, moreover, 
“seems to be a very capable & worthy man.”434  The Assembly also praised Wright for his repu-
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tation for “integrity and uprightness joined with solid sense and sound judgment,” which would 
surely “make us a happy and flourishing people.”435 
The transfer of Georgia from proprietary to royal authority on October 31, 1754, unified 
the administration of Britain’s North American colonies.436  This, of course, meant that Geor-
gia’s colonial governors, of whom James Wright would be the third and final, served as the offi-
cial representative of the king.437  For his services as chief executive, James Wright received an 
annual salary of £1,000, which he augmented with the collection of a variety of fees.  As with his 
position as attorney general, Wright’s responsibilities as governor were extensive.  He was au-
thorized to appoint many provincial officials, to grant land, to pardon all crimes excepting trea-
son and murder, and to remit fines and forfeitures.  Additionally, he was the colony’s command-
er-in-chief which empowered him to erect forts and declare martial law.  As Georgia’s vice-
admiral, he presided over cases involving violations of maritime law.438 
James Wright brought an immense array of skills to Georgia in 1760.  He had a firm 
grasp of colonial and imperial government, mercantilism, planting, and the law.  Moreover, his 
relentless desire to succeed professionally and personally was exactly what the colony needed 
upon his arrival.  Of this, historians are unanimous in their judgment.  He was, in the words of 
historian Kenneth Coleman, “ideally qualified” for his new position, much more so “than most of 
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his fellow governors.”439  John Ivey Brown, a graduate student of Coleman’s, noted that Wright 
was the only colonial governor of Georgia with any actual qualifications for his position.440  His-
torian Robert Calhoon concurred, claiming Wright’s “intimate knowledge of British administra-
tion and of colonial needs and conditions made him an unusually able Crown official.  He was 
driven, however, not only by heady success and self-confidence but also by the dim apprehen-
sion that his position was precarious.”441  Biographer Randall Miller added that “Wright was in-
telligent, diligent, and politically savvy.”442  Lastly, historian William Abbot has observed that 
James enjoyed “a steady and sound, and growing understanding of politics.”443 
In spite of the significant qualifications he brought to the position, Wright had never 
served in such a position of leadership and it took time to acclimate himself to his new role.  
Much of his correspondence during 1761 and 1762 was of a rambling and repetitious nature, and 
he sometimes failed to grasp the true importance, or lack thereof, of a number of issues.  James 
proved, however, to be a fairly quick study and his correspondence by the mid-1760s exhibited 
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confidence and a keen understanding of Georgia’s unique problems – namely issues arising from 
fragile Native relations. 
In one of his last letters as governor, Henry Ellis provided an honest assessment of the 
state of public affairs in Georgia, describing them as being in “as good a situation, as could rea-
sonably be expected” in light of worsening relations with the Indians.444  James also expressed 
grave concerns regarding Georgia’s frontier in his first letter to the Board of Trade after arriving 
in the province.  After a useful meeting with Ellis, Wright acknowledged that “I am more con-
vinced of the necessity of immediate succor, and of the continuance of some troops, even after 
the present difficulties are surmounted,” for without such measures, Georgia must inevitably 
“decline.”445  Wright also utilized the occasion of his first speech as governor to pay special at-
tention to the “one object which is very striking and which requires our immediate attention; I 
mean the dangers of this province in general is exposed to from the Creek Indians.”446  Conse-
quently, Wright encouraged Georgians to join him in solidifying the province’s defense network. 
Fortunately for Georgians, Wright had experience in dealing with such issues in his capacity as 
colonial agent for South Carolina and they would occupy his time for the next three decades.447 
Throughout the month of November 1760, Governor Wright met with nearly 150 Creeks 
in Savannah who desired a complete resumption of trade with the English.  The South Carolina 
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Gazette reported that “by his prudent and proper management, every one of them, to all appear-
ance, had gone away perfectly well satisfied, giving the strongest assurances of their good dispo-
sitions.”448  Shortly after the New Year, he notified the Board of Trade that the Cherokees had 
endeavored to incite the Creeks to wage war against the English and implored the commissioners 
to adequately fund Georgia’s defenses.449  He wrote another letter in January, requesting “imme-
diate succor [as] we are in much need of some assistance.”450 
Indian affairs dominated James’s first few months and we can see very vividly displayed 
Wright’s modus operandi as Georgia’s governor.  He was a thoroughly direct communicator and 
avoided schemes and flattery, preferring instead to find equitable solutions to the problems he 
encountered.451  Wright warned the Creeks that ill behavior on their part would result in a similar 
fate that befell the Cherokees in Virginia and the Carolinas, who “are now naked and in want of 
every thing.”452  In January 1761, Creek head man, the Wolf King, personally promised the gov-
ernor that his nation desired friendly relations with the colonists.   
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The Wolf King made answer to [Wright’s statement] to the following effect: That 
his honour had said a great deal of the friendship that had subsisted between their 
forefathers and the English, and desired he would look on him to have the same 
good heart and esteem for the English that they had; that for his part he had but 
one tongue and that always had been and still was truely English.  That he knew 
this land had been given to the white people that they might live thereon, and the 
children of both [emphasis added] people grow up together, which he desired and 
hoped they would continue to do.453 
 
For his part, Governor Wright assured both legislative houses that “no measure in my power 
have been omitted, [which] I thought might make a good impression on our neighbours the 
Creek Indians.”  He added that although the colony had enjoyed several peaceful months, even 
stronger defenses were need to ensure provincial prosperity.  The Assembly acknowledged 
Wright’s “vigilant and prudent measures” in securing peace during “this critical conjuncture,” 
but the “heavy expences we are obligd to lay upon our constituents” necessitated postponing the 
construction and repair of fortifications.454  Such short-sighted action by the Assembly especially 
agitated James because he possessed little leverage in negotiating with the Indians “for they well 
know we have no force to oppose them.”455  
 Frontier events during the summer of 1761 illustrate both Wright’s keen insight into the 
Native American problem and his determination of the colonists’ culpability in creating or aug-
menting those problems.  Following the murder of a settler near Augusta by a band of young 
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warriors, Wright came to the conclusion that many of the problems arising in the backcountry 
revolved around the Indian trade.456  Specifically, Wright believed there to be far too many Indi-
an traders in the backcountry, many of whom were the “very worst & most abandoned set of 
men.”  He concluded that trade was to be his most important asset in ensuring good behavior 
from the Indians and accordingly sought to restrict and regulate the unfettered trading on the 
frontier in order to maintain a proper balance between supply and demand so as to ensure the In-
dians never had too much nor too little goods.457  With this in mind, Wright devised a plan to 
grant licenses and specific territories to a set number of traders.  Although his policy was sound 
and, if successful, would have eased the tensions in the backcountry, the settlers viewed it as an 
example of imperial interference and he was forced to abandon the idea a few years later.458 
 By the winter of 1761, the troubles with the Creeks had subsided as Wright had, through 
sensitive and deft handling of the various Creek headmen, successfully earned their trust.  More-
over, the general triumph of British arms against the French and the Cherokees provided ample 
motivation for the Creeks to remain on friendly terms.  That said, not all was quiet on the Geor-
gia front; the French had not yet resigned themselves to defeat.  Several months earlier, a French 
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privateer had landed at Tybee Island and, according to Wright, “taken five of Mr. Thomas Tuck-
er’s negroes … [along with] Mr. Edward Tucker and four of his negroes.”459  James responded 
by calling on John William Gerard de Brahm’s assistance in constructing fortifications on Cock-
spur Island.  The legislature approved Wright’s request and construction began immediately on 
Fort George.460  James warned the Board of Trade of the variety of measures the French had un-
dertaken to excite the Creeks into hostilities against the Georgians and requested additional funds 
for defensive measures, including Indian gifts.461  Wright’s indefatigable exertions in securing 
Georgia’s defenses and his patient and honest diplomatic efforts with the Native Americans were 
largely responsible for maintaining peace, albeit a constantly tenuous one, in Georgia.462 
 Rumors began swirling throughout the spring of 1763 that the French and Spanish had 
agreed to withdraw their forces from North America.  The first issue of James Johnston’s Geor-
gia Gazette announced intelligence concerning the “conclusion of peace” in France.463  A few 
weeks later, in the May 5th issue, news from Paris confirmed that the “ministry are intirely occu-
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pied in reducing the definitive treaty into order.”464  It was later reported from London that 
“peace will not be proclaimed till after the expiration of hostilities in the East Indies, which term 
is not out till the 3d of May.”465  Word of the definitive treaty did not reach Savannah until late 
May or early June and the Gazette printed it in toto.466  Wright predicted a prosperous future re-
sulting from the Peace of Paris.  “Now that … this province [along with the removal of the Span-
ish threat from the Floridas] will be freed from every obstacle that has obstructed its growth & 
prosperity, and be no longer chec’t & cramp’t, I have no doubt of its making great strides, & 
very soon becoming usefull to the Mother country.”467   
This letter provides a nice summation of Wright’s view of his and the colony’s role on 
the periphery of empire.  James was an unabashed believer in mercantilism, constantly and with 
single-minded purpose endeavoring to build Georgia’s comparably infant agricultural, lumber, 
and naval stores industries while simultaneously working to expand Georgia’s frontier and popu-
lation in order to meet the needs of the imperial core.468  In fact, Coleman opined that “this con-
cept of empire and the colony’s place in it is essential to any understanding of James Wright.”469 
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With the successful termination of the French and Indian War, Wright shifted his ener-
gies from the maintenance of Indian peace to the establishment of long-term geographic settle-
ment.    In June 1763, he received instructions from the Board of Trade to work closely with In-
dian Superintendent John Stuart to secure a cession of Indian lands.470  From his vantage, how-
ever, the governor expressed doubts about the willingness of the Indians to engage the British in 
such conversations because their affection to the colonists had not lately been the “most cordial 
& friendly.”471  Such animosity existed between the two peoples that Wright reported that “three 
men have been killed” by a group of Creeks with long-established ties to the French.472  The rea-
son for the renewed frontier violence must be firmly placed at the feet of the backcountry settlers 
who, according to Creek leader The Mortar, “appear to believe that the red people have no 
lands.”473   
Amidst this less-than-ideal atmosphere, Wright proceeded apace in organizing the Indian 
congress with the southern royal governors: Thomas Boone (South Carolina), Arthur Dobbs 
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(North Carolina), and Francis Fauquier (Virginia).474  In a letter to Fauquier, he admitted that 
although “accommodations would be better in Charles Town,” it was best to meet in Augusta.475   
The governors of Virginia and North Carolina arrived at Charleston in early October, 
joining South Carolina’s governor and Superintendent Stuart.  Their first order of business was 
to lodge a formal complaint to Governor Wright concerning the “inconveniences attending a 
journey by land or water to Augusta,” maintaining that aside from providing a more comfortable 
setting, Charleston would have afforded them the opportunity to better “check & control” Indian 
behavior.476  Wright’s response reached Charleston a week and a half later.  He certainly agreed 
with their points, but noted that convincing the Creeks to proceed beyond Augusta would be a 
dubious proposition and that he remained convinced that “the King’s intentions might be more 
effectually executed at Augusta.”477  It is likely the Creeks feared traveling beyond Augusta lest 
they fall victim like the Cherokees in 1759 who had been captured and held as hostages by the 
South Carolinians as a means of ensuring the good behavior of their countrymen.478   
Nefarious reports continued to swirl in Charleston and the governors remained uncom-
fortable with journeying to the Georgia backcountry, relaying intelligence that the Cherokees had 
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not wanted to go to Augusta because two of their number had been murdered by the Creeks.  
Consequently, the governors expressed a frustration with which Wright could surely empathize: 
“we are in great hopes that the late acts committed by the Upper Creeks are not the acts of the 
nation in general.”479  Wright decided the best of course of action at this moment was to person-
ally go to Augusta to meet the Creeks “in case they will not proceed to Charles Town and can be 
prevailed on to wait at Augusta.”480  The Charleston contingent forwarded Wright’s letter to Stu-
art at Augusta and informed him that “a material part of your duty [is] to discover and prevent 
the ill effects of private tamperings & insinuations thrown out to the Indians.”481 
Superintendent Stuart arrived at Augusta on the eleventh.  He informed Governor Boone 
that leaders from the Chickasaws and especially the Upper Creeks were upset because no gover-
nors had yet arrived at the congress.  One Creek leader said, according to Stuart, “that he had 
come punctually at the time and to the place of appointment and expected to have seen the gov-
ernors that it was their hunting season when they should have been in the woods providing for 
their families” and accused the English of “speaking with two tongues.”  Ultimately, Stuart 
wrote, he had “with great difficulty” prevailed upon the Creeks to “wait here ten days.”482 
Accordingly Boone, Dobbs, and Fauquier immediately sent Stuart’s letter to Wright and 
themselves set out for Augusta on October eighteenth.483  For his part, James sent the same in-
formation concerning Stuart’s conclusion that neither the Chickasaws nor the Creeks would cross 
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the Savannah River.484  Wright then began his own two-day trek along the Savannah River to 
greet them.  The Georgia Gazette reported in late October that Indian trader Lachlan McGilli-
vray’s mounted troop escorted the governor to meet with the Indians and other southern gover-
nors.485   
On October 23, Stuart wrote that the Creeks had planned to leave without notice, fearing 
the English planned to take revenge for the recent “murders committed by the Mortar.”  A 
Chickasaw interpreter informed the superintendent who quickly assuaged their concerns.486  The 
four governors arrived at Augusta on November 3, and the congress officially began two days 
later with about seven hundred Indians present.  Governor Wright opened the talks and informed 
the leaders of the various tribes (Creek, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Cherokee, and Catawba) that the 
four governors and Captain Stuart were in full accord.  The superintendent then unveiled the rea-
sons for this “friendly” meeting and expressed the “Great King’s good disposition toward his red 
children.”  King George III, Stuart said, “wishes to extend the commerce of his subjects” as well 
as that of the Indians, and to live “in peace and brotherly friendship together” with the Indians.487 
The various Native leaders issued their formal individual responses on the 7th and 8th of 
November.  Their declarations reveal how desperately tribal leaders desired to maintain positive 
relations with colonial officials in order to maintain the constant flow of European goods.  
Chickasaw leader Pia Matta voiced his gratitude “for the services already done them” by the 
British and iterated that “he and his are few but faithful … [and] as good friends as if they 
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sucked one breast.  Altho his skin is not white his heart is so and as much as any white man.”  
Finally, he readily admitted that “he could not do without the white people.”  Captain Ellick rep-
resented the Upper and Lower Creeks, those present as well as those who could not personally 
attend.  He then proceeded to outline the geographic scope of the cession.  After a few more 
Creeks articulated their sentiments, the Choctaw leader verbalized his nation’s desire “to be un-
der the English.”  Cherokee spokesman, the Prince of Chota, followed and notified the governors 
of their desire to receive more traders in their country.  He then “presented a pipe and some to-
bacco as a testimony of friendship between the Cherokees and the white people.”  Finally, and 
the only Native to not utilize a translator, the Catawba chief Colonel Ayres spoke.  He com-
plained that his lands were “spoilt [as] he had lost a great deal both by scarcity of buffalos and 
deer” due to white settler encroachment.  He concluded his statement, however, by presenting 
the governors with strings of white beads as “tokens of the friendship he professed for them all 
and which he desired might continue.”  On the 9th, Ellick and an unnamed Creek articulated their 
desire that their “children will grow up without interruption” of peaceful relations and prosper-
ous trading along the roads to Savannah, Charleston, and beyond.  Cherokee leader At-
takullakulla (or, the Little Carpenter) also presented a string of beads and informed the governors 
of his wish that only “good traders … not rioting fellows who commit disturbances” be allowed 
to open stores.488   
Later that day, the governors and Stuart responded to each tribal spokesman.  To Pia Mat-
ta, they acknowledged the repeated evidences of his fidelity and assured him that this meeting 
had added “additional strength and brightness” to their “chain of friendship.”  To Captain Ellick, 
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they promised to fully exert themselves in “putting a stop to” the ill behavior of the whites “be-
tween Augusta and the Creek country.”  To Red Shoes, they expressed their sincere desire “that 
your whole nation will [continue] to embrace the offers of good will which we have made you 
and that one heart only may be in the bosoms of the white people and the Chactaws.”  To the 
Cherokees, they explained that “your towns [have] but lately [been] cleared from blood” and that 
trade, at least in Georgia and South Carolina, should soon be placed upon a better footing.  And, 
finally, to the Catawbas, they guaranteed that “our King and Father holds out his arms to receive 
and protect you from all your enemies and is very sensible of your constant love and friend-
ship.”489 
Upon the satisfaction of all involved, a full treaty was agreed upon.  First and foremost, 
the treaty outlined the new boundary as: 
extending up Savannah to Little River ad back to the fork of Little River and from 
the fork of Little to the ends of the south branch of Brian Creek and down that 
branch to the Lower Creek path to the main stream of Ogeechee River and down 
the mainstream of that river just below the path leading from Mount Pleasant and 
from there in a strait line cross to Santa Seville on the Altamaha river and from 
then to the southward as far as Georgia extends or may be extended to remain to 
be regulated agreeable to former treaties and His Majesty’s royal instructions. 
 
The two sides also agreed that Indian complaints of whites illegally trading or trespassing 
should be made directly to the colonial governor before action was taken.  They also re-
newed the decades-old eye-for-an-eye provision concerning satisfaction for murders 
committed by either party.490   
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 Indian affairs, be they related to trade or security, dominated the first three years 
of James Wright’s governorship.  More than anything, he proved himself capable of han-
dling his new position with dexterity, patience, and common sense.  He also proved to his 
superiors in London that he could be faithfully relied upon to further His Majesty’s inter-
ests along the southern frontier and could confidently report to General Jeffrey Amherst 
that “we hope [the treaty] will be agreeable and demonstrate that nothing in our power 
has been omitted” in securing such an important concession.491  
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CHAPTER 4: “A MAN OF HONOR AND A FAITHFUL SERVANT OF THE CROWN”: 
JAMES WRIGHT AND THE STAMP ACT, 1765-1766 
 
The Georgia Gazette reported on March 15, 1764, that Governor James Wright’s “lady 
and eldest daughter … went aboard the HMS Epreuve, in order to go to England.”492  Two weeks 
later Councilman James Habersham wrote to “lady” Sarah Wright and assured her that her hus-
band was well.  “I do myself the pleasure,” he stated, “of visiting the governor very often, and 
next week, we propose going for a few days to regale ourselves with viewing the fertile swamps 
and delightful pine groves on the banks of the Great Ogeechee River.”493  
Several months later, in July, London’s St. James’s Chronicle published an extract of a 
letter from Portsmouth which expressed great apprehension that the Epreuve “is lost, she not be-
ing heard of these four months.”494  But despair quickly turned to elation as the Chronicle an-
nounced three days later that the vessel had “put into Cape Fear some time ago, dismasted, and is 
now on her passage home.”495  Silent weeks turned into silent months and there was still no word 
from the Epreuve until the London Evening Post recorded that a correspondent from Portsmouth 
announced the arrival of a sloop of war, which the writer hoped was the Epreuve.496  On No-
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vember 14, Lloyd’s Evening Post confirmed its readers’ fears: the vessel had indeed found-
ered.497   
Only the Pennsylvania Gazette, however, provided details concerning the Epreuve when 
it published a letter from Captain Jacob Lobb to Commander Archibald Kennedy.  The letter was 
dated Cape Fear, October 24, 1764:   
As I have this opportunity to write to my Lord Colvill, by meeting Mr. Tongue, 
who will take it to New York, shall beg the favour of you to forward it, as it con-
tains a misfortune I lately met with, I shall give you a short account of.  The 5th 
inst. [October] at noon, had a hard gust of wind, with smart rain; clewed up all the 
sails, and handed all but the minzensail, which blew to pieces; the wind shifted 
from S.E. to N.E. and N.W. and laid her hatches in the water which made me 
heave over 4 of the lee guns, and was cutting away the mizzen mast, but the wind 
blew it away 14 feet above the deck, though the mizzen topsail yard was on deck,  
and the topmast struck.  The main mast was spring in two places; the sloop not 
righting, nor veering obliged us to cut away the main mast; she then wore, and 
made good weather.  I am sorry to acquaint you the EPREUVE, Captain Blake, is 
lost, and all perished.  Governor Wright’s Lady and daughter were on board.498 
 
Governor Wright’s dear friend James Habersham informed a London correspondent of 
the disaster.  “Our present tranquility is greatly alloyed by the (I fear) loss of our worthy gover-
nors lady and two daughters.  What a stroke is this to the poor gentleman.  There are few such 
good wives, tender mothers, and affectionate friends remaining!  But we must repine, least we 
charge God foolishly.  You would be surprised and pleased to see how magnanimous the gover-
nor behaves.  He appears to have a friendship for and a confidence in me and therefore I have 
been as much with him as possible, and I really feel so much with him and for him that I almost 
forget I have any concerns of my own to attend to.”499  Habersham’s own wife had recently died 
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and he had found comfort in his relationship with Governor Wright.  Their mutual loss strength-
ened their bond and, according to historian William Abbot, “Habersham went so far as to make 
plans for moving into the governor’s house with Wright”500  Sadly, the governor has left no ex-
tant correspondence exists which could shed light on the toll this must have taken on James 
Wright and his family, but a letter from former South Carolina governor William Henry Lyttel-
ton does indicate the depth of Wright’s sufferings.  “I have heard very lately of poor Governor 
Wright,” he wrote to William Knox from Jamaica, “who was then in pretty good health, but his 
spirits have never recovered from the severe shock of that unhappy event which affected you al-
so so deeply.”501  In the spring of 1765, as the imperial crisis began to unfold, the Georgia Ga-
zette printed a poem about the loss of the Epreuve: 
A watery trial … the greatest suff’rer, overwhelm’d with grief … and thinks no 
sorrow equal to his own; his sorrows such as will no comforts bear, unwip’d away 
by oceans briny tears … Yet still the great, the glorious Lord of all, in all he does 
is still supremely just … nor sends us woes for which he knows no cure … with 
comforts equal knows to sooth the mind … and when emerg’d from trouble’s 
stormy sea, stand calm and pleas’d before the God of all … there all the good 
shall meet, and never part no more.502 
 
Thus it was, amidst this incomprehensible personal tragedy, that James Wright set sail on his 
most difficult professional voyage.   
In April 1764, reeling from the immense debt incurred during the French and Indian War, 
the British Parliament passed the Sugar Act and announced their intention to consider a colonial 
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stamp act.503  The Massachusetts lower house dispatched a circular letter encouraging their sister 
assemblies to “unite in the most serious remonstrance” against the Sugar Act as well as the pro-
posed stamp measure.504  The Stamp Act became law on March 22, 1765,  and required that all 
legal documents, newspapers, pamphlets, broadsides, lease’s, bills of sale, bond’s, insurance pol-
icies, ship’s clearances and college diploma’s be produced on official stamped paper.  The Geor-
gia Assembly objected to the Stamp Act, arguing not that Parliament had no right to tax them, 
but that the taxes, especially the stamp duty, would place an unbearable financial burden on 
Georgians.  They also questioned the notion of virtual representation.505  Then, in July, the As-
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sembly sent a letter to their colonial agent urging him to join with the other agents in protesting 
the recent legislation.506 
That summer, the Massachusetts House of Representatives again led the colonial opposi-
tion movement.  This time, however, they dispatched a circular letter which called for the colo-
nies to send delegates to a congress in New York.507   Although Georgia’s legislature was not in 
session when the letter arrived at Savannah, Assembly Speaker Alexander Wylly requested that 
Governor Wright call the legislature into session, but he refused.  The speaker then usurped 
Wright’s prerogative and summoned the delegates to Savannah to discuss the letter.  Sixteen of 
the twenty-five soon arrived.  Speaker Wylly then advised the legislators in Massachusetts that 
Georgia would not be physically represented at the Stamp Act Congress, but that the province 
would endorse its resolutions.508  It is important to note that Wright did not confront Wylly con-
cerning his insubordination.  Wright was a man who was highly concerned with form and re-
spect.  Could his silence on this matter have betrayed his tacit approval of either Wylly’s behav-
ior or the actions of the assembly?  Wright would have certainly complained either to his superi-
ors or to the Speaker himself if he had been opposed to such measures.  Additionally, Wright’s 
friend, long-time imperial official, W. H. Lyttelton thought it laughable that the ministry be-
lieved the stamp measure would be followed in America: “I do not see how the Mother Country 
can hope for the future that her laws will be obeyed in such distant dominions.”509  
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William Knox, one of Wright’s closest friends and a fellow rice planter, served as the 
provincial agent in London.510  Rather than robustly present the Assembly’s protest memorial 
against the Sugar and Stamp Act, Knox authored a pamphlet which actually defended the Par-
liamentary right of taxation.511  Governor Wright received a copy of Knox’s pamphlet in July, 
but tried to suppress its becoming public knowledge upon the advice of Habersham.  Habersham 
informed Knox that he had seen his missive, and “in perusing it I soon knew it to be yours, re-
turned it to the governor, and desired it might not get abroad, fully persuaded, it would not suit 
our present meridian.”512  Moreover, it appeared that Wright had been displeased by Knox’s be-
havior as evidenced by a letter Habersham wrote to the colonial agent.  “I think not one of your 
friends,” Habersham opined, “up stairs can justify your making that publication … [and] I am 
sure your particular friend [Wright] does not approve of it, and very heartily wishes it had never 
appeared.”513  Wright’s closest confidant added that “it appears to me an insult on the most 
common understanding to talk of our being virtually represented … when we are speaking of the 
indefeasible birth right of a Brittish American subject.”514  Positive proof does not exist, but the 
available evidence all points towards the belief that Wright thought the stamp policy unwise. 
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Portions of this anonymously published tract, however, soon appeared in the Georgia 
Gazette in August 1765.  Before long, the author’s identity had been established and Knox pre-
dictably drew the ire of many Georgians, especially after he was named an undersecretary of 
state for trade and plantations.515  In mid- November, the Assembly resolved that they no longer 
desired Knox’s services.  Rather than come to the aid of his friend, Wright proffered a suggestion 
for his replacement.516  Conversely, the governor’s Council, of which Knox had been a former 
member, refused to abandon him and instead communicated their appreciation for his perfor-
mance.  The Commons House then asked South Carolina’s agent Charles Garth to submit their 
petitions and memorial and voted to pay him £50.517  Not only did he perform this service, he 
remained Georgia’s de facto agent until the completion of Knox’s term.518 
 Georgia’s opposition to the Stamp Act remained relatively muted until late October 1765, 
when the Speaker laid before the Assembly documents just arrived from the Congress in New 
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York.  The House then directed that they be published in the Georgia Gazette.519 The full record, 
including the “Journal of the Proceedings of the Congress,” was laid before the Assembly on 
November 25.  After two weeks of deliberation, they voted to fully endorse the proceedings from 
New York and forward them to London.520 
October 25 was a day of celebration throughout the colonies, honoring the accession of 
George III.  As was wont to happen during such festivities, a number of partygoers in Savannah 
lost their inhibitions.  Coupled with the heightened tensions regarding Parliamentary taxation, 
some members of this raucous crowd paraded effigies of the stamp distributor throughout Sa-
vannah’s streets.  The Georgia Gazette reported that the burning of the effigy occurred “amidst 
the acclamations of a great concourse of people of all ranks and denominations.”521   
 The Stamp Act had been scheduled to take effect on November 1, 1765.  In Georgia, 
however, there were neither stamps nor distributor.  In fact, Governor Wright had not even re-
ceived an official copy of or, as he dryly noted, “one scrape of a pen about” the onerous legisla-
tion.522  This fact, however, did not reduce the societal strain along Savannah’s wharf as the Lib-
erty Boys (or, as Wright called them, “the sons of licentiousness”) made their presence fully 
known throughout the late fall.523  The Georgia Gazette reported that George Baillie, Simon 
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Munro, and Thomas Moodie had all received menacing letters from “The Townsmen,” who ac-
cused them of being involved with the dreaded stamps and warned them of the “fatal conse-
quences” of such actions.  Unequivocally denying their involvement, the three offered the signif-
icant reward of £50 for the name or names of the instigator of these rumors.524   
As fall turned into winter, Wright lamented that “too much of the rebellious spirit in the 
northern colonies has already shewn itself here, indeed the people have been for many months 
past stimulated by letters” sent from the other colonies.525  Not long thereafter, Governor Wright 
offered a reward for the identity of the penman who accused his best friend James Habersham of 
being the stamp distributor.526  The Assembly unanimously agreed to pay the reward in the hopes 
of showing their “detestation and just abhorrence of such malignant” behavior.”527  During these 
difficult days, Habersham confided to William Knox that he and Wright were “upon the most 
friendly and intimate terms, and most of my vacant hours are spent with him.”528   
Just a few days later a number of inebriated sailors assembled on the anniversary of Guy 
Fawkes Day and constructed a stamp collector effigy on a scaffold.  They proceeded to traipse 
throughout the town, sporadically chanting “no stamps, no riot act!”  They soon hung the sym-
bolic stamp man in front of Machenry’s Tavern, about four blocks east of Wright’s home.529  
Although the spirit of those participating in such behavior was innocent enough and no property 
had been damaged, the Sons of Liberty determined to publicly notify the distributor, whoever he 
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may be, that they found his position and the legislation to be quite loathsome and demanded that 
he resign his position post haste.530 
 During the interim, as Georgians waited for the stamps and the legislation to arrive, 
Wright and his council made a number of preemptive decisions.  First, they determined that the 
stamps and their distributor would be protected.  Second, Wright issued a proclamation prohibit-
ing riotous behavior.  Third, they called on all peace officers and magistrates to be especially at-
tentive to their duties.  On a more practical level, they closed the land office and suspended the 
provincial courts until further notice and made the important decision to permit vessels to clear 
customs with a certificate stating the stamped paper had not yet arrived.531 
 Wright observed with great concern the “spirit of faction and sedition” that now existed 
in the colony and informed a London official that the Sons of Liberty had frequently met and re-
solved upon traitorous measures to prevent the enactment of the Stamp Act.532  Those Sons had, 
in fact, abused and insulted him.  Worse yet, Wright bemoaned to his superiors in London, “I 
have very nearly seen the power & authority his most sacred Majesty has been graciously 
pleased to vest in me, wrested out of my hands, a matter my Lords too cutting for a good subject 
& servant to bear.”  He fully exerted himself in preventing “mobs from daring to attempt to ob-
struct the due course of law.”533  Habersham noted in a letter to Knox that “we are here in the 
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utmost confusion and our honest governor, who will not submit an inch to the phrenzy of an un-
thinking multitude, is laboring night and day to prevent the worst consequences.”534   
 Wright received a copy of the Stamp Act “in a private way” in late November and 
“thought it his indispensable duty to take” the required oaths, which he did on the twenty-
second.535  He closed the port of Savannah on December 4 and, finally, the stamps, sans distribu-
tor, arrived on the fifth aboard the HMS Speedwell, a day in which there were dozens of vessels 
in the river and many that were ready to depart.  The governor and his Council considered the 
appointment of a temporary distributor, but voted five to four against such a measure.536  Two 
days later, however, the Council reversed its decision and advised Wright of the propriety of 
such a measure, should an applicant come forth.537  Though no pro tem agent had been appoint-
ed, some Savannah merchants proffered a petition to fill the position.  Printed in the February 13 
issue of the Pennsylvania Gazette was an extract of a January 6 letter from Georgia, complaining 
that “of late some of our merchants (finding their interest concerned) … have even endeavoured 
to suppress the spirit of liberty.”538  
A number of gentlemen visited Wright the evening the stamps arrived and “assured him 
that they never had such intention [to seize the stamps] … and that whatever threats might have 
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been thrown out must have been by loose, idle persons and not by the people of the town, who on 
the contrary had impowered them to assure his Excellency” that the stamps would not be 
harmed.539  He informed the Council on the sixteenth that the stamp “law is declared to be in 
force.”  Habersham reported to a business colleague in Philadelphia that “we have agreed to 
make use of stamps to open our ports but on no other occasion.”540  Moreover, they unanimously 
denied a merchant petition to allow the currently loaded vessels to depart because an indefinite 
delay would be financially ruinous.541   
It seems the perceived betrayal by the merchants invigorated and compelled the Liberty 
Boys into action.  One of them wrote that they gathered en masse in the center of town and 
“marched to the governor’s gate” on the afternoon of January 2, 1766.542  The captain of the 
Georgia Rangers, whom Wright had called into town to maintain order, informed him that ap-
proximately two hundred Liberty Boys were assembling near the wharf and had, in Wright’s 
words, “declared they were determined to go to the fort and break open the store and take out 
and destroy the stamped papers.”  Desiring to head off a potential disaster, Wright “armed my-
self,” collected fifty-four Georgia Rangers and marched to Fort Halifax on the outer edge of 
town where they collected the stamps and relocated them to the center of town at the guardhouse, 
which they accomplished without violent confrontation.543   
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With musket in hand, Wright then confronted the crowd assembling near his home.  He 
pushed his way to the middle of the crowd and demanded what they meant by such behavior.  
They asked if he intended to appoint a stamp distributor.  He forcefully responded that their be-
havior was no “manner to wait upon the governor” and that he “would not violate his oaths to his 
Majesty.”544  Moreover, he assured them that, “in four months time, they would find he was a 
friend to liberty, while their measures were destructive of it; and a good deal more to this effect.”  
Unimpressed, the crowd dispersed but promised to return if Wright acted in a way contrary to 
their liberty.  Anxiety ran so high that Wright maintained a minimum of forty men on duty every 
night and patrolled Savannah’s streets alongside the soldiers, because without which such 
measures, “I am confident [the stamps] would have been destroyed.”  In fact, Wright informed 
the Board of Trade that “for the first four nights I had not my clothes off.”545 
 George Angus arrived around noon the next day.  Having already made arrangements that 
he be the first to learn of Angus’s arrival, the governor quickly dispatched the Rangers to safely 
and quietly escort the distributor to Wright’s home, which they did on the fourth.  On the sev-
enth, the Georgia Gazette notified its readers that Angus had been appointed distributor.546   To 
head off a disturbance, the governor issued a proclamation threatening “all such persons as have, 
or hereafter may be concerned in such riotous and unlawful assemblies ... [with prosecution and 
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punishment] to the utmost rigour of the law.”547  Within fairly short order, however, Angus felt 
obliged to retire to the “country to avoid the resentment of the people.”  He ultimately left Geor-
gia at the end of March, never to return.548 
Wright re-opened Savannah’s port on January 7 after an informal agreement was reached 
between the Liberty Boys and the town’s merchants.549  The vessels currently waiting to disem-
bark purchased the stamped paper and sailed, making Governor Wright the only of Britain’s thir-
teen colonial governors to successfully issue the stamps.550  There occurred then a general 
agreement to not purchase additional stamps until the fate of their official protests had been de-
termined. 
 Once the news of the arrival of the stamps and George Angus filtered to the backcountry, 
rumors made their way to Savannah that some rabble-rousers from South Carolina had enflamed 
Georgia’s backcountry inhabitants, who were making their way to Savannah in force.  Wright 
then reached out to “many of the most sensible & dispassionate people” beyond Savannah, urg-
ing them to help ease the rising tempers in their quarter.  As the month came to a conclusion 
without incident, Wright believed “his weight & credit was sufficient to check & prevent all 
commotions & disturbances in the country.”551 
 Governor Wright, however, had been too confident.  He learned that some “incendiaries 
from Charlestown came full fraught with sedition and rebellion, and have been about the country 
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and inflamed the people to such a degree that they were again assembling” in large numbers.552  
In spite of the absence of the inflammatory frontiersmen, reports circulated through Savannah 
that the Liberty Boys planned to shoot Wright if he contravened their wishes.  Meanwhile 
Haberhsam had been warned to not to leave his home.553  The threats had so frightened Ha-
bersham that he determined “to take shelter … in the governor’s” home.554 
 Proving his dexterity, Wright quickly responded by again moving the stamped paper to 
Fort George on Cockspur Island just south of the town.  But he did not simply relocate the 
stamped paper; he sent nearly all of his Rangers with it, leaving the town virtually defenseless.  
There is no way of determining Wright’s reasoning for such a risky move, but historian W. W. 
Abbot has likely hit upon it.  “The stamped paper,” he wrote, “had become a symbol so far be-
yond its practical importance,” that Governor Wright decided to simply remove it.555  As January 
became February and no motley crew marched into town, Wright again breathed a momentary 
sigh of relief. 
 Governor Wright soon learned that a large armed group still planned to enter the city, sur-
round his home, and in Wright’s words, “extort a promise from me that no papers should be is-
sued till his Majesty’s pleasure be known on the petitions sent home.”  Additionally, Wright not-
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ed that if he failed to comply, they intended to “shoot me.”556  Wright clearly feared for his life, 
as did any number of his supporters.  James Habersham confided to the Reverend George White-
field that “my very flesh trembles” while awaiting the arrival of the frontier rabble.557  Seeming-
ly on cue, though, Captain Robert Fanshawe returned aboard the Speedwell and, according to 
Governor Wright, “promised me the assistance of twenty men … if the villains should come to 
town.”558 
The backcountry radicals finally arrived in Savannah on the fourth, loaded with guns, 
flags, and drums.  Wright, however, had fully secured the city with nearly one hundred armed 
men, including the Rangers, about twenty sailors from the Speedwell, and several dozen well-
disposed citizens.  Discretion being the better part of valor, the rebels turned back, but only after 
squabbling amongst themselves for nearly three tense hours.  Additionally, they fired a final and 
ultimately empty salvo, promising to return with additional Liberty men from South Carolina.559   
With the dispersal of the “vile incendiaries,” Wright exhorted the moderate Liberty men 
in Georgia to help quell any remaining pockets of insurrection in the colony, especially in the 
backcountry.  His efforts proved fruitful as he was assured by the frontier leaders that “they nev-
er will appear in arms again, or oppose his Majesties authority.”560 
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 Even the typically oppositional Commons House seemed to be in step with Governor 
Wright’s actions throughout the entire crisis.561  The Assembly had been in session throughout 
the entirety of the Stamp Act crisis and the only reference to the tax in the House journal had 
been that body’s adoption of the Stamp Act Congress’s petitions and memorial.562  Moreover, 
the governor and Assembly exchanged no correspondence concerning the odious measure.   
 News of the repeal of the Stamp Act reached Savannah in May.  Once the Assembly re-
convened in July and they received official word of the revocation from Governor Wright, they 
congratulated one another that no property had been damaged in Georgia.  Although most Geor-
gians reveled in their comparative civility as well as the successful lobbying against the Stamp 
Act, Wright feared that his zealous enforcement of the Stamp Act would cost him his position in 
Georgia.  In a June 1766 letter to Henry Seymour Conway, the Secretary of State for the South-
ern Department, he noted that a number of Liberty Boys had recently “been very industrious in 
propagating a report, that my conduct in endeavouring to enforce the Stamp Act, was disagreea-
ble & disapproved of at home, and therefore a Lieut. Governor is coming over and that I am to 
be superseded.”563 
 In September, Lord Shelburne promised Wright that such rumors had no factual founda-
tion.  This assurance, however, cannot have been entirely true.  In June 1766, a London newspa-
per reported that: “not withstanding so many reports have been inserted in all the papers relative 
to the change of a certain American governor [Wright], it is now said, his conduct has not been 
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disapproved of on this side of the water.”564  That said, he chided the governor for his conduct 
during the crisis, reminding Wright “that it is the duty of His Majesty’s governors to conduct 
themselves as not to create groundless jealousies or suggest suspicion that they are capable of 
beholding with ill will or wishing to restrain the just & decent exercise of that liberty which be-
longs to the people.”565  Wright angrily responded the following January:   
I am perfectly sensible my Lord how essential the perogatives of the Crown are to 
government, & that I cannot be too vigilant in observing, or too firm in resisting 
the first approaches to any encroachment on them.  I hope none will be made or 
attempted, but if they should, your Lordship may rest assured that I shall firmly 
resist them, & that with such a degree of mildness & moderation as I think your 
Lordship wishes I should do, and as I have always hitherto done.  Judging it to be 
better policy, and that it often proves an easier way to govern & carry ones point, 
than by shewing a morose or arbitrary disposition.  Surely my Lord it would be 
most absurd and improper for any governor by his conduct to create groundless 
jealousies, or give room for suspicion, that he could wish to restrain the just and 
decent exercise of that liberty w[hi]ch belongs to the people, such a conduct my 
Lord would not only betray great weakness, but clearly shew a bad man, & a bad 
heart.  Your Lordship has not been pleased to hint what may be deemed the just 
and decent liberty of the people and w[hi]ch I’m afraid will be a difficult matter to 
settle, as I am very apprehensive that what may be judged so, in Great Britain, 
will not in America.566 
 
Moreover, Wright found the Stamp Act’s repeal to be horrifically short-sighted, a sign of imperi-
al weakness, and a portent of doom.   
During the fall of 1765, the naturalist John Bartram journey through Georgia and noted  
in his journal that Governor Wright was “universally respected by all the inhabitants [who] can 
hardly say enough in his praise.”567  James Habersham agreed, writing that “our governor has 
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behaved with unusual firmness & spirit” and “has on this critical occasion behaved like himself, 
I mean like a man of honor and a faithful servant of the Crown”568   Even Wright confirmed his 
popularity in a letter to Secretary Conway: “I have the great pleasure to find that many of the bet-
ter sort of people begin to see that my firmness in the discharge of my duty to his Majesty, and 
perseverance in my endeavors to convince & set them right on this occasion, will redound to the 
interest and happiness of the province & people in general”569  
James Wright’s unequaled success in distributing any stamps as well as minimizing civic 
disruption lay in his preparation, which afforded him the opportunity to seize the initiative.  In 
fact, he maintained that he had been handicapped by the absence of more troops.  This is a com-
plaint James consistently lodged from his arrival in Georgia through his expulsion in the summer 
of 1782 as the British withdrew from America.570  He emerged from the Stamp Act crisis deeply 
confident in his abilities.  He also emerged from the quarrel deeply disillusioned by the wisdom 
of imperial policy.  As Abbot rightly acknowledged, “there is not a scrap of evidence that Wright 
at any time before 1765 overtly questioned any decision of the Board of Trade; after 1765 he 
disagreed with these gentlemen often.”571  Wright also began to question the wisdom and integri-
ty of Georgia’s provincial elite.   
Not only was he the only of thirteen mainland governors to issue the stamped paper, he 
did so in the face of widespread popular opposition to the tax and while preventing mob vio-
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lence.572  In spite of these successes, however, Wright likely paid a steep price.  First, his re-
newed confidence resulted in increasingly less flexibility in future quarrels with the Assembly.  
Second, he clearly identified himself as a Crown man first and a Georgian second.  Third, the 
entire affair exacted a significant personal toll.  Lastly, the Liberty Boys had both tasted the 
sweet nectar of liberty and learned that Parliament lacked the fortitude to enforce its legislation.   
Wright clearly foresaw the ramifications of this and confided to Secretary Conway: 
… after the people in a country have been inflamed to the highest degree … itʼs 
not to be supposed or expected that all heats & party spirits can subside at once … 
and this province is not without some violent republican spirits, full of rancor 
against the government & Parliament, and still fix’t in their strange mistaken ide-
as of liberty, and that no power can tax or restrain them &c but themselves.573 
 
He added that such “republican spirits” would positively “rather cherish those ideas, than 
recede from them.”574 
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CHAPTER 5: “INSOLENCE, WANTONNESS, & MISCHIEF”: JAMES WRIGHT AND 
THE GEORGIA FRONTIER 
 
“I think it very necessary to acquaint yor Lordship,” James Wright chided the Earl of 
Shelburne in November 1766, “that I am apprehensive of some disturbance & mischief gathering 
& breaking out amongst the Indians, indeed I have long expected this would be the consequence” 
of the ill-conceived royal Proclamation of 1763 which emasculated the colonial governors by 
ordering them to grant licenses to any colonist who desired to trade with the Native Americans.  
Governor Wright begged Shelburne’s forgiveness as he did not want to speak out of turn, but 
explained that duty required his making the ministry aware of the detrimental effects of the proc-
lamation.  The primary difficulties arising from such legislation were that the Indians were 
“overstock’t with goods,” which led to “insolence, wantonness, & mischief.”  This economic 
imbalance, Wright argued, had led to innumerable “irregularities & abuses committed by the 
traders … who are generally the very worst kind of people.”  This in turn would likely occasion a 
never-ending cycle of violence and retribution.575 
As Wright predicted, the Georgia backcountry erupted in sporadic and unending lawless-
ness and bloodshed.  The frontier settlers around Augusta sent a petition to the governor in July 
1767, “complaining of great plunder and depredations committed on their stock of horses and 
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cattle by a party of Creek Indians.”  After the latest theft, a number of angry and obstinate set-
tlers pursued a group of Creeks to demand the return of their horses.  After coming upon a much 
larger body of Indians than they expected, however, the Georgians determined to lay in wait in 
the hopes of capturing some of them at night but, according to the petitioners, “one of [the Indi-
ans’ dogs] yelpt which alarmed” them and elicited “their war hoop” and a cacophony of musket 
fire, sending the colonists scurrying off.  The petitioners, “terrified at the thoughts of loosing 
[sic] our stock and very possibly our lives,” implored the governor for assistance, lest their set-
tlement be forced “to break up.”576  They also petitioned General Thomas Gage, commander-in-
chief of the British army in North America, complaining that the “inconsistency of [Indians] be-
haviour and the consequences that may attend it has given us no little uneasiness.”577 
In early August, Governor Wright dispatched a missive to the Creek leaders in northeast 
Georgia.  Even though James viewed the Indians through the eighteenth-century racist prism, he 
firmly believed in the value of honoring treaty obligations.  He reminded them of their obligation 
under the 1763 treaty to “prevent any of your people from giving any disturbance” and in the 
event that “any damage be done” to the English, “satisfaction shall be made for the same to the 
party injured.”  In fact, Wright said, “I know perfectly well that I have taken the utmost care and 
pains that all the white people should conform” to the treaty and “I have always been ready to do 
you full justice” when they have violated their obligations.  The governor proceeded to recom-
mend the Creeks not “suffer any of your people to settle on the Oconee River,” or anywhere 
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TABLE 6.1.  GEORGIA’S COLONIAL POPULATION. 578 
YEAR TO-
TAL 
WHIT
E 
BLAC
K 
1750 5,200 4,200 1,000 
1760 9,578 6,000 3,578 
1765 11,300 6,800 4,500 
1770 23,375 12,750 10,625 
1773 33,000 18,000 15,000 
1780 56,071 35,240 20,831 
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“near the white people.”  Essentially then, Wright wished for a significant geographical “no-
man’s land” separating the less disciplined members of both races.579   
The surplus of Indian traders along the colonial frontier was not the only reason, howev-
er, for the increased hostilities between the Indians and colonists.  A rapid and insufficiently reg-
ulated population explosion throughout the first decade of Governor Wright’s tenure also exac-
erbated the already tenuous relationship between the two groups.  Many historians have main-
tained that the southern tribes lived in distinct and separate spheres from their backcountry coun-
terparts.  Moreover, these scholars insist that when their worlds did occasionally intersect, vio-
lence quickly ensued.580  But James Wright’s experience clearly contradicts such findings.  He 
found the interplay between these two groups to be all-too-frequent and excessively violent, re-
quiring him to construct a virtual barrier to prevent such closeness.  Historian Joshua Piker, how-
ever, has found Wright’s understanding of the frontier to be much more common that has previ-
ously been suggested.  He declared that “Indian-European contact was not rare, and it only grad-
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ually became dangerous, a development that cannot be attributed solely to an onrushing horde of 
colonists.”581 
During this period, the colony’s population increased by 144% to 23,375 by 1770.  Alt-
hough the number of white Georgians increased by over 100%, the income potential of slavery 
lay at the heart of this phenomenal growth as the number of blacks increased by nearly 300 per-
cent.  Indeed, Wright’s vast personal wealth heavily relied upon the labor of slaves.  At the outset 
of the American Revolution, James owned 25,578 acres and 523 slaves.582  To counterbalance 
this trend, however, Wright assiduously promoted white settlement beyond Savannah’s environs 
because increased habitation guaranteed better frontier security.  Moreover, he sought to restrict 
the size of land grants to “100 acres to the master or head of the family and 50 acres for the wife, 
child & each slave,” because Wright believed that absentee landowners would result in an in-
creasingly disproportionate racial composition in Georgia which would lead to greater unrest, 
especially on the frontier.583  Particularly Wright feared that slaves would find common cause 
with the Native Americans in the backcountry.  The governor also wanted to populate the back-
country with only the “better sort of people” – in other words, those who could afford to pur-
chase land and who actually aspired to live on and cultivate their new land.584  He outlined his 
plan for “populating the colony” to the Board of Trade in 1763.  He insisted that smaller land 
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grants distributed to “the middling sort of people, such as have families, & a few negroes” would 
best serve the colony’s needs.585  Wright reasoned that purchasers of land “will of course be 
something better than the common sort of back country people, and … will naturally be more 
industrious and better disposed to protect it.”586  The process of establishing a formal “no-man’s 
land” and augmenting the frontier population with the “better sort” of white settlers took nearly a 
decade, but the “New Purchase” of 1773 added approximately 1 ½ million acres of “very fine 
land” to the province’s territory.587  But the story of James Wright and the “New Purchase” takes 
us back to 1763. 
Shortly after Governor Wright reached an accord with the various Indian tribes in 1763, 
he informed the Board of Trade that the recently ratified treaty would soon lead to a “most flour-
ishing” state of affairs in the province as the terms “seem extremely well calculated to make 
these southern colonies become considerable & beneficial [emphasis added] to Great Britain.588  
Idealism soon gave way to the stark reality that all was not quiet on Georgia’s northeastern fron-
tier.  In ceding the lands they deemed most likely to have been trespassed upon, the Creeks 
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hoped to eliminate the very actions that had caused such frontier turmoil.  Younger and less 
trusting Indians, however, viewed this English “land grab” as confirmation of French warn-
ings.589    Writing less than a month later, Wright informed his superiors in London that his worst 
fears had come to fruition.  “Fourteen people,” he lamented, “have been murdered ... by some 
runagate Creek Indians” along the Georgia-South Carolina border.590  Though the details were 
murky, the situation threatened to precipitate a full-blown conflagration in the backcountry, 
which could be devastating for the province.  “If there should be a war,” Wright wrote: 
this province will certainly stand in great need of assistance, for my Lords if an 
handfull of Indians at the northward have been able to massacre so many people 
& so greatly to distress those populous & opulent countries Pensilvania, New Jer-
sey &c., where there are also a great number of His Majesties troops, what may or 
may not be the fate of Georgia?591 
 
Governor Wright immediately initiated a dialogue with South Carolina Governor Thomas 
Boone, Indian Superintendent John Stuart, and a number of Creek leaders.  Stuart issued a formal 
protest to Tugulki of Coweta and the Creeks in the middle of January 1764, who all promised 
satisfaction.592   
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Wright’s initial suggestion was that trade should be suspended with the Creeks only if 
they refused to give satisfaction for their malfeasance.593  Boone responded much more aggres-
sively, having grown tired of repeated “talks & expostulations.”594  Governor Wright, however, 
was keenly aware of his limited bargaining position.  He lamented to Lord Halifax at the conclu-
sion of the 1763 treaty that he possessed “no [real] coercive power over the traders” or Indi-
ans.595  Wright, however, was nothing if not patient and cautious.  “Its a matter that I apprehend 
ought not to be too hastily done,” he advised Boone, “for it is very probable it may bring on a 
war,” for which Georgia “is nearest, weakest & most exposed to their ravage.”596  General Gage 
fully concurred, fearing that such a measure “would be look’t upon as a declaration of war.”  In-
stead of pressing trade restrictions, however, Gage urged Wright and Stuart to incite inter-tribal 
tensions in the hopes that an British alliance with the Creeks’ native rivals would set them 
straight.597   
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In addition to considering a trade embargo with the Creek Nation, Wright urged the legis-
lature to better enforce the existing measures designed to regulate frontier trade and squatting.  
James explained his reasoning to the Board of Trade that spring, emphasizing Georgia’s unique 
circumstances.  “I [am] being clearly convinced,” he wrote, “that most of our broils with & in-
sults received [from the Creeks] have been occasioned by the persons trading with the Indians, & 
other vagabonds who have neither property nor habitation.”598  Creek headmen confirmed trader 
misconduct, complaining that the colonists had violated the treaty.  “We have long been silent,” 
Emistiseguo bemoaned, but “a white man Robt. Sallit has run out of this nation & occasioned 
much disturbances.”  Oakchoy King echoed these sentiments, insisting that “many of these dis-
turbances is owing to white men, who are very guilty ... who are very impudent & occasions un-
easiness.”  He added: “our forefathers lived in perfect friendship with you.  They had room to 
hunt, to kill game to supply their wants....  We desire nothing else, & we hope you’ll not en-
croach upon our lands; as hunting is our only dependence.”599  By late summer, it appeared that 
Governor Wright’s patience had indeed paid off and he could report to London that the frontier 
violence had subsided.600 
In spite of the recent calm in the backcountry, Wright keenly understood that the present 
situation likely offered only a temporary respite.  He again implored the Board of Trade in late 
August to regulate the Indian trade because, in his estimation, traders “are not the honestest or 
soberest people, and I found they were in general undermining one another, and in order to get 
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the greatest share of the trade, each endeavoured to make the Indians believe that the other 
cheated them, which raised jealousies & ill blood amongst them all, & disorders were frequently 
committed.”601  Additionally, Wright worked to improve Georgia’s frontier defenses.  In June, 
he requested Captain James Mark Prevost of the Royal Americans to send a force to Augusta.  
The governor also sought repairs to Fort Augusta, but the Assembly’s refusal to adequately sup-
ply the garrison coupled with the ministry’s reluctance to do so led to a significant reduction in 
the garrison.602 
At the end of August, the Upper Creek leader, The Mortar, extended an olive branch to 
Governor Wright.  For years, The Mortar had, according to Wright, been “our greatest & most 
active enemy.”  The Creek headman freely admitted in his “talk,” that he was “most thoroughly 
sensible of the many outrages & hostilities that I have committed against the English, during my 
attachment to the French interest, but am now extremely sorry for it, & humbly beg forgiveness.”  
He presented the governor with a white wing and a string of white beads with the hope “that the 
great old path between Augusta and the Nation may be kept white & clean, and that they may be 
supplied with goods &c by that path, as they want to know no other.”  This last statement is criti-
cal and confirmed Wright’s fear of the glut of traders now roaming the backcountry because The 
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Mortar referred to the “old path” that Wright had restricted until the Proclamation of 1763, which 
opened the trader floodgates.  Wright’s response resounded with paternalism.  I “am very glad 
that the great being, and master of breath has opened your eyes,” he wrote: 
and that you now see & are convinced that the English are your real & best 
friends, and that the French only instigated you against the English to involve you 
in misery and ruin....  And this is what I have been endeavouring to convince all 
your people of ... and that it was & is your true interest to be good friends with, & 
hold fast by the great King & his English subjects, in him you will always find a 
father, & a friend to supply all your wants, but he will expect a gratefull return, 
and that you protect his white children.603 
The governor promised the Creek chief that he would encourage the traders to utilize the 
“old path,” but only if their safety could be guaranteed.  The entire affair seemed to have subsid-
ed as General Gage expressed his pleasure that “this most inveterate and troublesom enemy [The 
Mortar] is at length inclined to peace.”604  In December, Wright informed the Board “that the 
storm did blow over.”  Interestingly, he posited that had Governor Boone’s proposal for a com-
plete termination of trade been followed, “I’m firmly persuaded we should haver had a war with 
the Creek Indians.”605  Accordingly, Wright argued to the Board that the royal governors, and 
not Superintendent Stuart, must possess final authority concerning Indian affairs because “lodg-
ing the supreme political power, in any other hands ... may be attended with embarrasing & bad 
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consequences.”606  Thus, with a sense of self-confidence if not conceit, Wright emphasized his 
worth to the empire. 
With the matter at least temporarily settled, Governor Wright and the Georgia legislature 
turned their attention to boosting the colony’s population.  In March 1766, Wright signed into 
law “An Act for encouraging settlers to come into this province.”  Two groups of settlers utilized 
the prospects of this legislation to establish Georgia settlements.  First to arrive en masse were a 
group of Quakers from North Carolina who established a new home near Little River just north 
and west of Augusta.  The Quakers named their settlement Wrightsborough in honor of the gov-
ernor.  The second group of immigrants moved into an area along the Ogeechee River just to the 
southwest of Augusta that came to be known as Queensborough.  These Scotch-Irish dwellers 
had been described as being overburdened by taxes in Ireland.  Within a few short years 
Wrightsborough numbered about sixty families, compared to seventy in Queensborough.607  
These settlers were consistently at odds with the Creeks.  Indian trader George Galphin believed 
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that their behavior would be the cause of the next frontier conflagration.608  Ultimately, however, 
and to the governor’s dismay, King George III repealed the law.609 
The 1766 bill provided for the establishment of a new township, whose land, survey, and 
registration would be provided for at public expense as soon as no fewer than forty Protestant 
families, consisting of at least one man and one woman, provided a sufficient testimony verify-
ing their solid character.610  Again, these families of “good character” would augment Georgia’s 
militia, strengthen its frontier defenses, and support the colony’s growing economy in addition to 
lessening the negative effects of the backcountry “Crackers,” as Wright referred to them.   
Captain Gavin Cochrane, who commanded Fort Augusta, vividly described these “Crack-
ers” in a letter to the Board of Trade.   
The practice of horse stealing is very common [in Augusta], which is very scan-
dalous, owing to a lawless set of rascals who often come here.  They are nick-
named Crackers and bring their peltry to sell....  [They] are too apt to occasion 
discontent amongst the Indians by grossly imposing on them....  [These rabble 
rousers] often change their places of abode ... [and] get merchants by degrees to 
trust them with more and more goods to trade with the Indians and at first make 
returns till they have established some credit, then leave those that trusted them in 
the lurch....  [Worse yet, they] delight in cruelty.611 
 
Historian Delma Presley defined the colonial Georgia “Crackers” as “an unbeloved invader.  He 
was an outsider, a herdsman, a squatter, a hunter, and an Indian fighter.”  These lower class in-
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habitants were a “restless, land-hungry, and hardy folk” who “generally reflected some of the 
strengths and weaknesses of” Scots Lowlanders.612 
Historian Edward Cashin opined that if “given the choice between Indians and Crackers, 
Wright and other royal officials seemed to prefer the Indians.”613  The governor claimed this 
group of “lawless white people” to be “as bad if not worse than the Indians.”614  General Gage 
insisted that “we must always expect quarrels between the Indians and the back inhabitants and 
in general we shall find the latter at fault.”615  He later admitted that Indian attacks on the back-
country inhabitants were not especially worrisome because perhaps they could “keep a sett of 
people within bounds whom no law can restrain.”616  Understanding this viewpoint requires little 
imagination.  On August 29, 1767, East Florida Governor James Grant informed Gage that some 
backcountry inhabitants had burned an Indian village of fifteen families as satisfaction for live-
stock theft, though an unconvinced Grant suggested “it is likely that the horses were carried off 
by some of their brother crackers.”617  Gage notified Shelburne that “a banditti hovering about 
the frontier” had burned the village of Oconee in the center of the province and added that Gov-
ernor Wright was very apprehensive “that this rash step in the people might produce very bad 
consequences.”618  Worse yet, for Wright – as well as the Creeks’ – the general rejected the 
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Creeks request for reparations for their losses, stating: “it is highly unreasonable that the Crown 
should be put to an expense for the unruly proceedings of every lawless banditti upon the fron-
tiers.”619  Ultimately, the governor assuaged the Creeks by supplying them with a keg of rum per 
burnt dwelling.620 
In theory, the ministerial decision not to compensate the Indians may have seemed wise; 
as would often be the case throughout the imperial crisis, British policies were woefully short-
sighted – whether they be ill-advised taxation or misguided cost cutting measures.  Decisions 
such as these, Wright believed, “have been extremely mistaken, and [the ministry] will probably 
be convinced of it when it is too late.”621  Gage tried to palliate Wright: “I wish the policy lately 
adopted for North America had been more agreeable to your own sentiments ... tho I am confi-
dent of your endeavours as well as of your abilities to keep every thing quiet in your own prov-
ince, and to manage the Indian trade to the best advantage.”622  
Many of these “banditti” flooded into the Georgia backcountry from the Virginia and 
Carolina frontiers.  The Indians often simply referred to the immigrants as “Virginia people,” 
who constantly stirred up a great deal of trouble in the backcountry.623  Creek leader Captain Al-
leck lamented that “before these Virginia men came to settle in the back country the white men 
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and red men lived like brothers ... but these Virginians are very bad people, they pay no regard to 
your laws.”624  Another Creek leader complained to Superintendent Stuart about the “Virginia 
people” settling on Creek land and who, after being threatened by the Indians, vowed they would 
retaliate by burning Governor Wright’s home “over his head.  If the governor cannot keep these 
Virginia people under,” he complained, “how can we keep our people under?”625  Consequently, 
as historian Patrick Griffin unfairly opined, “colonial authorities stood by as the West descended 
into violence.”626  Although the backcountry devolved into just such a situation, colonial offi-
cials such as Wright, Stuart, and James Habersham did not idly stand by, allowing frontiersmen 
to settle on Indian lands.  They each expended great energy in trying to prevent what may have 
been unavoidable.  Gage perfectly encapsulated the problem in a missive to Stuart: “the frontier 
people of most of our provinces are not to be limited by any bounds.”627 
This tension, however, was not solely the purview of the colonists and the Indians.  The 
Indians themselves were incessantly in conflict with one another, be it the Creeks and the Chero-
kees or the Choctaws and the Creeks.  It was just such tensions in 1766 and 1767 that likely dis-
tracted the Creeks from expressing their dissatisfaction with the colonists more forcefully.  “Our 
Indian affairs my Lords continue quiet & easy,” Wright informed the Board in February 1767, 
“but this I attribute to a kind of war, that has for some time subsisted between the Creeks & 
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Chactaws....  And in my opinion it is this favourable & lucky circumstance alone that has saved 
us from being embroiled with them.”628  Lucky or not, the comparative frontier harmony served 
Georgia well as Governor Wright reported to the Board at the end of 1768: “the province is in a 
very flourishing state, & that we are making rapid progress towards becoming opulent and con-
siderable.”629   
In July 1769, with provincial affairs “quite tranquil,” Governor Wright sought permission 
to return to London in order to see his eldest son, James, Jr.  The younger James had been in 
London since the fall of 1760 obtaining “a regular education at Eton and Cambridge, and is now 
preparing himself for Westminster Hall.”  The father ardently desired to “assist him in entering 
upon the great scene of action and setting out properly in life, [which] is a duty ... to him as well 
as for my own satisfaction.”  The governor wished for a twelve month leave to begin no sooner 
than June 1770, provided the state of affairs in Georgia then afforded such a transition.  In the 
event that the Board granted his request, Wright nominated James Habersham as the interim 
governor.  Habersham was not only Wright’s closest friend, he was also “a firm friend to gov-
ernment, and a very worthy honest man ... [whose] abilities [are] sufficient to fill up a short va-
cancy or absence.”630  What Wright did not state at the time, at least Hillsborough, was that he 
did not intend to return to Georgia.  In his lengthy Loyalist claim following the American Revo-
lution, he testified that he did “not mean to go out again” to Georgia following this leave of ab-
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sence, “but the convenience of government & at the desire of ministry he went out a second 
time.”631 
As Governor Wright prepared to return to London, the ongoing dispute between the 
Creeks and Choctaws finally started to abate.  Gage informed the British ministry that Stuart was 
actively involved in the negotiations, but had been hampered by the Crackers “who have endan-
gered the publick tranquility lately, by a very unwarrantable and licentious conduct towards the 
Creeks ... [but] Governor Wright is taking steps to punish some of the ringleaders.”632  Wright 
stated with overconfidence on July 20: “I have put an end to all disputes between Indians and 
back-settlers [and] have intelligence that Creeks chiefs have gone to Mobile to ratify peace with 
the Choctaws, which makes it probable they will pick a quarrel with us.”633  Consequently, 
Wright decided to delay his return to England until the following spring. 
In the meantime, Governor Wright implored the Assembly to pass legislation to better 
regulate Indian affairs as well as “restraining our back settlers.”634  The Assembly responded that 
while although they were in perfect accord with the governor’s sentiments, they feared that such 
a measure would be of limited value if Georgia’s neighboring provinces did not also pass such a 
bill.  In any event, the representatives expressed their deep gratitude for Wright’s “unwearied 
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endeavours in promoting the welfare of this very thriving province.”635  Unfortunately for 
Wright, it does not appear the Assembly ever passed such legislation.   
The dearth of colonial leadership in such matters coupled with the home government’s 
frugality or lack of interest proved remarkably frustrating for Wright as he tried to maintain fron-
tier peace, which must have seemed a fool’s errand given these constraints.  Most infuriating, 
though, was the legislature’s “continue[d] disregard [for] the King’s recommendation to enact 
laws for preventing any improper intercourse between the inhabitants ... and the nieghbouring 
savages.  I shall always lament their being attended with fatal accidents, but the blame must fall 
upon those who neglect to apply the remedy,” Wright stated.636  However, he was again forced 
into just such a mission after the murder of two white settlers in August.   According to Wright, 
the Creeks “in cool blood, and without any cause or reason whatever, barbarously murdered” 
these men near Wrightsborough.637  Wright demanded satisfaction from the Cowetas and any 
other Creek groups which may have been involved.  Samuel Thomas, Superintendent Stuart’s 
Creek interpreter, stated that several Indian dwellings had been burned, though it is unclear 
which begat which.638  Two months later, in December, an angry Wright expressed doubt that 
the Creeks would give satisfaction for these murders and that “it is high time those wretches 
should know that they shall not be suffered to murder His Majesty’s subjects.”  However, as both 
the governor and even the Indians knew, without support from the ministry, Georgia still lacked 
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the strength to demand satisfaction.639  That support – true support – would never come.  Alt-
hough his friend Lord Hillsborough was indeed sympathetic to Wright’s predicament, he only 
offered advice.640  In early 1771, he wrote: “I think that the best security we can have on the part 
of the savages ... is that of their good will and affection towards us, which ought to be cultivat-
ed.”641 
In the meantime an intriguing chain of events transpired along the North and South Caro-
lina boundary.  In October 1770 at the Lochaber (South Carolina) Congress, Indian trader and 
colonial official Edward Wilkinson persuaded the Cherokees in this region to cede nearly two 
thousand acres of land in exchange for the forgiveness of an £8,000 debt.  He then sought Crown 
approval of this private cession, by which he would either recoup his £8,000 through the pro-
ceeds from selling the land or be given free use of the land for a decade.  Although Stuart 
blocked this scheme, other southeastern traders eagerly followed Wilkinson’s lead, endeavoring 
to acquire Indian land under the same pretenses.642  In Georgia, however, such private “purchas-
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es” had been outlawed, but public purchases had not been forbidden.643  Governor Wright 
viewed Wilkinson’s scheme as a “favourable opportunity” and “a very good precedent” for ob-
taining a cession for Georgia.644 
Just two months later, in December, a number of Augusta merchants informed James Ha-
bersham, president of the provincial Council, that the Cherokees “were willing to give up a body 
of land on Savannah River in lieu of all debts contracted by them since ... 1761.”645  But this was 
not the way Cherokee leader Judd’s Friend (Ustenaka) recalled the exchange; he insisted the 
traders initiated the conversation.646  According to Stuart, the backcountry traders and merchants 
had instigated the talks and were actively deceptive in their dealings with both the Indians as 
well as Wright.647   
Governor Wright’s behavior and motives must also be called into question.  For years he 
had incessantly and consistently complained that the Crackers had continually stirred up trouble 
in the backcountry and, moreover, their conduct and not the Indians’ had been to blame for most 
trouble in the region.  Now, however, he went out of his way to place the blame for frontier dis-
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ruptions squarely on the Indians’ shoulders.  In his extensive memorial to Lord Hillsborough in 
support of the proposed cession, Wright constantly impugned the Indians’ poor behavior.  The 
“lurking” Natives persistently robbed, plundered, and “sometimes murdered” Georgians without 
provocation.  They often acted in “cold blood,” causing His Majesty’s “good subjects [to] live in 
constant fear.648 
Thus, in February 1771, the Cherokees ceded to their traders a tract “upon the Broad Riv-
er on the Georgia side, beginning at the mouth of the Kayugas extending five mesures up Savan-
na River and running five mesures extending towarth the Oconis.  Viz. five mesures long and 
five mesures broad or sixty miles square.”649  Superintendent Stuart informed the Cherokees that 
their cession was not allowed, especially because the Creeks “claimed part of the ceded land in 
right of conquest” from the Cherokees.650  The Cherokees, however, paid no heed to Stuart’s 
protest, maintaining their freedom to sell land to whomever they chose, especially in light of the 
fact that the British proved themselves incapable of upholding their obligations to keep settlers 
off Indian lands.651 
In early May, the Cherokees assured Governor Wright that if “any part of this land should 
be claim’d by the Creek Indians we will use all our endeavours to get them to join with us in 
consenting to give up their claims.”  If such efforts were not successful, they promised to “make 
up the full quantity” of lands elsewhere.  Moreover, they solicited Wright’s assistance in “laying 
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... our desire before the Great King.”652  The governor replied a few weeks later and pledged to 
personally submit their request – “as I am very soon going to England” – if they were able to 
convince the Creeks to also surrender their lands in question.653   
With his family in tow, Governor Wright departed Georgia on July 10, 1771, en route to 
London via Charleston with two principal aims – to see to his eldest son’s affairs and to secure 
royal approval for a massive land cession.  Georgians bid Wright a fond adieu with several vol-
leys from Sir Patrick Houstoun’s light infantry as well as a discharge from the cannon.”654  The 
interim governor, President Habersham, informed the Board of Trade that Wright had “acquitted 
himself with great uprightness and honor in his administration of this government, [and] I have 
no doubt of his receiving distinguishing marks of the Royal favour.”655  One week later, after 
visiting with friends and family in Charleston, the governor bid farewell to South Carolina after 
“several affectionate and respectful addresses from the townspeople.”656   
The voyage aboard the Governor Wright lasted only five weeks and apparently came off 
without a hitch.  But this was, however, Wright’s first transatlantic voyage since his wife and 
daughter were lost at sea.  These painful memories coupled with the inherent difficulties of oce-
anic travel must have caused Wright no small amount of anxiety.  James Wright arrived at the 
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British port city of Portsmouth on the eighteenth of August.657  He wasted no time in pursuing 
his plan for a land cession for the province.658  He arrived in London three days later and person-
ally met with the King and his ministers to discuss the advantages that the cession offered both 
Georgians and the empire.659  Wright emphasized a handful of advantages to be gained via the 
land cession, but they can be boiled down to two primary interests: economics and defense.  He 
argued that although Georgia was a “very flourishing province,” its population was both small 
and scattered.  These new lands would both augment and condense the colony’s population.  The 
enhanced population would in turn solidify Georgia’s frontier’s defenses and Native relations as 
well as strengthen the colonial economy and, ultimately, that of the empire.  The approximately 
five million acres of land to be ceded promised to be “of the richest and best quality and very fit” 
for any number of cash crops.660  The King and his ministers warmly received Wright’s well-
reasoned and thorough petition, no doubt because of its quality.  But many Londoners also 
viewed this cession in a favorable light.  In November, Georgia’s London merchants held a “gen-
teel entertainment” at the London Tavern in his honor.661  This positive reception from both pub-
lic and private persons endowed Wright with a great sense of confidence.  One friend observed 
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that the governor “hinted to me with a very kind smile his hopes of success.”662  Georgia’s colo-
nial agent, Benjamin Franklin, also expressed high hopes that the matter would soon “be brought 
to a favourable conclusion.”663 
While in England, the Wrights lived in a fashionable district in northwest London.  Their 
residence on Berners Street, near Oxford Street and Tottenham Court Road, was right in the 
middle of neighborhood dominated by South Carolinian planters, such as the Laurenses, Steads, 
Middletons, and Izards.  As was their custom, the Wright family lived in great comfort as is evi-
denced by an advertisement James placed in preparation for his return to America.664  Writing 
from Westminster in December, Henry Laurens conveyed to Habersham that the governor “did 
me the honour to call here yesterday, and John [Laurens’ son] and I are to dine with him to mor-
row in Berners Street.  The Governor is well,” he added, “and as alive as ever I saw him in his 
junior days.  His thoughts seem to be all employed in the service of Georgia.”665 
Wright delivered his petition to the Board of Trade on Thursday, December 12, and it 
was ordered to be officially “taken into consideration” the following Wednesday, the eighteenth.  
An anxious Wright attended that session as well and although he answered questions relevant to 
Georgia, a discussion of the proposed land cession was inexplicably “put off to another oppor-
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tunity.”666  The matter sat quietly for several months until several London merchants with Geor-
gia connections submitted a memorial in support of Wright’s proposal at the end of March 
1772.667 
About the same time as the merchants prepared their petition, Wright became gravely ill.   
The South Carolina Gazette; and Country Journal informed its readers that: 
Governor Wright has had a severe attack lately; an inflammation upon his liver 
was his disease, and we were once in great fear of a mortification. He is now, 
thank God, in a recovering way, but his earnestness for the good of Georgia, will 
not allow him to take that respite from business, which the state of his health re-
quires. The first day we thought him out of danger, he dictated a letter to Lord 
Hillsborough, that there might be no delay in the determination of the Cherokee 
land business.668 
The only other accounts of Wright’s illness are found in the papers of James Habersham.  
In early June, and several weeks prior to the notice in the Charleston newspaper, the president 
expressed his concerns for Wright after learning of his “late severe illness.”669  Based on the date 
of Habersham’s letter, Wright could have been sick as late as early May.  By the end of June, 
however, Wright was on the mend.  “It gives me great pleasure,” Habersham soon wrote, “that 
[you are] recovering from [your] late dangerous illness.”670  Concomitantly, London’s General 
Evening Post reported that “Governor Wright, of Georgia, we hear, has resigned that employ-
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ment, and is to be succeeded by Governor Shirley, of the Bahamas.671  The rumor made its way 
across the Atlantic as Savannah minister, John Joachim Zubly, mentioned Wright’s resignation 
in his diary.  “At supper Revd [Haddon] Smith related that Govr Wright was made one of the 
Lords of Trade & Govr Shirley to succeed him.”672  Unfortunately no other sources corroborate 
this account, but it is logical that Wright would resign his post if he were seriously ill.   
Finally in November, nearly one year after formally presenting his proposal, the Lords of 
Trade officially considered Wright’s memorial.  One week later they lent their support to his 
scheme and Lord Dartmouth, Hillsborough’s replacement, suggested the King do likewise, 
which he did.673  Governor Wright’s detailed and cogent analysis of Georgia’s needs and utility 
to the empire along with his tireless efforts while in London made a deep impression upon the 
king.  On December 5, 1772, he entertained James at St. James’s Palace where he, according to 
any number of London newspapers, “has been pleased to grant the dignity of a Baronet of Great 
Britain unto James Wright, Esq., Governor of His Majesty’s province of Georgia, in Ameri-
ca.”674  In roughly three-quarters of a century, then, James Wright had redeemed his family’s 
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name following his grandfather’s imprisonment and death at Newgate prison at the conclusion of 
the seventheenth-century. 
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CHAPTER 6: “THE POWERS OF GOVERNMENT ARE WRESTED OUT OF MY 
HANDS”: JAMES WRIGHT AND THE STRUGGLE FOR POWER IN COLONIAL 
GEORGIA 
 
A true eighteenth-century conservative, Georgia Governor Sir James Wright believed 
government to be the purview of the independently wealthy and virtuous citizen.675  Moreover, 
he consistently sought to align himself with the burgeoning planter class in Georgia, which did 
not exist before his arrival in 1761.676  With his substantial salary, he bought, improved and cul-
tivated immense tracts of land, becoming one of the largest slaveholders in Britain’s North 
American colonies, owning a dozen plantations and 523 slaves.677  His obituary portrayed him as 
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a faithful and obedient “servant of the king,” a description adopted ever since by historians.678  
This claim, however, is only partially correct as he devoted himself to serving the needs of both 
his country and his colony.  Though he ultimately “sided” with the Crown in its attempt to quell 
an internal insurrection, he firmly believed that doing so was in the best interest of Georgians.   
Amidst the clamorous Tea Party days in 1773, Governor Wright addressed the Georgia 
Assembly in an attempt to elucidate the precarious nature of his position as both a royal official 
as well as a citizen of Georgia.  “I ever meant to discharge my duty as a Faithful Servant of the 
Crown,” he insisted, “and can with the greatest truth declare I also meant at the same time to 
promote to the utmost of my power and abilities the true interest of the people.”679  Two years 
later, as the imperial crisis reached a boiling point, Wright delivered an impassioned speech rem-
iniscing about his nearly fifteen years in the colony and expressing his affection for the people of 
Georgia.   
Believe me, I am at this time actuated by further motives than a show only of dis-
charging my duty as the King’s governor.  I have lived amongst and presided over you 
upwards of fourteen years, and have other feelings.  I have a real and affectionate regard 
for the people, and it grieves me that a province that I have been so long in . . . should, by 
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imprudence and rashness of some inconsiderate people, be plunged into a state of distress 
and ruin.680   
These qualities, and conflicted notions of duty, were on full display as the imperial crisis 
unfolded.  Until the end of his life in 1785, he steadfastly maintained his allegiance to King, 
country, and colony, persisting in his belief that the majority of the colonists, his people, had 
been led astray by a fractious minority. 
By the summer of 1775, the revolutionary fervor in Georgia had placed the continued 
royal governance of the colony in peril.  Discouraged, exasperated, yet painfully lucid and in-
sightful, Governor Wright scrawled a lengthy epistle to Lord Dartmouth, which vividly illustrat-
ed the rebellious inclination of 
a junto of a very few only....  Every thing my Lord was done that could be thought 
of, to frustrate their attempt, but this did not totally prevent it....  I am to be re-
flected upon & abused for opposing the licentiousness of the people....  I appre-
hend there will be nothing but cabals & combinations and the peace of the prov-
ince & minds of the people continually heated, disturbed & distracted and the 
proclamation I issued against [treasonous gatherings] is termed arbitrary & op-
pressive....  I conceive that the licentious spirit in America has received such 
countenance & encouragement from many persons, speeches, and declarations ... 
that neither coercive or lenient measures will settle matters....  America is now 
become, or indisputably ere long will be, such a vast, powerful & opulent domin-
ion, that I humbly conceive in order to restore & establish real & substantial har-
mony affection & confidence ... it may be found advisable to settle the line with 
respect to taxation....  [In short], nothing [exists] but jealousies rancour and ill 
blood.681 
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Feeling dejected and hopeless, Wright requested leave to return to England.682  In the meantime 
he made incessant requests for military assistance, without success.  “I begin to think,” he wrote 
in July, that “a King’s governor has little or no business here.”683  South Carolina’s royal Gover-
nor Lord William Campbell concurred.  In a letter to Thomas Gage, he declared: “All legal gov-
ernment is now at an end.”684  He queried which southern governor had suffered the greatest in-
dignations – Governor Wright, Governor Josiah Martin of North Carolina, or himself – adding 
that many backcountry inhabitants were inclined to support the Crown and wanted only a little 
military support and encouragement.  South Carolinian Henry Laurens, who had taken Wright’s 
son, Alexander, as an apprentice merchant, noted that Georgia’s Assembly “have made his pil-
low rough.”685  The next six months proved to be increasingly miserable for Wright and Geor-
gia’s Loyalists.  The Rebels took control of the provincial militia in July and, by winter, pos-
sessed the courts as well.686  Loyalists daily faced insults from the Sons of Liberty.  For example, 
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Savannah pilot John Hopkins had been tarred and feathered in July 1775, which Wright de-
scribed as the “most horrid spectacle I ever saw.”687  Even Wright’s minister at Christ Church, 
the Reverend Haddon Smith, had been forced to “flee from the violence of the people ... [after 
having] been continually persecuted by the people.”688   Later in the fall, Wright grieved that his 
“government [has been] totally annihilated,” leaving him to face daily “the greatest acts of tyran-
ny, oppression, gross insults.”689   
Thus, it is important to note that Governor Wright (and the Loyalists in general) believed 
they, and not the Rebels, were beacons of liberty because they defended constitutional govern-
ment in the face of violent mobocracy.690  “You may be advocates for liberty,” he cried to the 
Georgia Assembly, “so am I, but in a constitutional and legal way.  You, gentlemen, are Legisla-
tors, and let me entreat you to take care how you give a sanction to trample on Law and Gov-
ernment; and be assured it is an indisputable truth, that where there is no law there can be no lib-
erty.  It is the due course of law and support of Government which only can insure to you the en-
joyment of your lives, your liberty, and your estates; and do not catch at the shadow and lose the 
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substance.”691  After all, the governor reasoned, how could lovers of liberty excuse the treatment 
of Augusta’s Thomas Brown?  Wright reported in August that the Liberty Boys had “most cruel-
ly treated” and tortured the Augustan.692  Three months later, Brown described the horrific epi-
sode to his father.   
People here are under immense pressure to subscribe to a Rebel oath, including 
me....  [I explained to them] that my situation was particularly delicate [and] that I 
did not wish to take up arms against that country which gave me being.  On the 
other hand, it would be equally disagreeable to me to fight against those amongst 
whom, it was probable, I should spend the remainder of my days.  Additionally, I 
told them I desired to live in peace and tranquility without meddling with politics. 
 
The Rebels had no patience for neutrality and, after a short scuffle, fractured Brown’s skull with 
the butt of a rifle.  The “cowardly miscreant[s]” then carried him off and tortured him “with un-
paralleled barbarity,” by tying him to a tree and lighting a fire under his feet.693  Later in the 
year, recent Georgia immigrant Thomas Birkia advised his father to discourage others (from 
Firth, Orkney) from emigrating to Georgia because the “Americans will kill them like deer in the 
woods....  I seed the Liberty Boys take between two and three hundred Torrys” and drive them 
like sheep and put them “in gaile.”694 
The days of mid-to-late 1775 were often painfully confused and contingent.  Oftentimes 
both Tory and Whig believed themselves to be losing ground in the battle for hearts and minds.  
As Wright mourned the loss of his authority, certain Rebels bemoaned the lack of revolutionary 
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zeal in their own ranks.  A full month after he announced the virtual dissolution of his govern-
ment, Provincial Congress member Peter Taarling confided to John Houstoun, one of Georgia’s 
delegates to the Continental Congress, in Philadelphia: “I wish it was in my power to give you a 
reciprocal acc’t of the warlike spirit of Georgia . . . [instead] I’ll therefore leave it and begin to 
hope, perhaps a few months more, may rouse us and we will be more used to drums & politicks, 
than what we are at present.”695   
In December, just two months after Taarling penned his frustrated letter to Houstoun, 
Wright learned that the King had indeed approved his request for leave.  The governor informed 
Lord Dartmouth, Secretary of State for the American Colonies, that “all the King’s officers and 
friends to government write for my continuance amongst them . . . .  I am well informed and 
have been told by several of the Liberty people that they [also] express great concern and uneasi-
ness at my intention of leaving the province at present.”696 
During the first week of January 1776, Wright reassured Dartmouth that “if we had prop-
er support and assistance, I think [substantial] numbers would join the King’s standard, but no 
troops, no money, no orders, or instructions [coupled with] a wild magnitude [of Liberty people] 
gathering fast, what can any man do in such a situation?”697  Wright added that it was doubly 
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shameful that “His Majesty’s officers and dutiful & loyal subjects [should] be suffered to remain 
under such cruel tyranny and oppression.”698 
A much more tangible and overt oppression awaited Wright.  On the evening of January 
18, Governor Wright summoned Rebel leaders Joseph Clay and Noble Wimberly Jones to his 
home to discuss the arrival of a British fleet off the coast of Georgia.  He informed them that the 
ship’s officers had been instructed to treat those in arms “as in a state of rebellion” and, if possi-
ble, “destroy their towns & property.”699  Wright promised the Rebels that if the ships were al-
lowed safe anchor and were permitted to provision themselves at market value, he would “en-
deavor to settle” affairs with the British officers in order “to prevent their doing any injury to this 
town.”700  The Rebel Council of Safety met twice that evening.  During the final meeting they 
ordered the arrest of Governor Wright and his Council members because they were now deemed 
a dangerous threat to the liberty of the people.701  That night, accompanied by a volunteer body 
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of militia, Major Joseph Habersham, whose recently deceased father had been Wright’s closest 
friend, broke into the governor’s home and arrested him.702  According to nineteenth-century 
Georgia planter / historian Charles Colcock Jones, the young Habersham grabbed Wright’s 
shoulder and proclaimed, “Sir James you are my prisoner.”703  Habersham later reported that 
several “members of the Council fled precipitously and dispersed in every direction.”704  
Wright’s capture proved to be the final motivation for many Loyalists, who quickly fled to East 
Florida.  One such emigrant, Martin Jollie, confided to East Florida’s royal Governor Patrick 
Tonyn that “these deluded people has made every prudent thinking man withdraw from the par-
ty.”705  In May 1785, Wright provided testimony for Jollie’s claim, stating: “I conceive him to be 
a person worthy of the humanity & assistance of Government.”706 
The Council of Safety confined Wright to his home under the watchful eye of an armed 
guard for a few days prior to granting him parole upon the conditions that he remain in his home 
and not correspond “with any of the officers or others on board the ships of war now at Tybee 
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[Island], without the permission of this Board.”707  The denial of Wright’s personal liberty, in the 
name of liberty, prompted one member of Georgia’s Provincial Congress to renounce his own 
oath to the Rebels.708 
The deeply personal nature of the rapidly unfolding civil war that erupted in Georgia 
made Wright’s parole a precarious and dubious condition.  Writing in 1781, Rebel officer Wil-
liam Moultrie opined: “what was called a ‘Georgia parole’ and to be shot down were synony-
mous.”709  Exacerbating Wright’s situation, the Council of Safety issued a resolution requiring 
all prisoners to be relocated to the backcountry upon the entry of British vessels up the Savannah 
River.710  Worse yet, former royal Chief Justice Anthony Stokes later wrote that the Rebels 
planned to forcibly draft Loyalists into the militia and use them as cannon fodder should the Brit-
ish invade.711  Just days after Wright and his cohorts received their paroles, royal Lieutenant 
Governor John Graham privately learned that the Rebels “determined to confine [him], upon 
which Graham was obliged to conceal himself night and day in Swamps for a considerable time, 
exposed to all the inclemencies of the weather, until he fortunately made his escape on board the 
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King’s ships.”712  Essentially, then, Wright believed the Rebels had broken, or planned to break, 
the terms of his parole.  These combined factors compelled the governor to seek the security and 
emotional comfort of the H.M.S. Scarborough. 
Along with his family and, reportedly, with the assistance of Josiah Tatnall and John 
Mullryne, Wright broke his parole during the pre-dawn hours of February 12.713  In his Loyalist 
claim, he justified his actions, declaring that “in order to avoid the rage and violence of the Re-
bels, [I] was reduced to the necessity of leaving the town of Savannah in the night.”714  Moreo-
ver, Wright believed that his journey to the protection of the British vessel would be short-lived.  
In a letter to the American Secretary, Lord George Germain, who had replaced Dartmouth, 
Wright wrote: “When I left Savannah from many accounts I had received my full expectation 
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was that the King’s ships & troops . . . were come to our relief and assistance, and that I should 
have returned to Savannah [within] 48 hours.”715  Josiah Tatnall further defended Wright’s ac-
tions, stating that the governor’s parole stipulated that he could “quit the country if he should be 
insulted.  [Thus when] he & his family being afterwards insulted, [I] assisted him with a boat & 
men to carry [them] off.”716  The Provincial Congress records proffered no such justification, 
tersely noting that “Governor Wright observed his parole of honor for a time, but after nearly 
four weeks of confinement broke it, and, escaping through a back door of his house, fled in the 
night time and made his way, under cover of darkness, to an armed British ship anchored in the 
harbor.”717 
Just two days later Wright dispatched a letter to the remnants of his Council explaining 
his course of action.  “After using my best endeavours for upward of three weeks to prevail on 
those in whose hands the present ruling powers are,” he wrote, “that commanders of his Majes-
ty’s ships here might obtain assurances that they might come to town and have free intercourse 
with me without receiving any insults from the people assembled in and about town; also that the 
King’s ships might be supplied with provisions on paying the full price or value of them.”718  His 
efforts, he told his Council, fell on deaf ears as he received no response for five days.  Finally he 
determined he could wait no longer and effected his escape, because “Well knowing that it was 
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essential to his Majesty’s service and the welfare of this province that I should have an interview 
with the King’s officers here.”719  He assured the Council that the ships at anchor “will not 
commit any hostilities against this province, [even] though [they are] fully sufficient to reduce 
and overcome every opposition” they might encounter.720  Moreover, Wright importuned, the 
King’s officers had every right to expect a “friendly intercourse” with Savannah.  He punctuated 
this statement with a demand:  “I not only solemnly require [adherence to this request] …, but 
also, as (probably) the best friend the people of Georgia have, advise them” to concede lest “it 
may not be in my power to insure … the continuance of the peace.”721  He closed his letter in-
forming the Council that the King had granted his leave to England, but his “regard for the prov-
ince and people is such that I cannot avoid exhorting the people to save themselves and their pos-
terity from that total ruin and destruction.”722  The Provincial Congress adjourned without both-
ering to reply to Wright’s letter. 
For the next two months he attempted to conduct professional and private business from 
aboard the Scarborough.723  In March, an exasperated Wright informed Germain that the situa-
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tion was “growing worse every hour” as the Loyalists are “in the greatest distress possible.”724  
Wright knew personally of which he spoke.  That same day the Rebels attempted to recapture 
him, only to be “much disappointed” in their failure.725  He also complained to General Sir Hen-
ry Clinton that although two-thirds to three-quarters of the Georgia  militia had been loyal, 
“many have [recently changed their opinion] lately, some persuaded by others, some [persuaded 
by a supposed British plan] to raise an insurrection amongst the blacks, and some, say many, in-
timidated by threats of personal injuries, loss of property.”726  
The situation was indeed dire, necessitating the Scarborough’s embarkation for northern 
waters.  There is no extant correspondence which reveals Wright’s thoughts as he and his family 
fled Georgia.  It is likely, however, that he felt much the same way as Governor Thomas 
Hutchinson when he made a similar departure from Massachusetts in 1774.   Exhausted and for-
lorn, Hutchinson admitted that “five years constant scene of anxiety would weary a firmer mind 
than mine.”727  Three weeks later, while en route to Nova Scotia in April, the Rebels engaged the 
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vessel in battle at Goat Island, near Newport, Rhode Island.728  Though physically unscathed, the 
tense situation had been exacerbated by the fact that Wright’s family was also aboard.  The 
Scarborough finally concluded its hazardous voyage when it docked at Halifax on April 21.729 
From Halifax, Wright sailed to London aboard the Glasgow, arriving on June 7, according to 
Thomas Hutchinson.730   
Georgia was the last of the thirteen mainland colonies to officially rebel, in no small part 
because of the “utmost endeavors” of Wright to, in his own words, “induce the inhabitants . . . to 
continue in and adhere to their duty and allegiance to his Majesty.”731  He added that his colony 
failed to send delegates to the First Continental Congress and, “if we could have had or got any 
support or assistance we should [have] kept [Georgia] out of the rebellion.”732 
The two exiled governors met several times to discuss the situation in America during the 
next few years.733  From the outset Wright, along with other exiled officials, bombarded the min-
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istry with incessant calls to shift the focus of the war southward, prompting an agitated Germain 
to complain: “Sir James Wright can be of little use at present, his ideas of military operations are 
most extraordinary.”734 Wright, who had been Georgia’s commander-in-chief for over a decade, 
may have lacked a thorough understanding of military strategy.  Regardless of his talents as a 
military strategist, which were limited, Wright keenly understood the situation in Georgia (the 
colonies) better than any British minister.  He also rightly gauged the pulse of a large number of 
Georgians who were dissatisfied with the Rebel government.  These Loyalists, or would-be Loy-
alists, were significant in number and of great potential usefulness if properly supported.735  
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Germain thoroughly underappreciated Wright, often keeping him in the dark and rarely, if ever, 
seeking his advice.736  But Wright persisted, and proved, according to historian Ira Gruber, “par-
ticularly skillful in emphasizing the advantages of campaigning in the South.”737   
Just months after the America Secretary’s harsh assessment, Wright penned a dramatic 
letter to Germain in February, 1777, insisting that his ideas, “flow[ed] from an honest zeal.”  
Although there is little reason to doubt the genuine nature of Wright’s agenda, it should be noted 
the Rebels confiscated “523 Negro slaves” and nearly £11,000 of rice from his dozen lowcountry 
plantations.738  Interestingly many of Wright’s slaves would be utilized by the Rebels in the de-
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fense of Savannah.739  In this missive, the exiled governor argued that the issue of taxation and 
taxation alone was the casus belli, and he proffered many suggestions in the hopes of ending the 
crisis.  In order to provide for a mutually beneficial and practical relationship between Great 
Britain and America, Wright suggested, the Crown must grant “a generous plan or constitution 
for America. . . . [Additionally], all past treasons and offense &c. shall be forgiven and buried in 
oblivion, and pardon granted to all persons whatsoever as to their lives. . . .  In the future all tax-
es in America,” he recommended, “shall be granted and levied in the respective colonies.”740   
Six months later, along with South Carolina’s former royal governor Lord William 
Campbell, Wright submitted to Germain an impressive memorial concerning the practicability of 
reducing South Carolina and Georgia.  The exiled governors warned of the danger of delaying 
the shift southward because the Loyalists maintained their patriotism at their own peril.  Moreo-
ver, the petitioners proffered two reasons for this alteration: the strength of southern loyalism and 
the importance of southern trade to the Empire.741 
Five weeks later, on October 8, writing from his home on Somerset Street in London, 
Wright conveyed to Germain some interesting news from Georgia.  Rebel Brigadier General 
Lachlan McIntosh had been confined in Georgia for killing Whig politician and signer of the 
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Declaration of Independence, Button Gwinnett, in a duel at one of Wright’s plantations.  More 
importantly, Wright observed that the divisive nature of political affairs in the colony “seems to 
present a most favourable opportunity,” as many people “may be disposed to return to their alle-
giance, especially if they had any assistance.”742  Furthermore, Wright offered “to go out myself 
and join in the undertaking” of the reconquest of Georgia.743  Two months later, he expressed to 
Thomas Hutchinson the need for “more vigorous exertion” of British authority in the southern 
colonies.744  In the spring of 1778, Wright met privately with the King, presumably to discuss his 
ideas concerning the conquest of Georgia.745  About this time, and certainly in part because of 
the repeated entreaties of Loyalists like Governor Wright, Germain fully revived the Southern 
Strategy.746  On March 8 he sent a “Most Secret Letter” to General Clinton.  He notified Clinton 
of the King’s desire that, before October, “an attack should be made upon the southern colonies 
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with a view to the conquest and possession of Georgia and South Carolina.”747  Although skepti-
cal at first, Clinton ultimately agreed in the benefits of the southern strategy, and began such 
preparations on June 6.748   
Likely unaware that preparations were underway, Wright again petitioned Germain in Ju-
ly, stating that at the very least Georgia should be subdued, even if it were not yet possible to al-
so subjugate South Carolina.749  During the remainder of the year, the governor continued frater-
nizing with London’s most important players, discussing the dearest issue to him – Georgia.  His 
“calling card” included, among others, William Pitt, 1st Earl of Chatham, John Stuart, 3rd Earl of 
Bute, George Germain, Jeffery Amherst, Thomas Gage, Thomas Hutchinson, William Howe, 
John James Percival, 3rd Earl of Egmont, and Dr. Anthony Addington.  Additionally, Wright 
maintained consistent contact with John Murray, 4th Earl of Dunmore and royal governor of Vir-
ginia, William Campbell, royal governor of South Carolina, and Josiah Martin, royal governor of 
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North Carolina, all exiled in London.750  The winter of 1778-1779 proved to be of monumental 
importance for Wright as Lieutenant Colonel Archibald Campbell, with a minor assist from one 
of Wright’s own slaves, captured Savannah and then, at least temporarily, Augusta.751   
In January 1779 and prior to learning of Campbell’s conquests, the exiled governor pre-
sented a petition to Germain from Loyalists in Georgia, “praying that their property, especially 
their Negroes, [will] not be damaged by British forces in Georgia.”752  Campbell immediately 
recognized the urgency in restoring the colony’s civil government, and urged Germain to send a 
governor with all speed.753  It is unclear exactly when Wright learned that Georgia had been re-
stored to the Crown, but on February 27, he wrote a lengthy letter to Hutchinson outlining the 
recent triumph.  It is interesting to note that Wright did not mention a possible return to America.   
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The extant evidence indicates that while Germain made preparations to exploit this recent 
triumph, he had not bothered to consult the man who possessed the most intimate knowledge of 
Georgia’s colonists and who had spent his three years in exile pondering how to settle the impe-
rial dispute.  Wright clearly was in the dark and received information from the Secretary on a 
purely need-to-know basis, which occurred abruptly on March 8 when Germain ordered him to 
“prepare to return to Georgia” aboard the HMS Experiment, commanded by Commodore James 
Wallace, who would soon marry into Wright’s family.754  Rather quickly, however, Germain be-
gan to question his decision.  In a letter to William Knox, he expressed his “doubt whether 
[Wright] is equal to the undertaking of governing a province under the circumstances of Geor-
gia.”755  In spite of Germain’s nagging concerns about Wright, preparations were made for 
Wright’s return.756  Germain painted for Wright a very positive portrait of the situation in Geor-
gia, promising that nothing would be “wanting to complete the public tranquility but the declara-
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tion of His Majesty's commissioners putting it at the peace of the King.”757  He submitted to 
Wright a lengthy list of instructions and suggestions, but also advised him that his “knowledge of 
the temper and disposition of” Georgians would be indispensable in determining the exact course 
of action.758  Most importantly, perhaps, was that Germain’s instructions heeded many of the 
suggestions Wright had repeatedly given during his exile.759  
Shortly after departing England, Commodore Wallace encountered a number of French 
vessels in the choppy Channel waters.  He impetuously chased these ships into Cancale Bay, 
near modern-day Saint Malo, and urged Wright below deck to look after his daughters.  Wright 
refused, insisting he participate in the defense of the ship.  In so doing, he soon found himself in 
the thick of a firefight, with musket and cannon balls flying about.  At one point he stated, “That 
ball must have come very near, for I felt it on my face.”  Moments later, Wallace noticed blood 
running down Wright’s face and onto his clothes.  He said, “Sir James, you are hurt, you bleed 
profusely.”  Wright then reluctantly retired below, where his daughters tended to his wounds.760 
When Wright, along with his family, finally reached the Georgia coast on July 14, they 
discovered that Germain’s estimation of the state of affairs had been grossly inaccurate.761  
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Wright reinstated civilian control of the government the next week and quickly learned that 
“things are not as pleasing here as I hoped.  I expect Rebel movement against us in October.”762  
Worse yet, Wright feared that Britain’s foothold in Georgia was tenuous, as the “Rebels are very 
busy in keeping up the expiring flame of Rebellion.”763  In what would become an incessant cry, 
he begged for more troops.  To that effect, he encouraged Clinton to “make an early movement 
this way.”764  Clinton understood the importance of Wright’s request, informing Germain that he 
would sail southward in October.  It should be noted, though, that Clinton’s aim was Charleston 
because he believed that if “we do not conquer South Carolina everything is to be apprehended 
for Georgia.”765  That August, Wright’s assessment of the political climate grew gloomier by the 
day.  He became convinced that the colony would soon be “totally lost” because the army had 
abandoned Georgia by carrying operations into South Carolina, and left the backcountry Loyal-
ists “skulking about to avoid the Rebel parties.”766   
Wright’s evaluation of the situation proved prescient.  In September, the Comte d’Estaing 
joined forces with General Benjamin Lincoln and laid siege to Savannah.  Though the British, 
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with substantial aid from Loyalist forces, repelled the Franco-American assault that fall, Crown 
authority was never truly and fully restored, in spite of the nearly Herculean efforts of James 
Wright.767  His work on behalf of the King and in the spirit of maintaining a well-ordered society 
proved fatal, for Sir James died just three years after the war concluded. 
Sir James Wright worked tirelessly to prevent the seemingly inexorable revolutionary 
tide.  His efforts doubtless delayed Georgia’s entry into the conflict.  His letters clearly indicate 
the confusing and contingent nature of the nascent revolutionary movement in Georgia.  During 
his three-year-long exile in London, Wright peppered the ministry with idea after idea about how 
to end the crisis in America, despite frequent and intense criticism.  In spite of George Germain’s 
maltreatment of Wright, the ministry heeded much of the governor’s advice in implementing its 
southern strategy.  Lastly, and no less importantly, an examination of these brief years of James 
Wright’s life reveals the very personal nature of a man who often found himself, and occasional-
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ly placed himself, in personal danger during his attempts to maintain royal authority in Georgia 
amidst, in his words, “a state of distress and ruin.”768 
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CHAPTER 7: “A VERY UNEXPECTED ALARMING SCENE”: JAMES WRIGHT AND 
THE SIEGE OF SAVANNAH, 1779 
 
In early November 1779, a thoroughly exhausted James Wright took a momentary respite 
from governing a recently besieged city and penned a letter to American Secretary Lord George 
Germain.  “We have met with a very unexpected alarming scene,” Wright wrote, “Especially in 
this part of the world, for no Man could have thought or believed that a French Fleet of 25 Sail of 
the Line . . . would have come to the coast of Georgia.”769  Amazing as the invasion seemed, it 
was indeed real.  With their American allies, the French laid siege to Savannah in an attempt to 
regain the only rebellious colony still under royal rule.  The month-long siege proved an arduous 
trial indeed for the sixty-three-year-old governor.  He found himself constantly exposed to ene-
my fire, witnessed the capture of his daughter by the French, endured the uncertainty of having a 
son, Major James Wright, Jr., within the British lines, and had to deal with the twin prospect of 
losing both his city and freedom.770   
 The extant evidence indicates that while Germain was making preparations to exploit 
this recent triumph, he had not bothered to consult the man who possessed the most intimate 
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knowledge of Georgia’s colonists and who had spent his three years in exile pondering how to 
settle the imperial dispute.  Wright clearly was in the dark and received information from the 
Secretary on a purely need-to-know basis, which occurred abruptly on March 8, 1779 when 
Germain ordered him to “prepare to return to Georgia” aboard the HMS Experiment, commanded 
by Commodore James Wallace who would soon marry into the Wright family.771  Rather quick-
ly, however, Germain began to question his decision.  In a letter to William Knox, he expressed 
his “doubt whether [Wright] is equal to the undertaking of governing a province under the cir-
cumstances of Georgia.”772  In spite of these concerns, preparations were made for Wright’s re-
turn.773  Germain painted for Wright a very positive picture of the situation in Georgia, promis-
ing that nothing would be “wanting to complete the public tranquility but the declaration of His 
Majesty's commissioners putting it at the peace of the King.”774  Germain was either overconfi-
dent or optimistic.  Benjamin Franklin and James Madison provided a much more accurate as-
sessment of the nature of the war.  Writing from Passy in France, Franklin scoffed at Britain’s 
“possession of the capitals of five provinces” because the Americans still maintained “possession 
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of the provinces themselves.”775 Madison confidently surmised that the Georgians “have been 
sorely infested with [the British Army] for the greatest part of a year, and will no doubt cooper-
ate [with the Rebels], by the most decisive exertions.”776 
Prior to his departure, Wright received a lengthy list of instructions and suggestions, from 
the American Secretary.  In conclusion, though, Germain had to acknowledge that Wright’s 
“knowledge of the temper and disposition of” Georgians would be indispensable in determining 
the exact course of action.777  Most importantly, perhaps, is that Germain’s instructions heeded 
many of the suggestions Wright proffered two years earlier.778 
Wright would leave Britain one final time, embarking on a figurative and literal sea of 
difficulties.  Shortly after departing the British coast, Commodore Wallace encountered a num-
ber of French vessels in the choppy Channel waters.  He impetuously chased these ships into 
Concale Bay and urged Wright to go below deck to look after his daughters.  Wright refused, 
planning to assist Wallace instead.  In so doing, he soon found himself in the thick of the fire-
fight.  At one point he stated, “That ball must have come very near, for I felt it on my face.”  
Moments later, Wallace noticed blood running down Wright’s face and onto his clothes.  He 
said, “Sir James, you are hurt, you bleed profusely.”  Wright then reluctantly retired below where 
his daughters tended to his wounds.779 
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Wright, along with his family, returned to Savannah on July 14 and discovered that Ger-
main’s rosy estimation of the state of affairs had been grossly inaccurate.780  In fact, Major Gen-
eral Augustine Prévost informed General Clinton that month that while he lacked sufficient 
troops, horses, artillery and general supplies, the Rebels had taken a position to “make us jealous 
for Georgia.”781  Wright reinstated civilian control of the government the next week but quickly 
learned that “things are not as pleasing here as I hoped.  I expect Rebel movement against us in 
October.”782  Worse yet, Wright feared that Britain’s foothold in Georgia was tenuous as the 
“Rebels are very busy in keeping up the expiring flame of Rebellion.”783  In what would become 
an incessant cry, Wright argued that more troops were necessary for the defense and mainte-
nance of the colony.  To that effect, he encouraged Clinton to “make an early movement this 
way.”784  Clinton understood the importance of Wright’s request, informing Germain that he 
would sail southward in October.  It should be noted, though, that Clinton’s aim was Charleston 
because he believed that if “we do not conquer South Carolina everything is to be apprehended 
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for Georgia.785  Wright’s assessment of the situation that August grew gloomier by the day.  He 
became convinced that the colony would soon be “totally lost” because the army had abandoned 
Georgia by carrying operations into South Carolina, and left the backcountry Loyalists “skulking 
about to avoid the Rebel parties.”786   
But Wright would soon have more pressing concerns than the Georgia backcountry.  On 
August 16, just one week after Wright sought Clinton’s prompt assistance, French admiral 
Charles Hector, Comte d’Estaing embarked from Cape François in the West Indies and set sail 
for America for what he thought would be a relatively minor engagement on the Georgia 
coast.787  Two weeks later, on September 1, d’Estaing opened discussions with Rebel General 
Benjamin Lincoln concerning a joint venture in the southern theater.788  Wright himself learned 
on the third that what was believed to be some “Cork Victuallers” on the Georgia coast were ac-
tually part of d’Estaing’s fleet.789  Captain John Henry of the Fowey confirmed the identity of the 
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vessels the next day, but Wright thought they must have simply blown off course.790  These were 
moments of intense anxiety in Savannah.  On the fifth, Prévost rushed two messages to Lieuten-
ant Colonel John Maitland, ordering him to remain in Beaufort, South Carolina, but prepared to 
quickly move towards Savannah if summoned.791   
Word of the French arrival off the coast of Georgia spread through Georgia and South 
Carolina with incredible celerity and served as a catalyst for both the Loyalists and the Rebels 
alike, reigniting a terrible, atrocity-filled, internecine civil war in the lowcountry.792  “His Majes-
ty’s well-affected subjects,” wrote Royal Chief Justice Alexander Stokes, “rushed to Savannah’s 
defense.  Likewise scores of Rebels, who had recently sworn their allegiance to His Majesty, de-
scended upon Savannah like a swarm of locusts, wreaking havoc all the way.793     
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 News of d’Estaing’s arrival reverberated throughout the Atlantic and common wisdom 
indicated that the Franco-American alliance would soon triumph in Georgia and quickly convert 
that victory into something much greater.  A correspondent of Benjamin Franklin expressed op-
timism in d’Estaing’s ability to render the “most essential services to the common cause” be-
cause the prospects of victory in Georgia were “almost certain.”794  James Madison wrote that 
the impending victory at Savannah “will thoroughly cure [the British] of their rapacious zeal for 
the rich & flourishing metropolis of S. Carolina,” adding that “it will be a great disappointment 
to me I confess if any of them escape.”795  The Continental Congress even resolved that Decem-
ber 9 be made a “day of public and solemn thanksgiving to Almighty God” for returning Georgia 
to her rightful owners.796  Former President of the Continental Congress, Henry Laurens, confi-
dently informed Washington that “every body [was] in full prospect of repossessing Savanna & 
having the British general[,] his troops & the wrong governor Sir James Wright [his former 
friend] prisoners of war within a week.”797  Not all Rebels basked in expectant glory.  Major 
John Jones, a chaplain, wrote philosophically to his wife just days before the final assault: “If it 
is my fate to survive this action, I shall; if otherwise, the Lord’s will must be done.”798 
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 In spite of appearances, the Americans were not overly confident, or, at least, their expec-
tation of victory was very much in line with that of the British forces.  Hessian Chaplain Johann 
Philipp Franz Elisaus Waldeck reported that d’Estaing’s arrival spelled doom for the combined 
British forces in Georgia.  “Everything is going amiss,” he cried, “and this affair will end as it 
did for Burgoyne’s army.”799   
On September 6, with d’Estaing seemingly hovering over Savannah like a vulture, 
Wright ordered that all capable citizens send thirty Negroes apiece, of which “at least two-thirds 
[must be] male,” to aid the indefatigable Captain James Moncrief and his engineers in fortifying 
the capital.800  It was not the first time, however, that the British employed blacks in His Majes-
ty’s service.  They had, and would continue, to utilize blacks as guides and couriers throughout 
Georgia.801  Back in July, Governor Wright observed “several thousand” blacks in Savannah, 
many of whom had fled their masters or “had been captured by the King’s army and brought 
in.”802  The presence of so many restless blacks caused great anxiety to Savannah’s white popu-
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lation.803  Aware that the situation “was of the utmost importance and consequence,” especially 
since the “mischief has greatly increased and seems to be a growing evil,” Wright recognized the 
need for “vigorous exertions [to] be made” to find equitable solutions.  Although Wright and his 
council promptly responded to such concerns, the situation was infinitely complex and required 
creative and flexible solutions. 
“Captured Negroes belonging to loyal subjects,” they determined, should be restored to 
their masters “at a future and proper time.”  Chattel belonging to the Rebels could, “in due time 
… be legally confiscated and forfeited to His Majesty to be applied to such uses as he may be 
graciously pleased to direct.”  In the interim, however, a commission would be established to “to 
take under their care and management,” all such slaves.  After the “most mature deliberation,” 
the governor and council agreed not to “interfere or attempt to meddle with any of the Negroes 
captured by the army, but leave that matter to be conducted by General Prévost.”  Lastly, a deci-
sion was made that a “strong and convenient house or prison be provided” as a detention center 
for “all such Negroes as may prove unruly.”804 
There were also about two hundred slaves in possession of the Indians now at Savannah, 
a situation that caused the civil government great consternation.  Wright believed that “Indians 
being thus possest of Negroes [to be] attended with very serious and dangerous consequences.”  
Accordingly, he attempted to purchase them, even bringing “several head men to his own house 
… but could not prevail on them to part” with their new property.  The head men insisted that 
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Prévost assured them “that whatever plunder they got should be their own.”  Alas, Wright re-
solved that “It is not in his power to do anything with respect to those Negroes.”805 
Hessian Captain Johan Ewald observed that “these three hundred Negroes had to work 
head-over-heals” in a frantic effort to boost the town’s defenses.806  This proved to be no easy 
task for at least two reasons.  First, as one soldier reported: the “extreme heat, the humidity, the 
unwholesome water … was so severe” that “malignant fevers” were all-too-common.807  Second, 
the British failed to adequately prepare for an invasion.  Prévost “did nothing more for his de-
fense against the Rebels,” Ewald wrote, “than have the four old redoubts repaired and construct 
several new ones for support.”  He added that:  “On every occasion during this war one can ob-
serve the thoughtlessness, negligence, and contempt of the English toward their foe.”808  Accord-
ing to Wright, thirteen redoubts and fifteen gun batteries were soon raised throughout the 
town.809   
In addition to the menial chores involved in constructing fortifications, the British em-
ployed “some armed negroes” operating as soldiers.810  One such combatant, Scipio Handley, 
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escaped from Charleston in 1775, volunteered to serve with the British while in Barbados, and 
participated in the defense of Savannah, receiving a musket ball to the leg for his service.811 
The zealous defender of American liberties and former Continental Congress member-
turned Loyalist, the Reverend J. J. Zubly confirmed this.  “Few men have suffered more from the 
Rebels, or more severely felt the distress of siege and army,” he informed Wright, adding “dur-
ing the siege eight or more of my slaves were constantly in arms, for which I would not expect 
any pay[,] but wish that something by way of encouragement as they have risk’d their lives 
might be allowed to themselves.”812   
This situation provides a clear example of the malleability of race relations in the low-
country.  According to historian Timothy Lockley, “social encounters between white and black, 
providing they remained informal and unstructured, could encourage biracial toleration and al-
most wash away the “lines in the sand.”813  More important than merely illustrating the plasticity 
and ambiguity of racial interactions, these events vividly reflect the essence of agency. 
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These slaves refused to merely wait their turn, praying that freedom would be bestowed 
upon them by their grateful masters or British overlords.  They seized liberty!  In fact, Sylvia 
Frey has suggested that as many as thirty percent of Georgia’s slaves flocked to the British lines 
during the siege.814  Jim Piecuch flatly and persuasively argued that African Americans, “driven 
by their desire for freedom … refused to remain idle during the struggle.”815  In Liberty’s Exiles, 
Maya Jasanoff insisted that “ultimately almost all of the five thousand enslaved blacks in Savan-
nah would leave.”816  Gary Nash declared the American Revolution to be the “largest slave up-
rising” in American history as blacks discovered the “power of the revolutionary ideology of 
protest.”817  Although neither the Rebels nor the British offered outright emancipation to slaves 
for their service, lowcountry blacks had become “accustomed to sorting out degrees of exploita-
tion.”818 According to historian Peter Wood, “black activists sought to capitalize on the white 
struggle in their plans for freedom.”819  
It is impossible to know if any slaves permanently retained their independence, but their 
very act functioned as a powerful reminder that bondsmen, too, had engaged in a desperate revo-
lution of their own.  Moreover, at the very least, their actions doubtless served as a critical factor 
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in the ongoing negotiation between owners and the owned – what Ira Berlin termed the master-
slave “minuet.” He characterizes this “revolutionary generation” of slavery as remarkably fluid 
and diverse, in large measure, a response to the republican rhetoric of the age.820  Although the 
behaviors of such “insolent” slaves unquestionably expanded black liberty during and after the 
Revolution, they also curtailed it by, according to Berlin, “strengthen[ing] plantation regime.821  
Historian Duncan MacLeod only found the latter to be true.  Such rhetoric, he argued, only 
served to tighten the shackles on southern slaves, producing a “consciously racist society.”822  
Resting comfortably between these theses is Philip Morgan who opined that although slavery 
became more racialized, lowcountry slaves gained more independence from their masters as a 
result of the Revolution.823 
Not all Savannahians, however, were comfortable with arming slaves, at least after the 
French and Rebels had been defeated.  On October 23, nearly two dozen residents petitioned the 
Governor’s Council, complaining that a “number of slaves appear in arms and behave [wi]th 
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great insolence, joined by some white persons who [do no]t appear to act under any legal au-
thority, commit great outrages and plunder in and about the town.”824  Two months later, the 
“grand jurors” of Savannah presented an additional grievance, upset by the “great numbers of 
Negroes, that are suffered to stroll about, both in town and country, many with fire-arms and 
other offensive weapons, committing robberies and other enormities, to the great terror and an-
noyance of the inhabitants.”825   
On the seventh, with the main body of his fleet filtering into Savannah harbor, d’Estaing 
ordered Count Albert de Rions to trap Maitland’s force at Beaufort.826 Meanwhile, the true dan-
ger which confronted Wright and Georgia’s Loyalists shifted from the theoretical to the actual 
when a Lieutenant Whitworth was dispatched to New York on the seventh in order to inform 
Clinton of the situation.  The French intercepted his vessels and forced him back up the Savan-
nah River.827  The next morning, September 8, brought more bad news.  Wright was awakened 
from a restless slumber at daybreak with news that the French fleet had increased to 42 ships.828  
“It is astonishing to me,” he wrote East Florida Governor Patrick Tonyn, “that such a formidable 
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fleet should come on this coast … and cannot suppose but they have important objects in view, 
probably the reduction of this province and yours.”829 
On the tenth of October, Prévost sent out dispatches ordering every British post to retire 
to Savannah immediately.830  The pulse around the city accelerated as the French had made a 
descent on the ninth and discovered the British fort on Tybee Island at the entrance of the Savan-
nah River had been deserted.831  Consequently, d’Estaing began assembling his troops for debar-
kation.832  The next day brought the arrival of Lieutenant Colonel John Harris Cruger’s com-
mand from the port of Sunbury.833  That same day, the nature of the conflict changed dramatical-
ly for Wright.  “A flag of truce from a Mr Wireat [John Wereat], styling himself President of the 
executive Council of the state of Georgia,” Prévost later wrote, arrived, seeking “to treat an ex-
change of prisoners and to claim Governor Sir James Wright as a prisoner of war on parole.”834 
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The Polish volunteer General Casimir Pulaski led an advanced Rebel scouting party 
across the Savannah River near Ebenezer, about two dozen miles west of the capital.835  The re-
maining Rebel force crossed the river the next day, September 12, and Lincoln paused at Zubly’s 
Ferry to write a letter to d’Estaing.836  Later that day, Maitland set sail for Savannah via an in-
land waterway and d’Estaing led his troops in a night landing at Wright’s Beaulieu plantation on 
the Vernon River, about fourteen miles south of Savannah.837  “Foul weather,” however, delayed 
this process, according to an anonymous French journal and it was not until the eighteenth that 
the allies reached the outskirts of Savannah.  The journalist dismissed criticisms of d’Estaing’s 
delayed approach to Savannah as having only been raised “after the event.”838 
Rebel General Lachlan McIntosh joined Lincoln’s force the next day, bringing the aggre-
gate American force to 1,500.  With the allied pincers rapidly closing, Prévost attempted to res-
urrect his troops deteriorating morale.839  After learning on the fifteenth that the French forces 
were on land and moving toward the city, General Lincoln hastened his own march and reached 
Cherokee Hill, about ten miles distant.840   
Once at Savannah, and “convinced that … resistance would be very weak,” d’Estaing 
wasted no time in making his intentions known.841  He initiated what would become a six-letter 
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give-and-take with Prévost, beginning with a summons for surrender, the news of which greatly 
angered the Rebels when they learned that d’Estaing had demanded that Prévost surrender to the 
King of France, with no mention of the Americans.842  The British general politely replied that 
he “delayed to answer till I had shown it to the King’s civil governor,” James Wright, adding that 
he could not in good conscience surrender his post without receiving official terms.843  In 
Wright’s words, the Frenchman “boasted of his formidable armament by sea and land[,] what he 
had done with [the British] at Granada [and] mentioned how much [Sir George Staunton, 1st 
Baronet] Lord McCartney had suffered by not capitulating, and that it was totally in vain to think 
of opposing or resisting his force.”844  Although “sensible” of the need for the British to request 
terms, d’Estaing complained that the British had continued “intrenching yourself.  It is a matter 
of very little importance,” he continued, “however, for form’s sake, I must desire that you desist 
during our conferences.”  The Frenchman then ordered his since halted column to resume their 
march, but “without approaching your posts.”  In a postscript, he notified Prévost that General 
Benjamin Lincoln would soon form a junction with his forces, which he did that same day.845 
Clearly stalling for time in the hopes that Maitland’s 71st Highlanders would be able to 
force their way to the British lines, Prévost emphasized the enormity of the situation and pro-
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posed a twenty-four hour “suspension of hostilities” to allow him “just time” to deliberate.846  
According to Lieutenant Colonel Cruger, d’Estaing “readily granted” the British request.847   
At noon on the sixteenth,  Maitland’s regiment, with the assistance of a number of Gullah 
fishermen, hazarded, according to contemporary British and Loyalist accounts, “swamps, bogs, 
and creeks, which had never before been attempted but by bears, wolves, and runaway Negroes” 
to reach the safety of Prévost’s defenses, augmenting his force by some 689 men.848  More im-
portantly than the obstacles Maitland faced is the fact that the French and Rebels failed to ob-
struct his advance, which d’Estaing lamented, was “an unpardonable [and incalculably im-
portant] mistake” because Maitland’s troops “were the ones the enemy always put in the fore, 
and they evinced the most audacity during the siege.”849 
A French participant, defending against criticism aimed primarily at d’Estaing for allow-
ing Maitland to reach Savannah, sensibly noted that Prévost had been inclined to surrender, go-
ing so far as to announce that he would do so after making a face-saving “apparent defense.”  
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The acceptance of just such a truce was quite common in eighteenth-century warfare.850  Unfor-
tunately, according to the Frenchman, Maitland’s arrival “changed all at once these pacific dis-
positions.”851  Of this fact there seems little doubt.  The Edinburgh Magazine published an ex-
tract from a letter written by a Scot in Savannah, who declared that Prévost “would have surren-
dered Savannah had Maitland not prevented him.”852  Governor Wright confirmed this in his let-
ter to Lord Germain.  The decision to defend Savannah, he told the American Secretary, “made 
me very happy as I had some strong reasons to apprehend & fear the contrary.”853 
Wright accurately expressed the sentiments from all within the town.  Maitland’s trium-
phant arrival, he said, brought “inexpressible joy to the whole army.”854  Loyalist Elizabeth Lich-
tenstein Johnston, whose father had been commissioned by Wright to command a scout boat in 
1768, concurred.  855The arrival of Maitland’s troops “raised the spirits of the people very 
much.”856 At noon on the seventeenth, with Maitland’s forces streaming into Savannah, Prévost 
held a council of war to determine their course of action.  Wright and Lieutenant Governor John 
Graham were in attendance when, as the governor wrote, “it was unanimously decided to defend 
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the town.”857  According to nineteenth-century historian Lorenzo Sabine, Wright’s friends insist-
ed that it was his determination which swayed the discussion.  Moreover, they claimed, Wright 
had cast the deciding vote when the others were equally divided.858  There is no contemporary 
evidence to support this, although it is clear that Wright exerted himself to the fullest in arguing 
for a stand.  Captain Moncrief recorded his account of the war council in 1783.  He stated that:  
a member of the Council [suggested that Wright] was prejudiced in favor of the 
defense of the place as he had great property in the province.  Sir James declared 
that so far from having any prejudice of that kind, if the town surrendered upon 
terms, he was sure of getting his property, as he was convinced the French would 
give the garrison any terms to obtain possession of the place and that he had ra-
ther see his whole property torn to pieces than so shameful a thing should be done 
as to surrender the town without fighting.859   
Thus, on the seventeenth, Prévost notified the Count that after “having laid the whole corre-
spondence before [Governor Wright] and the military officers of rank …, [it was] the unanimous 
determination … that though we cannot look upon our post as absolutely inexpungible, yet that it 
may and ought to be defended.”860   
In a letter to his father and brother after the siege, Cruger happily admitted that the Brit-
ish had “nothing else in view but to steal time till we could be reinforced with the Beaufort garri-
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son & throw up some works.”861  D’Estaing later lamented his generosity, realizing he had fallen 
victim to a painful “trick.”862 The Rebels, however, did not need the advantage of hindsight to 
regret that decision.  Coupled with the frustration concerning the French demand for capitulation 
to the arms of the King of France, this decision further strained the already tenuous relations be-
tween the allies, which persisted throughout and beyond the siege.863 
With Savannah officially under siege, one Hessian wrote, “there was no hope that [our] 
troops could be saved in any way.”864  During the next few days and nights, the two sides busied 
themselves making preparations for either an assault or defense.  There was scattered and nomi-
nally offensive firing from both land and sea.  On the twentieth, Prévost ordered the sinking of 
several vessels in the channel in the vain hopes of preventing French access.865  In another ex-
ample of black loyalty to the British, two black deserters reported on September 21 that General 
Benjamin Lincoln had formed a junction with d’Estaing.866  As Jim Piecuch has so ably demon-
strated, African American slaves quickly realized that their best opportunities for freedom rested 
in British hands.867 
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By September 22, the allies completed the investment of Savannah as the French moved 
their camp just east of the Ogeechee Road with the Rebels to their left.  In the words of Chief 
Justice Stokes, the allies “had entrenched themselves up to the chin.”868  The first martial en-
counter occurred that evening between an advanced British post and the French.  But an assault 
was not yet forthcoming as d’Estaing continued making preparations, inching ever closer to Pré-
vost’s forces.869  In the morning hours of September 24, Prévost dispatched Major Colin Graham 
on a sortie to both reconnoiter the enemy and “to draw them exposed to our cannon.”870  This 
scheme exceeded the general’s expectations.  Although forced to pull back, Graham inflicted 
significant casualties on the French.  Wright wrote in his journal that the French “were much 
galled by our cannon and the fire of musquetry & lost we were informed 84 killed & about 100 
wounded.”871   
That same day, Wright again experienced the personal nature of the rebellion.  At 8:30 
that evening, near Hilton Head Island, the French vessel le Sagitaire captured the HMS Experi-
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ment, captained by his son-in-law, James Wallace, and carrying his two daughters, Anne and Is-
abella.  The Experiment had been demasted during a hurricane and limped to the coast, proving 
easy prey for the French.872  Wallace’s state of mind may also have aided d’Estaing, at least ac-
cording to Henry Remsem who mocked the captain for being “so drunk that he did not destroy 
the dispatches, orders, and code of signals.”873  The veracity of this statement must be questioned 
as there is no corroborating account.  That said, the French did obtain the payroll for the British 
forces in Georgia and a bevy of supplies.874  Regardless of Wallace’s condition, his loss was a 
severe check to the British cause, as one Hessian bemoaned: “The naval hero, who has captured 
ships and thereby created such an impressive fortune, Sir James Wallace, is reportedly captured 
with the ship, [but] surely sold his capture at a high price.”875   
It is unclear when exactly Wright learned of his daughter’s capture, but Charleston’s 
South Carolina Gazette, and General Advertiser announced the capture on the first of Octo-
ber.876  This must have been an immeasurably trying time for the governor.  Two of his daugh-
ters had endured a naval battle and had been captured by the French and his son, Major James 
Wright, was stationed inside the town’s defenses. 
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While the adversaries busied themselves extending their fortifications on September 25, 
the allies began their bombardment of the besieged city.  Prévost and Moncrief responded on the 
twenty-seventh by demolishing and then converting the British barracks located in the middle of 
their line into a sturdy breastwork.  That very day the French blundered into a British patrol they 
mistakenly assumed to be merely an engineering party.  The rising casualty toll endured by the 
French up to this point as well as the various delays in both the landing of d’Estaing’s force and 
subsequent forward actions began causing a stir within the French camp.877   
The allies increased the frequency and ferocity of their bombardment of Savannah as 
September rolled into October.878  On the twenty-ninth, Rebel General McIntosh requested that 
his family, along with the other women and children within the city, be allowed safe conduct 
from Savannah.  Although McIntosh’s motivations were purely personal, Royal Chief Justice 
Anthony Stokes later admitted that “there was not a single spot where the women and children 
could be put in safety.”879  Even so, General Prévost denied the request.880  A few days later, on 
October 2, the Allies “kept up a continual firing upon the town for a whole day,” according to 
Cruger, “doing no other mischief than breaking some windows and frightening the women and 
children.”881 
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Wright reported on October 3 that, from 11:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m., a total of 123 shells 
“were thrown into every part of the town, but without doing any material damage.”882  Justice 
Stokes provided a much fuller and vivid description of this attack in a letter to his wife.  He stat-
ed: “while the women and children were asleep, the French opened a battery of nine mortars, and 
kept up a very heavy bombardment for an hour and a half,” forcing “a number of gentlemen” to 
the relative safety of Yamacraw Bluff.  “In short,” he confided, “Savannah was at one time de-
plorable.”883  
At daylight of the fourth, the French began a twelve-hour salvo, resulting in little dam-
age, according to Prévost, other than “killing a few helpless women and children and some few 
Negroes and horses in the town and on the common.”884  Wright described the assault as “most 
furious and incessa[nt],” resulting “only” in the deaths of the daughter of Mrs. Thompson and a 
Mr. Pollard.”885  Lieutenant Colonel Cruger, a New York Loyalist, stated that during this attack 
the French began throwing carcases, or incendiary shells, into the town, which “only burnt 2 
houses.  Their shells, tho perpetually flying, did little or no damage, but their shott greatly in-
jured the town; scarcely a house has escaped, [and] several are irreparable.”886  Another Loyalist 
defiantly wrote in her memoir nearly sixty years later that though the French “hope was by inces-
sant fire to burn the town and force a surrender, a merciful God protected us.”887  Not everyone, 
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however, had been spared.  A total of eleven African Americans were killed this day, four of 
whom were huddled in Lieutenant Governor Graham’s wine cellar.888 
Seeking to escape the allied bombardment, Wright moved to Prévost’s camp, pitching a 
tent next to Maitland’s near Spring Hill.889  Wright retreated just in time, or so historians have 
believed.  However, an early nineteenth-century newspaper article tells a different tale. 
In the siege of Savanna, by Count D’Estaign, in the year 1779, Sir James Wright 
was walking along what is called the Bluff, a high sandy bank of the river, during 
a violent cannonade, when he was struck down insensible by a double-headed 
shot which passed near him. He soon recovered his senses, nor was the smallest 
hurt, bruise, or impression of any kind to be perceived on any part of his body. On 
his becoming sensible, the first object that struck him was a woman standing over 
the body of her daughter, which the same shot had divided quite in two, about fif-
ty yards before it passed Sir James. The mother and daughter had been standing in 
the door on the opposite side of their house from the French lines, the mother 
leaning on the daughter’s shoulder, when the daughter dropped from under her 
arm, divided in two by the fatal shot. This was on the side of the town the most 
remote from the French lines; the shot must have passed through many objects, 
and was probably near exhausted when it passed Sir James Wright. Sir James was 
soon able to get under the Bluff, where he was safe till he could be conveyed 
home and felt no lasting consequences from the accident.890   
 
On October 5, the allies continued their relentless shelling of the town.  A Mrs. Lloyd’s 
home, near the church, was burned and “Mrs. Laurie’s house, on Broughton Street,” was sub-
stantially damaged, resulting in the deaths of “two women and two children.”891  All told, ac-
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cording to Chevalier de Tarragon, “forty women or children of various colors,” were killed dur-
ing the siege.892  Broughton Street was one block north of Wright’s residence on East State 
Street, on the site of the present-day Telfair Museum.  The firing became so hot that on the sixth, 
Prévost sought permission from d’Estaing “to send women and children [including his own wife 
and children] out of town on board of ships, and down the river … until the business should be 
decided.”893  Perhaps remembering the British general’s refusal of General McIntosh’s earlier 
request, D’Estaing and Lincoln refused, reminding him of his personal and sole responsibility 
“for the consequences of your obstinacy.”894  The incessant cannonade continued throughout the 
day and evening and much of the sixth as well.  One or more shells destroyed the dwelling in 
which Chief Justice Stokes had stored his belongings, also killing two of his slaves.895 
Wright wrote that by the seventh, “most of the houses in town were much damaged by 
the shot” and the “cannonade & bombardment continued” that day, burning another home, 
though “no body [had been] kill’d.”896  The next day, his son escaped a close call when French 
grapeshot killed Captain John Simpson in James Wright, Jr.’s redoubt in the Trustees Garden.  
Unfortunately, and typically, the governor’s account of the episode was of a purely professional 
nature, having failed to mention that Simpson was under his son’s command.897  Around mid-
night that night, d’Estaing began his final pre-attack bombardment.   
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 After a council of war on the eighth, the allies resolved, after heated debates among the 
French officer corps, to attack the British lines the next day, focusing their energies primarily on 
the Spring Hill redoubt and Lieutenant Colonel Maitland’s position along the British right 
flank.898  Additionally, the allies planned to make a feint along the center of the British line.   
A week earlier, on October 2, General Prévost recorded his expectation that the allies 
strongest exertions would be made on his left.899  His preparations henceforth reflected this be-
lief.  The combined Franco-American forces took arms at midnight and began, in Governor 
Wright’s words, “a bombardment which continued till the firing of the morning gun at day-
break.”900  As the sun rose on October 9, the allies began their march into “the valley of the 
shadow of death” at daybreak.901 
The battle on the “dark and foggy” morning of October 9 was one of the bloodiest during 
the entire Revolutionary War, exceeded only by Bunker Hill in sustained casualties.902  The in-
vasion began with a pre-dawn feint on the British right, facing the Savannah River, which was 
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repulsed by “Major Wright” in the Trustees Garden.903  D’Estaing’s main assault, however, tar-
geted the Ebenezer and Spring Hill redoubts, near the governor’s tent on the British left (again, 
facing the Savannah River).  The Comte personally led the assault on the Spring Hill redoubt and 
was in the thick of the melee from beginning to end.  Wright wrote that this “attack was made 
with great spirit on the part of the French … [and] lasted 1 ½ hour.”904 
Hessian Lieutenant Colonel Friedrich von Porbeck urged Prévost to order a sortie which 
helped thwart the allied advance at a critical juncture.905  The defenders met the allied force with 
a merciless hail of musket and artillery fire, which repulsed them, but with great difficulty.  Writ-
ing a couple of years later, the Frenchman Pierre Charles L’Enfant declared that although mili-
tary advancement had eluded him, he had the “satisfaction to have been among the troops who 
among the distresses of that unfortunate day, acquired as much glory as if they had been crowned 
with success – it is without partiality,” he told General Washington, “I say that never were great-
er proofs of true valour exhibited than at the assault at Savannah.”906   
 “The attack was made,” Wright later said, “with great spirit on the part of the French,” 
and lasted ninety minutes before “the enemy were beat back & retreated with great precipita-
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tion,” in large part thanks to the “persevering resolution & bravery of the Loyalists.”907  Wright 
also praised the work of Captain Moncrief, “whose eminent services contributed vastly to our 
defence and safety.”908  Before long, deserters, prisoners, and wounded informed the besieged 
that the French had suffered terrible casualties.  According to Wright, d’Estaing “received a 
musquet shot in his arm & another in his thigh, Count [Casimir] Polaski [Pulaski] a wound in the 
hip by a grape shot & since dead.”909  D’Estaing wrote that “General Pulaski was mortally 
wounded because he got too close in order to exploit more promptly the pathway we were sup-
posed to open for him.  His death is an incalculable loss for the American cause.”910 
Wright tabulated the French losses at nearly 1,000 “of the flower of their army.”  The 
Rebels, he believed, suffered one half that number.  “It is astonishing to think,” he wrote, “that in 
this attack we had only lost Capt. Tawes [actually Lieutenant Thomas Tawse] & 7 privates kill’d 
and 14 wounded.”  Historian Alexander Lawrence determined the French suffered 11 officers 
killed and 34 wounded with an additional 140 soldiers killed and 335 wounded.  He estimated 
that the total Rebel loss amounted to 21 officers killed and 16 more wounded and a count of 210 
soldier casualties (with no differentiation between killed and wounded).  The British losses, he 
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suggested, were paltry by comparison – 18 killed, of whom 3 were officers, and 39 total wound-
ed.911 
The days following the battle witnessed sporadic artillery exchanges interrupted by the 
occasional flag of truce to collect the wounded and bury the dead, although as Prévost wrote, 
many of the dead “were self-buried in the mud of the swamp.”912  A French war council deter-
mined on the eleventh that a retreat via Charleston should be their next move.  Governor Wright 
and the British forces, however, remained on high alert “from ye 9th ,” Cruger wrote, as “we con-
tinually expected a second attack from Monsieur, in hopes of recovering their lost reputation.”913  
But by the twelfth, it appeared that the French and Rebels were pulling back.914  Reports had 
been coming in since the battle that Rebel militia “were daily going off in numbers,” Wright not-
ed, and that the French “seem’d now to fire from two pieces of cannon only.”915   
The situation for the British remained stable and rather uneventful until the sixteenth 
when there was a brief skirmish on McGillivray’s plantation between a Rebel party and some 
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armed blacks.916  Wright recorded that the Haitian volunteers, a “French black & mullatoe bri-
gade” prepared to embark for the West Indies.917  Later that day, the manager of Wright’s 
Ogeechee plantation brought intelligence that both Lincoln’s and d’Estaing’s forces “were pre-
paring for a retreat.”918  Wright confirmed their retreat on the eighteenth.  Two days later he con-
fidently reported the French embarked at Causton’s Bluff and journeyed to Tybee Island.919 
The joyous mood following news of the French retreat, however, soon turned somber 
with Maitland’s passing on October 26.920  Edinburgh’s Weekly Magazine credited the success of 
the army to “Maitland’s bringing 800 men across the swamps, deemed almost impassable, and 
forcing his way through the enemy’s troops.”  The magazine memorialized his death as akin to 
that of the “most gallant Wolfe.”921     
Following the raising of the siege, Wallace and Anne Wright Wallace were taken to 
France as prisoners of war.922  In a very sincere gesture, though, d’Estaing allowed Isabella to 
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return to Savannah to be with her father.923  It seems plausible that the Comte also afforded Anne 
the same opportunity, but she preferred to stay with her husband.   
Even though a few French ships remained on the Savannah River, Wright issued a proc-
lamation for a day of public thanksgiving on October 29.  The remnants of d’Estaing’s fleet de-
parted on November 2, with the Count reaching Brest on December 5.924  Although Wright could 
revel in the fact that Savannah had been saved and, perhaps more importantly, that his son es-
caped injury and even earned military laurels, his personal thanksgiving must have been tem-
pered by the knowledge that his daughter Anne was still in France as a prisoner of war.  Neither 
of these facts, however, interfered with Wright’s duty.  Before the French had sailed, he began 
badgering Germain about the situation in Georgia and the need for additional support. 
On November 6, Sir James wrote a lengthy tome to Germain, complaining of the tenuous 
nature of his regime and that the Loyalists were in “very great distress.”925  He continued: 
I am now, my lord, taking every step in the power of the civil department to check 
the spirit of Rebellion by compelling all those who I think might or ought to have 
come in and joined in the defence of the town but did not to give a very circum-
stantial account of their conduct during the siege, and have directed that those of 
the lower class who do not appear materially culpable shall be obliged to give se-
curity for their good behaviour for 12 months themselves in £100 sterling and 2 
sureties in £50 each, also to take the oaths of allegiance etc. and to subscribe the 
test.926 
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Three days later, though, his spirits had revived.  He informed Germain that the Rebels were in 
great disarray and Charleston could be easily conquered.927  It was in no small part comments 
like this and British success in taking and maintaining Savannah which led to the ministry’s full 
support of the Southern Strategy.  The events of 1779 in Savannah would be the cornerstone, the 
linchpin, the British hoped, to the final phase of the war. 
The Boston Gazette erroneously reported on November 1 that allied forces led by 
d’Estaing and Lincoln had been successful in reducing Georgia.928  Such conjecture was ram-
pant.  James Madison wrote from Williamsburg, Virginia, that “reports already begin to prevail 
that the British Army is in part if not wholly captivated.”929  Benjamin Franklin received two 
similar messages from correspondents in France.  Writing from Nantes on December 3, John 
Bondfield notified Franklin of “very pleasing” intelligence which confirmed that d’Estaing “de-
stroyed the British armd vessels on the coast [of Savannah] and made prisoners at Beaufort eight 
hundred soldiers.”930  John Adams also mentioned in a letter to Franklin that he had received 
word from America confirming d’Estaing’s success in Georgia.931 
It would not be long, however, before official word from Savannah would dominate cor-
respondence on both sides of the Atlantic.  In early December, Abigail Adams wrote to her hus-
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band about the “unfortunate” affairs in Georgia.932  Two weeks later, their son confided to his 
diary in a late night revelation: d’Estaing has been “repulsed at Savannah” with considerable 
loss.933  John Adams himself proclaimed his “mortification” at the recent events in the southern 
states.934  A correspondent of Franklin’s, though “greatly disappointed” by the affair at Savan-
nah, admitted, “I do not apprehend the effects so dreadful as painted.  The English are weakened 
by their loss of stores[,] ships & men … and will thereby be prevented from attempting any thing 
material this winter.”935  Although John Adams found the events in Georgia regrettable, he added 
that “these small triumphs … [are] a poor compensation for the blood and the millions [the Brit-
ish] are annually wasting.”936 Colonel John Laurens responded in much the same manner.  In a 
letter to his father, he confided that d’Estaing’s “efforts though not entirely successful had been 
of some service, and his capture of [James Wallace’s] Experiment [as well as the] Ariel had less-
ened the number of infesters of the coast.”937 
The Virginia Board of War feared that the British success at Savannah would embolden 
them to make an attempt on the Old Dominion.938  A week before Christmas, Philip Mazzei 
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opined that the “future prospect of things in the southern states disturbs my mind as much as any 
unfortunate event ever happened since the beginning of the war.  I am afraid for Charles Town, 
to apprehend another descent much worse than the first in our poor unarmed state.  By the pre-
cipitation with which d’Estaing is come away, he must have left poor Lincoln in a very precari-
ous situation.”939  General Lincoln himself also feared for both his troops and the city of Charles-
ton.  In the middle of January 1780, he pleaded with Virginia governor Thomas Jefferson to send 
reinforcements with all expedition because the security of South Carolina “is an object of so 
much importance and the loss of it would so effectually wound the peace and happiness” of our 
union.940  Writing from Paris, John Adams resigned himself to the fact that “the blow to 
d’Estaing at Savanna … will banish all thoughts of peace from many minds, which would other-
wise have entertained hopes of it in England.”941 
After the combined French and Rebel forces had completely extracted themselves from 
Savannah and its environs, Governor Wright felt comfortable enough to briefly bask in the tri-
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umph.942  Along with his Council, he set aside October 29 as a day of thanksgiving and prayer.  
Separated by the safety of nearly two hundred miles, Lieutenant Colonel Lewis Fuser proved to 
be in a much more festive mood.  On November 9, he held a celebratory ball in St. Augustine in 
honor of the victory.943 
On November 6, Rivington’s Royal Gazette in New York became the first pro-British pa-
per outside of Savannah to report the recent events.  In that issue the renowned poet Jonathan 
Odell began each of the twelve stanzas in his poem, “The Congratulation” with the ironical, “Joy 
to great Congress, joy an hundred fold / The grand cajolers are themselves cajol’d.”944  General 
Sir Henry Clinton effusively praised the events in Georgia.  He jubilantly penned a letter to the 
Duke of Newcastle, declaring the lifting of the siege to be the “greatest event since the beginning 
of the war.”945  Word from Savannah reached British West Florida on November 15 which, ac-
cording to Chaplain Waldeck, “suddenly raised the spirits of all the English” and “instilled in the 
people of Georgia a great confidence in our troops.”946 
News would not reach Britain until December 20 and the response was euphoric.  George 
III ordered the firing of artillery at the Tower of London for the first time since the 1763 Treaty 
of Paris and playwrights galore appended their works to include laudatory lines of the recent tri-
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umph.947  The King also opened the November 1780 session of Parliament by lauding the “signal 
successes which have attended the progress of my arms in the provinces of Georgia and Caroli-
na, [which have been] gained with so much honour to the conduct and courage of my officers, 
and to the valour and intrepidity of my troops.”  George III also expressed his hope that these 
victories would bring the rebellion to a precipitous and “happy conclusion.”948  
The Caledonian Mercury reported a “general illumination throughout the city and sub-
urbs of Edinburg to celebrate the victory.”949  The London Evening Post printed a celebratory 
poem titled “British Arms Triumphant, on D’Estaing’s Defeat at Savannah.”   
Proud the Gallic Cock was grown, 
But that pride is now come down, 
British valour cuts his comb, 
And drives the traitor bleeding home.950 
 
London’s Public Advertiser also printed a congratulatory poem, “Punchinello to the King,” 
which reveled in the British triumph.   
D’Estaing is again put to sea, Sir, Bibbity bobbety, bo, 
Though like a French Dog, not content with his own, 
He has carried off two of your Ships-and hid one, 
But the Siege, G[od] be praised, Of Savannah is raised.951 
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In spite of these loud proclamations and assertions of British might, historian Richard Cole 
points out that not all periodicals shared in the joy.  London’s St. James’s Chronicle proffered a 
quite sobering ode. 
It is a mortifying reflection, 
Amidst the sound of the tower and park guns, 
And the peels from our steeples, 
That our gain is only that we have not lost. 
 
However, the cheers were far louder than the jeers.  In mid-January 1780, Germain noti-
fied Wright that “His Majesty commands me to express to you his particular satisfaction in your 
firm and spirited conduct, and to assure you that he imputes much of the successful resistance 
made to the enemy to that ardour and resolution of which you have set the example.”952  So did 
Prévost, who wrote, “Wright most cheerfully determined to fare as we might in every re-
spect.”953   
Writing in 1980, George Clark put forth three explanations for the British victory at Sa-
vannah – the failure of the allies to prevent Maitland’s Scottish Highlanders from reaching Pré-
vost, d’Estaing’s “unpardonable” delay in actually assaulting the city, and his “courteous, but ill-
advised” truce.954  Captain Ewald echoed such sentiments, wondering what might have happened 
had d’Estaing only granted a two-hour truce rather than a full twenty-four.  He concluded, how-
ever, that the British “had luck alone to thank they repelled the enemy.”955  A French participant, 
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however, defended d’Estaing’s decisions as having to be made without the benefit of hind-
sight.956 
 Although John Adams refrained from directly blaming the French for the defeat, he 
opined that “it has always been the deliberate intention and object of France, for purposes of 
their own, to encourage the continuation of the war in America, in hopes of exhausting the 
strength and resources” of both Britain and the United States.957  Across the Atlantic, “a Loyal 
American” suggested the French performance at the siege “was evidence of their plan to encircle 
the American colonies.”958  In a sense Adams and “a Loyal American” may have been correct.  
A lengthy civil war would certainly bolster France’s position both in Europe and globally.  How-
ever, once committed to a particular contest, anything less than a fully concerted effort would 
only serve to weaken the French empire.  That said, the severe loss in the lowcountry gave 
France pause concerning future operations.959  
Although virtually all British and French accounts of the battle hold the Rebels in con-
tempt, it is interesting to note that Wright, too, failed to credit the valor of the Rebel units.960  
Conversely, according to historian Richard Cole, most American periodicals portrayed the siege 
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as a British victory over the French, not the Americans.961  Chief Justice Stokes wrote that the 
“French behaved with great bravery … but they all accuse the Rebels of backwardness.”962  But 
there was no unanimity concerning the Rebels’ culpability, or even cowardice, at Savannah.  The 
Chevalier de Karlio declared “there had been [no] betrayal from the U.S.,” adding, “they served 
us and served well … [and] all held with equal firmness [as] that of the troops of the King.”963 
In the early 1790s, President George Washington toured the United States and spent sev-
eral days in the Georgia lowcountry.  In the early evening hours of May 14, 1791, he visited the 
Spring Hill redoubt.  His diary entry that night indicated that many had solicited his opinion of 
the allied assault.  “To form an opinion of the attack at this distance of time,” he wrote, “and the 
change which has taken place, in the appearance of the ground by the cutting away of the woods, 
&c. is hardly to be done with justice to the subject.”964 
Blame aside, what did the siege of Savannah mean to Sir James?  D’Estaing’s fleet was 
spotted in southern waters just a few months after Germain promised Wright that all was quiet on 
the Georgia front.  Thus, in the first weeks since he arrived in Savannah to reestablish civil au-
thority, Wright had to deal with the possible, nay, expected, capitulation of his government and 
British arms in Georgia.  He witnessed in the later summer and early fall the marriage of a 
daughter, the active military engagement of a son, bullets and mortar fire whizzing above his 
head and at his feet, and the capture of his son-in-law and daughter by the French.  It is not sur-
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prising, therefore, that in early December, Wright humbly requested His Majesty’s permission 
“to return to Great Britain.”965 
And what then did the repulse of the joint Franco-American force mean to the British war 
effort?  Most immediately, it meant that Britain retained possession of its youngest North Ameri-
can colony, which allowed them to, in quite short order, reduce Charleston, South Carolina, their 
most valuable continental city.  The long-term consequences, however, became much more 
complicated as the geopolitical implications of a long, drawn-out world war, altered the im-
portance of the events of September and October 1779.  Perhaps then, Sir James Wright has of-
fered the best analysis of the importance of the siege of Savannah.  He expressed in a letter to 
Lord Germain his belief “that if this province then fell, America was lost and this I declared on 
every occasion & urged the necessity of every exertion possible to defend this place.”966 
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CHAPTER 8: “VICTIMS TO THEIR LOYALTY”: JAMES WRIGHT AND THE EX-
PULSION OF BRITAIN FROM COLONIAL GEORGIA  
 
From his residence at Craven Street near the Palace of Whitehall in central London, 
James Wright penned a lengthy letter to British Home Secretary Thomas Townshend in Septem-
ber 1782 describing his experiences during the Revolutionary War.  Upon the successful repulse 
of the combined Franco-American forces in the fall of 1779, Wright stated, “we flattered our-
selves with hopes that we should have been able to remain in peace & quietness ... [and safe] 
from the tyranny & oppression of the rebellion.”  Tranquility, however, would not be in store for 
the governor and the King’s loyal subjects or, for that matter, his rebellious subjects.  “But alas!” 
exclaimed Wright, “before the minds of the people were settled and wholly reconciled to a return 
to their allegiance & authority of the King’s government, the troops were withdrawn.”  Britain’s 
utter disregard of the province soon resulted in a “very rapid revolt” in the backcountry in which 
the Rebels “assassinated and otherwise cruelly murdered as many Loyalists as they could come 
at & upwards of an hundred good men in the space of one month fell victims to their loyalty.”967  
The final two and a half years of the American Revolution in Georgia witnessed a ruthless cycle 
of internecine strife unmatched during the rebellion.  Moreover, it was a period of an equally 
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unmatched cycle of frustration and anger for Governor Wright – frustrated and angered by Brit-
ish disregard of the province.  
 The governor’s irritation with the home government’s indifference, perceived or other-
wise, can be traced to the very beginning of his governorship.968  In fact, Wright made similar 
complaints to the South Carolina Assembly when he served as their as their colonial agent in 
London.  In this last letter – one of his last extant letters in his capacity as agent – Wright sardon-
ically informed the Assembly that “I know that nothing was omitted that occurred to me as bene-
ficial, nor any pains spared, and possible more might have been done, if there had been a proper 
correspondence.”969  In fact, although Wright departed London for Georgia in the spring of 1779, 
he still had “not had the honor to receive a line from” Lord George Germain, the American Sec-
retary in nine months.970  Perhaps it was this very deep-seated and long-lasting frustration, this 
sense of truly feeling isolated in a dangerous and distant peripheral land, that led to his request to 
return home; a complaint often posited by American colonists prior to the Revolution.  At the 
end of November, the Reverend John Joachim Zubly, the passionate Rebel-turned-Loyalist, 
wrote a lengthy letter to Wright outlining his personal and financial sufferings as a result of the 
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siege.  Importantly, he revealed that the governor intended to leave Georgia: “It being reported 
that your excellency is now to take your departure from this place....”971  
 Although hopes were high after the successful defense of Savannah, the reality was not 
nearly as sanguine.  “I wish it were in my power,” Wright remarked to Germain, “to give your 
Lordship an agreeable or satisfactory account” of the province’s situation.  The governor chided 
the ministry for not adequately fortifying the backcountry, leaving Georgia’s loyal inhabitants to 
be constantly “harassed and ruined by Rebels from Carolina and villains in the back country 
here, who joined them for the sake of plunder.”  In short, he said, the “province had been suf-
fered to relapse into rebellion again.”  Moreover, he opined that if his repeated entreaties to sta-
tion British regulars in Augusta had been heeded, Georgia would now be in peace and a haven 
for Loyalists from other colonies.972  But serenity was not in order for James Wright because, at 
least in part, British officials had always considered Wright’s pleas for troops to be excessive.973  
In fact, British Admiral Marriot Arbuthnot later excalimed that Wright “ought to be hanged” for 
his conduct and temper.974 
 Prior to the arrival of the French off the coast of Georgia in August 1779, General Sir 
Henry Clinton had begun making final preparations for the launch of Britain’s “southern strate-
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gy.”975  This plan had been outlined in Germain’s “most secret” letter to Clinton of March 8, 
1778, and had called for Clinton’s shifting his focus to the southern colonies “with a view to the 
conquest and possession of Georgia and South Carolina.”976  In short, this stratagem sought to 
“Americanize” the war based upon three basic principles: 1) the intense and incessant assurances 
from southern colonials, especially officials like Governor Wright, that the South was filled with 
Loyalists who only needed the arrival of some British troops to make their presence felt; 2) the 
British desire to cut off Rebel trade, in the words of historian John Shy, “through which foreign 
aid for the rebellion was being purchased;” and 3) the dual fact that the southern colonies were 
sparsely populated and thus more likely to be subdued and the southern colonies offered a base 
from which to deal with the impending French threat following the Franco-American alliance.  
Moreover, the southern frontier offered many pro-British Indian tribes as well as thousands of 
potential allies then laboring on large plantations in the lowcountry.977   
Until recently, historians have, virtually without fail, condemned the British for foolishly 
listening to exiled southerners who, so the story went, grossly exaggerated Loyalist numbers.  
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Historian Jim Piecuch has masterfully disproven this theory as being far too simplistic and pa-
tently false.  He has asserted that Britain’s error was not in relying on southern Loyalists, Indi-
ans, and blacks, but on never developing a coherent plan and never convincing its field com-
manders that such a plan would actually produce the desired results.978  
Once word reached New York that the siege had been lifted, Clinton resumed the plan to 
retake the southern colonies.  Clinton accurately predicted that without conquering South Caroli-
na, “everything is to be apprehended for Georgia.”979  In late December, about the same time as 
Clinton set sail from New York, Wright composed a nervous letter to Clinton.  “We are now 
anxiously looking out for your arrival here and I must request in the most earnest manner you 
will not lose a single day.”980  A few weeks later, Wright acknowledged his fear that the South 
Carolina Rebels, whom he always believed to be the instigators of the rebellion in Georgia, 
would soon attack the province.  “I am no soldier,” he noted, “but I don’t like many things I hear 
and see....  [L]et me entreat you, Sir, to make an movement this way.”981   
On January 24, Rebel General Benjamin Lincoln notified Thomas Jefferson that he had 
learned that a fleet of about ninety ships sailed for Georgia from New York with South Carolina 
as “their object.”982  The next week he informed Jefferson with absolute certainty that the British 
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fleet was “now in very great force at Savannah.”983  Although the British fleet had been scattered 
by inclement weather, most of the fleet had reached Georgia by early February 1780.  By the 
eighth of that month Clinton had already advanced in force towards Charleston, leaving none of 
his troops behind in Savannah, a fact which greatly angered Wright.  In fact, the removal of most 
British regulars from Georgia, Wright lamented, will leave “this province ... exposed to the ut-
most danger ... [as] almost any trifling force may come up the River, and destroy everything in 
it.”984  None of these British troops ever returned to Georgia and British officials – military and 
civilian – confirmed Wright’s fears.  In mid-February, he expressed concern that although Sa-
vannah was in no “immediate” danger, he generally “faces incredible obstacles operating under 
such dire conditions in Georgia.”985 
General Prévost’s tune had changed by early March when he complained to Clinton that 
both Savannah and St. Augustine, East Florida, had been rendered defenseless and were present-
ly in the “greatest danger.”986  Clinton promised succor as soon as such assistance could be pro-
vided, but maintained his belief that Savannah was in no immediate danger.987  He did, however, 
assure Wright that if he took Charleston, “we shall probably carry on operations upon the Upper 
Savannah [Augusta].”988  Wright viewed such an operation as critical to maintaining peace in 
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Georgia because “it is the key.”989  The governor soon responded that although he fully under-
stood “the great consequence of the object before you,” he queried, “but how far it may not be 
expedient to take care of what you have got?”990 
Meanwhile, as he prepared to lay siege to Charleston, Clinton issued a general amnesty to 
all Rebels for actions taken prior to the third of March.991  Wright and his Council viewed the 
proclamation as potentially dangerous for Georgia, fearful that  
many persons formerly inhabitants of this province may come in under Your Ex-
cellency’s proclamation and claim of you their pardon even [those who]  were 
most active in leading men then in rebellion here and who were not seduced by 
the acts of faction or hurried away by their loyalty and by the tumults and disorder 
of the times but men who seduced others and practiced and encouraged the acts of 
faction themselves, men who seriously and deliberately promote[d] treason and 
rebellion, men who have had great time and frequent opportunities of returning 
their allegiance and duty but have not, men who were in arms when this province 
was reduced in January 1779, men who were then invited by Colonel Campbell to 
submit themselves but who then and ever since have obstinately persisted in their 
treason and rebellion, men who have sat in judgment and men who have exercised 
and enforced under the rebel powers every act of cruelty, tyranny, and oppression 
against His Majesty’s truly loyal subjects who have wantonly proscribed and 
passed laws or bills of attainder against innocent and loyal subjects. Men who 
were many of them in the lines during the siege of this place and who joined in 
the attack here on the 9th of October last and men who are hard and dangerous 
and obstinate rebels.” 
 
He also suggested that instead of rewarding the Rebels with blanket pardons, the British should 
“encourage and reward Loyalists.”992  Loyalist spirits indeed needed lifting as Wright’s predic-
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tions had come true.  In early April, the governor grumbled to Lord Germain that Georgia is “tru-
ly in a grievous situation, and [the Loyalists are] continually harassed and plundered by parties of 
Rebels.”  This lawlessness in the backcountry could have been prevented, Wright believed, if 
only Clinton had sent a small force to Augusta.993  In fact, he was so fixated on subduing the 
backcountry that British Lieutenant Colonel Alured Clarke, who had taken command of the 
troops at Savannah when Prevost returned to Britain, bemoaned that “Wright seems rather tena-
cious of the post at Augusta.”994  Instead, that important frontier post belonged to the Rebels un-
der the leadership of South Carolina militia General Andrew Williamson.995   
On a more personal level, given that Wright believed each rebellious action a personal af-
front.  A group of reportedly three hundred Rebels raided Wright’s “plantations at Ogechee 
[about fifteen miles from Savannah] and burned and destroyed seven of my barns ... and did me 
other damage to the amount of at least £8,000....  [Moreover], they shot four of my Negroes dead 
and wounded three more, one of which it’s thought will dye, and how many they have carried off 
with them, it’s not yet in my power to say with certainty.”996 
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On April 2, just two days prior to Wright’s letter, the British began constructing siege 
works around Charleston.  Approximately six weeks later and with great difficulty, Clinton com-
pleted his investiture of the city and immediately made plans to extend the British sphere of in-
fluence in that colony.997  What Clinton did not do was make a movement  in force towards Au-
gusta, leaving the region defenseless against Rebel “plundering parties.”998  In fact, Wright re-
ported that the reconquest of Charleston actually worsened the situation for Georgians, as roam-
ing “parties of Rebels [had come] from Carolina and plunder[ed] kill[ed] and carr[ied] off the 
inhabitants within 5 or 6 miles” of Savannah.999 
 Such hit-and-run tactics would define the remainder of the war in Georgia and South 
Carolina, and both Whig and Tory soldiers were culpable.  At the end of May, General William-
son and his Rebel militia left Augusta, leaving many backcountry Rebels to ponder, according to 
a Wright correspondent, “in what manner [they should] apply to [Wright], to solicit peace, or ob-
tain some kind of pardon.”  The governor had also heard that many South Carolinians were  
“preparing petitions to Sir Henry Clinton with the same views.”  If this were true, Wright wrote 
to Germain, “I am very hopeful my Lord peace will soon be re-established in these provinces and 
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doubt not but (as I have always said) the reduction of them will give a mortal stab to the rebel-
lion.”1000 
 Clinton would leave the task of securing peace to General Charles, Earl Cornwallis, sail-
ing for New York on June 8 .  Before departing Charleston, however, the British commander-in-
chief issued a proclamation which revoked the paroles he had given to Rebels in March, stating: 
“it is fit and proper that all persons should take an active part in settling and securing his Majes-
ty’s Government, and delivering the Country from the Anarchy, which for some time past hath 
prevailed.”  The June 3 proclamation “restored  to all [such prisoners and parolees] the Rights 
and Duties belonging to Citizens and Inhabitants,” but seemingly also obligated them to bear 
arms against the Rebels, if called upon.1001  In fact, however, both Clinton and Cornwallis insist-
ed they did not want anyone of dubious loyalty serving in the royal militia.  Loyalist and British 
commissary under General William Howe, Charles Stedman, argued that those parolees had re-
mained neutral until Clinton’s decree forced them back into the Rebel camp.  Moreover, he in-
sisted that Loyalists were extremely embittered by Clinton’s affording traitors the full benefits of 
citizenship.  Ultimately Stedman maintained that the proclamation laid the “foundation of mutual 
jealousy and distrust  ... amongst the inhabitants themselves.”1002  This last statement is errone-
ous as the region was already embroiled in a civil war, but he correctly observed the proclama-
tion’s effect on both the neutrality of the Rebel parolees and the morale of the Loyalists.   
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 The extant evidence concerning Wright’s sentiments on Clinton’s June 3 proclamation is 
ambiguous.  On the one hand, Georgia’s Chief Justice Anthony Stokes arrested prominent Geor-
gia Rebels upon their return to Savannah under charges of treason.1003  Such behavior by Loyal-
ist officials drew Cornwallis’s ire.  He ordered Lieutenant Colonel Clarke to notify Wright “that 
detaining a prisoner of war on parole to bring him to tryal for treason at Savannah is highly im-
proper and unwarrantable.”1004  On the other hand, in response to a number of backcountry peti-
tioners “praying to be received and restored to His Majesty’s peace and protection,” Wright 
urged the Council to extend leniency to them, in the Council’s words, to “bury in oblivion all 
past offences.”1005   
In the meantime, Wright suggested eight hundred troops and one hundred and fifty caval-
ry would likely ensure that the “rebellion cannot rear its head again in Georgia.”1006  But, again, 
support would not be forthcoming, even though Cornwallis assured Wright that he would “pay 
the greatest attention to the security and protection of Georgia.”  Cornwallis reasoned, though, 
that as long as he possessed South Carolina,” a post at both Savannah and Augusta will provide 
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Georgia “the most ample and satisfactory protection” 1007  Wright responded dubiously, remind-
ing Cornwallis that the great distance of one hundred and forty miles between the two towns 
“gives great opportunities to ill disposed people.”1008 
 Shortly after Williamson evacuated Augusta at the end of May, Loyalist Lt. Colonel 
Thomas Brown  [James Grierson was commander of the local loyal militia and already there] 
moved in to secure the area for the British interests.  In one of his rare optimistic moments, 
Wright expressed hopes that Whig resistance would end and even lowered the number of troops 
he requested from Cornwallis.1009  It is clear that Wright occasionally allowed himself to believe 
that the British had gained the upper hand in the backcountry, but his modified troop request was 
likely a practical consideration in light of British commanders’ refusal to grant him  any addi-
tional troops.  In reality, the British never truly possessed the Georgia backcountry because the 
British military deemed Georgia to be somewhat insignificant and because the nature of the con-
flict on Georgia’s frontier was incredibly personal and dominated by atrocity and reprisal.  As 
Thomas Brown later wrote: “A civil war being one of the greatest evils incident to human socie-
ty, the history of the every contest presents us with instances of wanton cruelty and barbarity” 
because “men whose passions are inflamed by mutual injuries, exasperated with personal ani-
mosity against each other, and eager to gratify revenge, often violate the laws of war and princi-
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ples of humanity.”1010  Moreover, as historian Kenneth Coleman has opined, Georgia’s Rebels 
“must have had a remarkable intelligence system” because they seemed to always be a step 
ahead of their Loyalist counterparts.1011  The Rebel cause was also aided by continued coopera-
tion between South Carolina and Georgia Whigs, who provided reciprocal defensive assistance.   
On August 16, Cornwallis scored a complete victory against General Horatio Gates at 
Camden, South Carolina, seemingly cementing British control of the South Carolina frontier.1012  
A true silver lining, however, accompanied the catastrophic Rebel defeat.  General George 
Washington’s hand-chosen successor to Gates, General Nathanael Greene, replaced Gates as the 
commander of the Southern Department.1013  In mid-September Rebel militia Colonel Elijah 
Clarke made an unexpected assault on and laid siege to Augusta.  Clarke nearly forced Colonels 
Brown and Grierson to surrender, but British Colonel John Harris Cruger marched from Ninety 
Six in South Carolina with a relief force and chased Clarke’s men from the area.1014  Rebel mili-
tia Lieutenant Colonel James McCall later charged Brown with the brutal assassination of a doz-
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en wounded Rebel prisoners of war.1015  Governor Wright’s account, likely obtained from Brown 
himself, merely stated that “thirteen of the prisoners who broke their paroles & came against Au-
gusta have been hang’d which I hope will have very good effect.”1016  It is worth mentioning that 
by the end of 1780, Wright’s attitude toward the Rebels had become much more harsh, as he es-
chewed the more paternalistic pretensions he had exhibited throughout his career.  According to 
historian Edward Cashin, the execution was simply a matter of policy which “no one on the Brit-
ish side questioned.”1017 
The Rebel efforts so frustrated Wright that he angrily advised British Colonel Nisbet Bal-
four, the commandant of Charleston, that “the most effectual and best method of crushing the 
rebellion in the back parts of the province is for an army to march without loss of time into the 
ceded lands and to lay waste and destroy the whole territory ... for these people ... have by their 
late conduct forfeited every claim to any favour or protection.”  He somewhat humanely added 
that “if in the execution of this measure any women or children shou’d be left destitute, we shall 
be ready to subscribe towards their support.”1018  Wright also met with the Georgia Assembly 
after the events at Augusta and stated “that vigorous measures are still necessary to crush the re-
bellion in the back parts of the province.”1019  Such measures were indeed adopted by Colonel 
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Cruger who sent “out patrols of horse to pick up the traitourous Rebels in the neighborhood.”1020  
One of Cruger’s officers confided to a friend, “We have now got a method that will put an end to 
the rebellion in a short time – by hanging every man that has taken protection and is found acting 
against us.”1021   
After being chased from Augusta, Clarke’s men made their way into North Carolina 
where they assisted in the stunning Rebel victory over British Major Patrick Ferguson and his 
Loyalist militia at King’s Mountain, South Carolina in October.1022  Wright busied himself in 
these months attempting, with little support from the British military, to provide for Georgia’s 
defense.1023   His inability to convince British commanders to provide even nominal aid had con-
vinced him again to ask to return to London.  “I am humbly to request that his Majesty will be 
graciously pleased to grant me his Royal leave of absence,” he wrote Germain, “and that I may 
be at liberty to return to Great Britain as circumstances may happen or appear in the course of 
next summer & to remain there for such time as his Majesty in his great wisdom may think prop-
er.  Possibly my Lord, I might be useful for a while.”1024 
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This situation would soon worsen as General Greene arrived from West Point and took 
command of the Continentals in the South.1025  The following month, on January 17, 1781, at the 
Battle of Cowpens, the Rebels earned an even more dramatic victory over a full British force 
commanded by the hated British Lieutenant Colonel Banastre Tarleton.1026  Wright wrote that he 
soon expected a “Rebel army will come in ... & throw us into the utmost confusion & danger, for 
this province is still left in a defenseless state.”1027  Within short order, the governor received a 
disquieting letter from Colonels Grierson and Thomas Waters in Augusta and the Ceded Lands, 
who reported that the Rebels had, in Wright’s words:  
assassinated eleven people, some of them in their beds....  This base conduct of 
the Rebels, I consider my Lord, as the strongest proof of the rebellious spirit 
which still continues amongst many of the people and that as they are not strong 
enough to retake the province they will endeavor to murder & harass & distress 
his Majesty’s good and loyal subjects.1028  
 
Just days later, General Greene engaged Cornwallis at Guilford Courthouse in North 
Carolina.  Although Greene relinquished the field, the British victory was clearly of a Pyrrhic 
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nature as Cornwallis suffered substantial casualties.1029  Georgians were also suffering as Rebel 
parties continued to plunder the backcountry.1030 
The following month the emboldened Rebels, led by Elijah Clarke, again laid siege to 
Augusta.1031  Wright complained to Germain that Cornwallis’s great distance from Georgia had 
given “opportunity to the disaffected to collect & murder, plunder, etc. in a most cruel & shock-
ing manner.”1032  The governor referred to news he had just received from Augusta which related 
that Whig Colonel Isaac Shelby and a few hundred overmountain men had gone into the Ceded 
Lands and barbarously “assassinated upwards of 40 people ... and the unheard of cruelty of the 
Rebels was so shocking that the generality of the people took to the swamps for shelter against 
these worse than savages, who say they will murder every loyal subject in the province.”  Ru-
mors were now running rampant that Rebels were collecting in force at numerous places in the 
South Carolina backcountry with the intent “to come over into this province & lay waste the 
whole lower part of the country.”  Wright surmised then that Georgia had now been “reduced to 
a precarious & dangerous situation.”1033   
Throughout May and into June, the Rebels tightened their grip on Augusta while also, ac-
cording to Wright, “murdering, plundering, laying waste & doing all the mischief they possibly 
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can.”  In fact, he argued that Whig atrocities and intimidation had led many Loyalists to flock to 
the Rebel standard.  Once again Wright pleaded that a few well-placed troops could have pre-
vented such barbarity.1034  No aid would be forthcoming, however, as Colonel Balfour informed 
Wright on May 21, because the British posts at Wright’s Bluff, Buck Head, and the Congaree 
had all been taken by the Rebels.  Balfour added that Britain’s overall position in the region had 
reached a critical level and that he lacked the “power to succour the garrisons of Ninety Six 
[South Carolina] and Augusta.”1035  Writing that same day from General Greene’s headquarters, 
Captain Nathaniel Pendleton presciently opined that Augusta would collapse within the week.1036  
The first of Augusta’s two forts fell on May 25, with the second succumbing eleven days later.  
Growing increasingly frustrated, angry, and isolated, Wright dispatched a diatribe to Balfour, 
arguing that it might now “be too late to prevent the whole [of Georgia] from being laid waste & 
totally destroyed & the people ruined, we are now in a most wretched situation.”1037   
Although Savannah remained in British hands, the fall of Augusta meant that Rebels fully 
controlled the Georgia frontier.  Georgia’s prospects grew much bleaker following Cornwallis’s 
defeat at Yorktown, Virginia, in October 1781.  Writing in December, Wright cried that “we are 
at this moment in the utmost danger & distress & expect every day” the arrival with a “formida-
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ble force” commanded by General Greene.1038  By early 1782, Continental forces were inching 
ever closer to Savannah.  In January a still seething Wright informed Germain that the Loyalists 
“ought to have supportd [sic] these southern provinces” because without them, New York would 
“be of little consequence.”  He then again requested permission to leave Georgia.1039  Historian 
Kenneth Coleman correctly observed that Wright’s correspondence “took on the note of pessi-
mism of a man who knew that he was doomed.”1040 
In early February, Continental General Anthony Wayne forced the British and Loyalist 
forces to withdraw closer and closer to Savannah proper.1041  Wayne suggested that he could take 
Savannah if Greene would send reinforcements.1042  Wright truly was resigned to his deplorable 
lot, lamenting to his old friend William Knox: “I am convinced nothing will be attempted any 
where ... every insult & every depredation the Rebels choose to offer or commit will be suffered 
with impunity.”  Additionally, Wright’s correspondence since the summer of 1781, if not sooner, 
revealed a man desirous of ensuring that blame for the fall of Georgia would be placed else-
where.1043 
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In late April, Hessian Baron Ludwig von Closen confided in his journal that British 
headquarters had received intelligence that Savannah would soon be evacuated.1044  A week later 
General Sir Guy Carleton arrived in New York to replace Clinton.  Moreover, his orders called 
for a quick evacuation of the colonies and he determined to begin by evacuating the southern 
provinces.1045  All of this, however, was unbeknownst to Governor Wright, who continued his 
efforts in defending Georgia and trying to procure British troops with which to dislodge General 
Wayne.1046 
Such efforts were doomed to fall on deaf ears as shortly after Wright made this request, 
General Alexander Leslie, who had assumed command in the South, received notification that 
peace negotiations had begun.1047  At the same Leslie received this communication, Carleton 
dispatched a letter to Charleston ordering him to evacuate Savannah.1048  Leslie notified Wright 
of the British plans to evacuate America in June.1049  Wright responded with utter contempt and 
amazement. 
We his Majesty’s most dutiful & loyal subjects, feel ourselves at a loss for lan-
guage to express the astonishment we experience, at the intelligence received, of 
an intention to withdraw his Majesty’s troops....  We can with the greatest confi-
dence assert that a greater proportion of the inhabitants of Georgia have attached 
themselves to the royal cause, than in any other British colony in America, and 
that numbers of them have been inhumanly murdered, and others stript of their 
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property....  We little expected that the town of Savannah would have been evacu-
ated, to the utter ruin of many Loyalists who have suffer’d the greatest hardships 
in defending it.1050 
 
In any event, the evacuation fleet reached Charleston by June 20 and proceeded to Sa-
vannah without delay, arriving on July 1.1051  Just days prior to the evacuation of the province, 
Wright again lamented that “the distress & misery brought on his Majesty’s loyal subjects ... for 
the want of 4 to 500 men [who] would have effectually held the country.”1052  The town that 
Wright had called home since 1760, was evacuated on July 11.  From London that September, 
Wright penned a scathing letter to Thomas Townshend recounting the innumerable Loyalist suf-
ferings.  Although they had been encouraged by the crown and given “assurances of protection & 
support,” they were deserted by our country, to their “very great mortification, grief & astonish-
ment.”1053 
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EPILOGUE: THE LOYALIST COMMISSION 
 
 At the end of May 1782, Governor James Wright penned an emotional missive to Gen-
eral Sir Guy Carleton, Britain’s final commander-in-chief in America.  Wright informed the gen-
eral that Georgia’s Loyalists “have been firm in their allegiance throughout ... [and] have suf-
fered every kind of distress for their loyalty,” including the confiscation of their property.  “Jus-
tice and equity,” he added, gave them just “claim to the interference and protection of govern-
ment,” especially as it pertains to their possessions.  In fact, from a purely financial standpoint, 
no one had suffered as much as Wright.  He recorded his losses that spring to be in excess of 
£40,000 and expected that number to more than double in the near future.1054  A London news-
paper correspondent from New York opined that Wright “is the only capital sufferer for his loy-
ality in America, but that he has taken care not to be very poor.”1055 
The next day, on May 31, Georgia’s royal Commons House of Assembly dispatched their 
own memorial to Carleton.  “From a very early period,” the Assembly stated, “we have taken 
arms in defense of our happy Constitution, and shewn an unshaken loyalty to the best of kings.”  
In return, they insisted, “we have been persecuted by our enemies, deprived of our possessions, 
and some hundreds have been most cruelly murdered for no other cause.”  Moreover, they now 
advised Carleton that they had been forced inside the confines of the city and “are now doing 
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duty with [British] lines,” while their “estates are [left alone] and confiscated by the Rebels, and 
are now advertized [sic] for sale.”1056 
The Rebel government passed two confiscation acts during the Revolutionary War.  In 
March 1778, Governor Wright headlined a list of 117 Georgians (including his brothers, Charles 
and Jermyn) declared guilty of high treason by the Whig government.  Four years later, he 
topped an expanded list of 279 Loyalists charged with disloyalty and “murder, rapine, and devas-
tation,” offenses which justified the confiscation of their estates and their permanent banishment 
from the state, under penalty of death.  Wright’s sons, Alexander, James, Jr., and Charles, and 
brothers joined him on this second list.1057 
After receiving orders to evacuate Georgia on June 14, Wright complained bitterly to 
Carleton, that “the situation of affairs here was not properly & sufficiently known to your excel-
lency or I trust such steps would not have been taken” to evacuate this province “when a rein-
forcement of 4 or 500 men would have effectually held the country.”1058  He had worked tireless-
ly and without success to maintain royal control of the province.  In fact, he had fought beyond 
the bitter end and had become thoroughly bitter, disillusioned and, perhaps a tad, delusional in 
the waning days of the American Revolution, bemoaning that “the King’s most loyal & faithful 
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subjects” had been abandoned by King and country.1059  The failure to subdue the rebellious col-
onists signaled for Wright the end of his long tenure at the pinnacle of provincial power, the end 
of familial redemption, and the end of his American dream. 
On July 2, Governor Wright bade a final farewell to Georgia, his home for more than two 
decades.  The British fleet spent made a brief stop in Charleston to procure supplies and addi-
tional passengers.  Charleston had been Wright’s home for more than three decades prior to his 
appointment as governor of Georgia.  He had been raised, learned the law, met and married his 
wife, and witnessed the birth of most of his children in the city.  One week later, he left America 
for the final time, arriving in Great Britain five weeks later.1060   
“Poor Sir James Wright I hear, is come home,” wrote former South Carolina royal gover-
nor William Henry Lyttelton wrote on July 14, “and I hope he has done travelling for the rest of 
his life, and will have a competent allowance from [the] government to make him live comforta-
bly.”1061  Unfortunately, Wright would go to the grave seeking both this peace and a “competent 
allowance,” spending his final years at the head of the American Loyalist Claims Commission 
laboring to secure compensation for Britain’s loyal Americans.   
On August 29, King George III held a levee at St. James’s Palace where the “great offic-
ers of state [and] the foreign ministers, &c. were present....  Sir James Wright, Baronet, Governor 
of the province of Georgia, was at the levee, it being the first time since his return from America, 
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when he was most graciously received, and had the honor to kiss His Majesty’s hand.”  Wright 
utilized this special meeting to deliver a memorial to his sovereign, “stating the distressed condi-
tion and sufferings of His Majesty’s loyal and faithful subjects of Georgia.”1062  Wright’s task 
would prove difficult indeed; one exiled and well-to-do Loyalist lamented that “the state is not to 
reward the loyalty of every subject....  I cannot foresee what I may hereafter do, but easily that I 
must suffer hunger and nakedness in the comfortless mansions of the wretched.”1063 
In the fall of 1782, Prime Minister William Petty, Lord Shelburne, appointed MP’s John 
Wilmot and Daniel Parker Coke “to enquire into the cases of all American sufferers,” a duty 
which they began in October.  Each Loyalist desirous of receiving compensation was required to 
submit a petition attesting to their fidelity and outlining their property losses.  In addition, the 
petitioners were required to attend a hearing and produce affadavits “to confirm or to explain the 
merits, the losses, and other circumstances of each case.”1064 
In mid-February 1783, the London Chronicle announced the list of “agents chosen by the 
loyal American sufferers” to represent each former colony.1065  In his account of the commission, 
Wilmot wrote:  
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Sir James Wright was, both from his situation, age, activity, and zeal, as well as 
abilities and large property, placed at the head of the Board of Agents of Ameri-
can Loyalists....  Being much respected, both in his public and private character, 
he kept his province, as long as possible, free from the general contagion ... until 
February 1776....  [B]ut [the] government being determined to support him with 
energy, encouraged him to return in the spring of 1779....  [During] the siege [of 
Savannah], the [French] were repulsed in a most gallant manner ... aided by the 
determined zeal and spirit of Sir James Wright himself, which made the success-
ful defence of Savannah one of the most brilliant events of the War.1066 
 
Writing from Paris during the postwar peace talks, Wright’s former friend Henry Laurens 
inserted a significant block quote from an unnamed acquaintance concerning the peace talks.  In 
addition to denigrating Lord Shelburne as “rotten, deceitful, treacherous, & the very essence of 
Toryism,” the acquaintance commented that “it is egregious in [the Loyalists] to appoint L[o]r[d] 
Dunmore, Govr Franklin, Sr James Wright, and even Arnold to be their agents.”1067 
At approximately the same time, the agents, with Wright at their head, published a pam-
phlet titled, The Case and Claim of the American Loyalists: Impartially Stated and Considered.  
The thirty-eight page pamphlet echoed Wright’s persistent complaint throughout the war: 
“Though destitute of that protection and support which they had a right to expect from the state,” 
the document read, “they were called upon ‘to withstand and suppress the rebellion.’”  The Loy-
alists even quoted Thomas Paine’s The Crisis as evidence that Britain had neglected them.  “The 
British,” Paine wrote, “have lost their interest in American with the disaffected.”1068 
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The second part of the pamphlet set out to justify their claim for remuneration.  Their 
central argument was that the “great aim and end of civil society is protection of the persons and 
properties of individuals, by an equal contribution to whatever is necessary to attain and secure 
it.”  They offered common sense examples of this contract as well as historical references to jus-
tify their right to compensation.  In short, they maintained “they have lost and sacrificed all that 
men can possible lose or suffer, life itself excepted.”1069 
Loyal Georgians also submitted their own petition to the King George III because they 
deemed their situation, as the only colony in which Britain reestablished civil government, to be 
unique.  Moreso than their particular fidelity, the submitted an extract of a letter from Lord 
George Germain to Governor Wright in which the King “assure[d] them that his loyal and faith-
ful subjects of Georgia may always rely upon his Majesty’s protection, and constant attention to 
their prosperity and happiness.”  It was just such a promise, which was oft repeated, that instilled 
in them an even deeper resilience than they had already exhibited.1070 
Perhaps the most resilient of these loyal Georgians, James Wright occupied the final three 
years of his life advocating for the Loyalist cause.  This unrelenting task involved attending daily 
hearings, incessant meetings with officials and other Loyalists, and providing hundreds of affa-
davits for his fellow Georgians.1071   
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Wright also spent a great deal of energy pressing for his own compensation package.  
Moreover, he procured an impressive list of supporters, including King George III, William Pitt 
(the Younger), William Murray, 1st Earl of Mansfield, George Germain, 1st Viscount Sackville, 
Thomas Townshend, 1st Viscount Sydney, William Legge, 2nd Earl of Dartmouth, Wills Hill, 1st 
Marquess of Downshire, and Sir Henry Clinton,   He submitted the largest claim of any Geor-
gian, claiming to have lost 231 slaves and more than 26,000 acres of land dispersed over eleven 
plantations and additional tracts.1072  The Loyalist Commisssion accepted a claim valued at 
£100,260.11 and awarded him £35,347.  A subsequent Parliamentary act provided a reduction of 
all claims in excess of £10,000 and Wright was ultimately awarded £32,977 plus £1,000 per an-
num as a pension for his service as governor.  According to Robert Mitchell’s examination of 
Georgia Loyalist claims, Wright’s individual claim represented eleven percent of all Georgia 
claims and his award nearly equaled fifteen percent of all compensation.1073 
Wright, however, would not live to hear the committee’s final decision.  He died at his 
home on Fludyer Street in southeast London on Sunday, November 20, 1785 and was interred in 
the North transcept at Westminster Abbey one week later.  His death was reported on both sides 
of the Atlantic.  The most thorough of these was the Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser: 
On Sunday last died Sir James Wright, Baronet, late Governor of Georgia, in the 
71st year of his age. As he presided in that province for two and twenty years with 
distinguished ability and integrity, it seems to be a tribute justly due to his merit 
as a faithful servant of his king and Country. Before the commotions in America, 
his example of industry and skill in the cultivation and improvement of Georgia 
was of eminent advantage; and the faithful discharge of his executive and judicial 
commission was universally acknowledged, by the people over whom he presid-
ed, none of his decrees as Chancellor having ever been reversed.  Under all the 
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difficulties which attended the latter period of his government, his spirited con-
duct in defence of that province was singularly manifested.  His loss is deeply felt 
and sincerely lamented by his family and frieds, as well, as by his unfortunate fel-
low-sufferers from America, whose cause he most assiduously laboured to sup-
port and solicit; and the success which attended his active exertions in their be-
half afforded him real comfort under his languishing state of health for some time 
before his death.1074 
 
The Gazette of the State of Gazette was much less laudatory, simply stating: “Died. Yesterday at 
his house in Westminster, Sir James Wright, Bart., many years Governor of Georgia.”1075  Thus, 
after having dedicated more than two decades of his life to the province of Georgia, overseeing 
rapid economic and growth and geographic expansion, James Wright’s life was reduced to a hol-
low afterthought. 
The inestimable historian of colonial and Revolutionary America, Bernard Bailyn, con-
cluded that Massachusetts governor Thomas Hutchinson “felt no elemental discontent, no ro-
mantic aspirations.”  The same certainly holds true for the pragmatic James Wright.  Governor 
Wright spent a lifetime relentlessly, yet patiently, accumulating – land, wealth, and power.  He 
thoroughly understood the eighteenth-century world in which he lived and focused his boundless 
energies on making the most of the opportunities presented him.  Like Hutchinson, however, 
Wright “was never crudely avaricious ... ruthless ... [or] flamboyant.”  His lifelong quest for fa-
milial redemption, private wealth, and, perhaps most importantly, personal respect, was ground-
ed in a deep conservatism which required, according to Bailyn, “a stable world within which to 
work, a hierarchy to ascend, and a formal, external calibration by which to measure where he 
was.”1076  His upbringing left him ill-equipped to understand the moral passions driving the bur-
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geoning rebellion.  Wright was rigid, distant, and aloof and, by the mid-1770s, found himself 
trapped by the growing crisis and chaos which soon enveloped and ultimately destroyed him.   
Insecurity was Governor Wright’s most evident character defect and can be witnessed 
throughout his professional correspondence, from the 1750s until his death.  Unbending and in-
dustrious, Wright had an almost pathological need to be appreciated, especially by his superiors.  
This, however, is not to say that he was a sycophant because he was not.  He never hesitated to 
judge the performance of his superiors, although always to couch such criticisms in the proper 
deferential tone. 
He earnestly believed that English and Georgian interests to be entirely compatible and 
worked assiduously to achieve both.  Furthermore, he sincerely believed that he was possessed 
with a unique insight into the psyche of both Briton and Georgian alike and thus capable of suc-
cessfuly mediating the imperial crisis.  He was born in England and spent roughly twenty years 
in London, usually near the centers of power, yet he spent most of his life on the periphery, 
building long-lasting relationships with colonists from Charleston to Savannah. 
A consumate conservative, Wright empathized with colonists who had become angry 
with Parliamentary encroachments.  Furthermore, he understood the vital importance of the col-
onies to the British Empire and to the mercantilist system.  Importantly, though, Wright believed 
in the British system of governance and  insisted that the system could only be challenged 
through proper legal channels and not mob action.  The very notion of aggressively defying Brit-
ish law was inconceivable to him and such acts threatened to overturn the entire social, econom-
ic, and political foundation on which his world was based.  Thus, during the sweltering summer 
of 1775, when Wright wrote that the “powers of government are wrested out of my hands,” his 
personal agony extended well beyond the political arena for he fully comprehended that the Re-
276 
bels were, according to historian Gordon Wood, “indeed trying to destroy the ligaments of the 
older society and to reknit people together in new ways.”1077    
                                                          
 
1077 Wright to Dartmouth, July 8, 1775, in GHS Collections, 3:191-192 and Wood, The Radical-
ism of the American Revolution, 214. 
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